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PREFACE.

This work is the result of three years' (1907-9)

research in Greece and Italy. It does not pro-

fess either to be a complete exposition or to

deal with an entirely new subject. Its failure

in the first respect will not surprise any one who
has strayed into the interminable windings of

myth and ritual and custom, not as set out in

bibliographies, but as an essential part of some

nation's life. In regard to the second point, I

have consulted numerous writers who make short

excursions into this field in the course of their

travels or theorisings ; but for Greek folk-lore

the chief authorities are Schmidt, with his short

and somewhat out-of-date treatise on Das Volks-

leben der Neugriechen ; Polites, whose lengthy

volumes, if ever completed, will become the

encyclopedia of the traditional superstitions of

his country ; and in English, J. G. Frazer, whose

comparative method includes Greek folk-lore to-

gether with that of every other land.

I have endeavoured to make a personal study
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of the popular ideas regarding the saints and

their festivals in Greece of to-day, and to find

what vestiges of ancient Hellas remain in thought

and custom. In order to collect my first-hand

evidence I travelled over the greater part of

Greece and the Islands, of Italy, Sicily, and

Sardinia, seeing many strange things and learn-

ing more from peasants, boatmen, and muleteers

than from schoolmasters or archbishops, but per-

haps most from friendly though wondering women,
under whose roofs I have slept.

My thanks are due to the Carnegie Trust for

the Universities of Scotland which granted me
the Fellowship under which this work was done

;

to the Directors of the British Schools of Archae-

ology at Athens and at Eome for the facilities of

study and of travel which they have so kindly
afforded me ; to Sir James Donaldson, Principal

of St. Andrews University, for his constant guid-
ance and help; and to all the other friends to

whom I have been indebted for assistance in the
course of these years.

M. H.

Oxford, 1910.
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Greek Saints and their Festivals.

CHAPTEE I.

INTRODUCTION.

The festivals of the Orthodox Church in Greece
are remarkable for their frequency and for their

unfailing popularity. By their numbers the
working days of the year are so effectually

diminished that the saying of Chrysostom seems
to be taken with exaggerated literalness :

" And the whole of time is an occasion for

festival to Christians on account of the excess

of good gifts." ^

The enthusiasm attending their celebration

reveals the strong influence which they exercise

on the national and social life of the country,

and it is in this aspect that their real importance
lies. The Church treats its festivals as occasions

^ Homily xv. In Hpitt, I, ad Cor., § 3 : Kai irSs 6 xp^""^ iopTrjs (art

Kaipbs To7s xptcTiavois 5m Tfjv iirtp^o'KTiv tuv SoffecTwi/ ayaOuv.

A
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for worship; the people combine much merry-

making therewith ; to the folklorist the festivals

offer interesting studies of men's traditional ways ;

but a wider view shows them to be a weighty

factor in the nation's life and progress. The

peculiarly personal element provided for the

participants contributes most effectively to the

popularity of the celebrations, welding intimate

and friendly links between worshipper and wor-

shipped. From the point of view of the priest-

hood the full significance of the occasion is to be

found in special ritualistic performances, but the

people treat their festivals as personal oppor-

tunities for drawing near in supplication to the

Powers above, and their methods of so doing

reflect a social phase of the country.

In dealing with Greek saints and their festivals

it is proposed to consider them in this non-

ritualistic aspect, which, although it is not the

official centre, has the strongest influence on the

lay mind. The part of the priest on these occa-

sions is often quite incomprehensible to the
audience, who retain and act upon their own
ideas connected with the saints and their super-

natural powers. These ways ofthought and action

go to make up the popular religion, the main
general principle of which lies apart from theo-

retical doctrines ; it is founded on the service-

ableness of the saints, and the best ways of
winning their favour. From this part of the
festivals the Church does not stand wholly aloof.

We shall see how its support and encouragement
are given to some of the popular ideas and
customs ; and in other cases how it maintains
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a neutral attitude of toleration towards them

;

while occasionally it tries to destroy and oblit-

erate popular customs as being degrading super-

stitions.

The extraordinary popularity of the festivals

is apparent to any traveller in Greek lands, and
to a certain degree the reasons for this popularity

also lie on the surface. There are the common
attractions of crowds and merry-makings, for the

celebration of a Saint's Day in Greece resembles

in its main points the feste of all southern coun-

tries. Wherever there is an important church
dedicated to the saint, crowds come to worship,

and after their devotions they indulge in con-

viviality. The great monasteries of the country

have each an annual day for such assembling,

and the principal churches, whose fame has been
won by some wonder-working possession, bring

together every year thousands of worshippers

from all the Greek lands. They enjoy the

gatherings and reunions of old friends whose
conditions of life do not permit of mutual week-
end visits ; they escape from daily drudgery ; and
they benefit by the hospitality which the church

or monastery provides for its visitors. Then
there are the supernatural attractions in the

shape of actual or alleged healings, miraculous

springs, or oracular responses, which play upon
their curiosity and credulity, and send them
home with renewed faith. The mental results

are all-important : the pleasures of a self-satisfied

conscience account for much of the ardour with

which the commands of the Church are fulfilled.

Fasting, for example, is carried out rigorously
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even by half-starved mule-boys, who on the eve

of a festival will refuse dainties, the leavings of a

foreigner's lunch, with absolute consistency
._

The
people are genuinely in a famished condition at

the end of a long fast, and thus both through

fasts and festivals the work of the country suffers.

Industry under factory conditions is quite impos-

sible, and the agriculture, by which the people

live, could flourish only by steady incessant labour.

The Greek outside of Greece gets for himself

wealth. At home he feels bound to follow those

observances, which must react on prosperity. And
yet in spite of such economic defects the popu-
larity of the festivals does not wane. It is, then,

natural to suppose that, apart from the super-

ficial reasons observable to-day, there must be
some inherent cause for the firm hold with which
the people cling to their observances. In review-
ing the general development of these festivals,

some light may perhaps be thrown on this

point.

During the first three centuries of our era the
Church was oppressed. Converts cut themselves
off from their old world and laid aside all their

pagan training, both through fervour and through
necessity, for there could be no dealings between
persecutor and persecuted. With the support of
Constantine a great change came in the history
of conversion, and the blending of pagan and
Christian began after the barricade of hatred and
persecution had been broken down. The Church,
gradually conquering, acted avowedly on the
system of adapting itself to existing conditions
as far as seemed consistent with its principles.
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This it believed to be the only policy compatible

with the aim of permanent victory. Converts
were no longer brought over by faith alone

;

edicts and proclamations christianised the Em-
pire, and conversion came to be a political and
collective event. An order given by Pope Gregory
in 601 A.D. to Bishop Mellitus in Britain makes
clear the general policy.^

" Let the shrines of idols by no means be destroyed,

but let the idols which are in them be destroyed. Let
water be consecrated and sprinkled in these temples ; let

altars be erected, and relics laid upon them, because if

these same temples are well built it is necessary that

they should be converted from the worship of evil spirits

to the service of the true God, so that the people, not

seeing their own temples destroyed, may displace error

from their hearts, and recognise and adore the true God,

meeting, in the familiar way at the accustomed places.

And because they are wont to sacrifice many oxen to

devils, some celebration should be given in exchange for

this, as that on the day of dedication, or the nativity of

the martyrs whose relics are there deposited, they should

build houses out of tree-branches round the churches

which used to serve as temples, and should celebrate a

reUgious feast, and no longer offer beasts to the devils,

but kill cattle, and worship God by their feasting, and
give thanks to the Donor for their abundance ; so that

while they still keep outward pleasures, they may more
readily receive the spiritual joys."

One of Julian's letters ^ contains a paragraph
giving another glimpse of the state of matters at

the transition period. He was visiting Troy and
was shown round by Bishop Pegasios, who met
with his approval because he seemed to reverence

1 Beda, EccUi. Hist., Bk. I. ch. 30.

^ Hertlein, 72, p. 207 ; quoted by Briiokner, Troja und Ilion, p. 592.
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the pagan gods and heroes. They came to an

ancient heroon of Hector, where a bronze statue

of the hero stood within the shrine. Opposite it

had been placed a colossal Achilles. Lights were

burning on the altar, and the statue had_ been

freshly anointed. Julian asked the Bishop if the

people of Ilion still brought offerings there.

Pegasios answered :
" Is it not right that they

should honour an honourable man of their country

as we the martyrs?" Then they went on to

the sanctuary of Athena of Troy. On opening

it they found all the old statues preserved most

carefully. The grave of Achilles was found in-

tact, and the Bishop approached it with great

reverence.

With this policy in view it is not difficult to

understand how the blending of pagan and Chris-

tian took place, and how the old traditions and
customs persisted. In any village which had just

been brought into the fold of Christianity the

minds of the people were bound to be confused.

The new priests brought them a raw and bare

religion of ineffectual ritual in honour of a god
with whom they could not come into personal

contact. They had no new methods of miraculous

cures, no oracle to direct them in trouble, and
the immediate usefulness of this god was not
apparent to people to whom that quality in their

deities ' appealed before all others. Instead of
throwing off their old beliefs through conviction

they persisted in their established traditions and
habits of thought, although outwardly conforming
to law. And this procedure was facilitated by
the Imperial policy. The ecclesiastical authorities
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were urged to conciliate converts by an avoidance
of excessive novelty. The people assembled for

worship in their accustomed temples, reconsecrated

without great changes by holy water and relics

of martyrs. Saints were given them to worship
with names similar to those of their old gods ;

^

histories of the saints were borrowed from well-

known legends ; and their festivals were usually

held on the same days as of old, a point of policy

approved by Leo the Great. ^

As the victory grew more complete the Church
began to see the evil of such concessions to

paganism. In the writings of the Fathers are

to be found frequent remonstrances on the sub-

ject of Christian support of heathen practices.

While refusing its protection for some of these

customs, the Church has never been able to stamp
them out entirely, and its first attempt to modify
and transform was the graceful acceptance of

partial defeat.

This early strife between paganism and Chris-

tianity has given rise to much discussion of the

extent of Survivals in the practices and cere-

monies of to-day. The Church is accused of

having sheltered paganism in her rites and tenets

by disguising heathen practices under Christian

forms. It is only by an examination of the

particular festivals and ceremonies that any con-

clusion can be drawn, and these will be treated

separately.

1 Ch. ii.

' Serm. 8, 9. Nam illi beatissimi discipuli veritatis hoc divinitus

inspirati commendavere doctrina, ut quotiens caecitas paganorum super-

BtitionibuB suis esset instantior, tunc preecipue populus Dei orationibus et

operibus pietatis instaret.
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On this subject the dearth of secular writers

during the Middle Ages leaves a great blank of

centuries in our knowledge of the true history

and development of modern religious practices.

Under the Byzantine Empire, during which the

most important changes and interminglings must

have taken place in Greece, the subject is left m
the hands of the priests, and only the ecclesi-

astical point of view has come down to us. As to

the life and customs of the people there is little

to be learned. Early in the seventeenth century

appears the forerunner of the modern folklorist,

Leone AUacci of Chios, who in one of his shorter

treatises, Concerning the Opinions of Certain

Greeks of To-day, throws some light on prevail-

ing popular superstitions and ceremonies, which
will later illustrate particular cases. His preface

is interesting as an early protest against neglect

of the study of modern folk-lore.

"I should be glad to learn what exists in antiquity

worthy of research and admiration which cannot be
more readily and with fuller detail demonstrated in our
own times. Habits, customs, virtues, vices, desires in

this sphere of human life are always the same and return

the same, at times superior. This provides a wider field

of discussion than when, neglecting our own times, which
are by no means inferior to the days of old, we devote
ourselves exclusively to antiquity, and allow the shades
of silence to envelope and destroy things modern, until

for their comprehension a Delian ^ swimmer has to be
called in. Such is our contemptuous want of interest in
our own concerns and our eagerness over other people's
affairs." ^

' The awimmera of Delos were known for their skill.

^ AUatius, De Opinationibus, ch, i.
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The object of the present work, while it deals

generally with religious practices and super-

stitions in Greece, is to consider how much the
Greek people have conserved in their religion,

linking on the festivals and observances of to-day

to those of pre-Christian times. It is to this

conserving element, maintained by tradition in

the hearts of the people, that the lasting popu-
larity of the festivals may be chiefly attributed.

The ancient part of the new religion is to be
found not in what the Church wills and deter-

mines, but in what the participants think, ex-

perience, and perpetuate. Apart from the mighty
gatherings of the great festivals stand the local

celebrations in honour of the village patron saint,

or of some wonder-working ikon which benefits

the neighbourhood. Around these village fes-

tivals, more than on the great occasions, clusters

the mass of rites and ceremonies of popular faith,

by which the people approach the deities. An
attempt is often made on the part of the devout
to force a connection between them and the

Church, and to veil them with Scriptural cover-

ings, as an excuse for their support by professing

Christians. Other rites, again, which the Church
utterly rejects, are not practised openly, but the

very mystery attached to them gives them per-

manence. AH these customs are maintained and
fostered by tradition, and their origins are con-

cealed beneath the centuries of observance, each

bringing some modification or addition. But the

extraordinary permanence of unwritten supersti-

tion and tradition, of the practices handed down
from generation to generation by force of habit,
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makes it possible for us to see in many cases that

we are dealing with Survivals, while in other

cases the same conclusion can be drawn from

comparison with parallel rites practised elsewhere.

By a Survival is meant the continuance of some

method of action or thought, which belonged to

another social order, through the lapse of centuries

into the existing conditions without essential

change, so that its contrasting origin persists as

a connecting link with the past civilisation.

In following out the idea that the modern
religious observances of Greece are linked on to

the ancient, it is necessary to bear in mind the

dominating influence of the Roman conquest.

At the time when the new religion was replacing

the old, the Homeric gods of Olympos were no

longer the centre of popular worship, and their

festivals had been replaced by the newer fashions

of the Hellenistic cults. The romauisation of

Greece added new elements from the cults of the

conquering nation, whose public festivals were
celebrated throughout the Empire. Thus the age

was one of intermingled customs and thought, far

removed from the simplicity of ancient Greece.

This fact makes it necessary to include in our

study an area wider than the kingdom of Greece.

Outside, in the countries which at the present

day are closest in customs and beliefs and general

characteristics to modern Greece, we may point

to this ancient intermingling as a reason for the
similarity. The south of Italy

—

i.e., Magna
Graecia— Sardinia, Sicily, and parts of more
northern Italy, can to-day furnish beliefs and
customs which illustrate Greek rites.
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As for the older unromanised Greece, its

influence is to be found more markedly in the
private celebrations of the country people, into

which the Church has not entered. No public

recognition entailing romanisation has ever been
accorded to this part of the people's life, for it

has no connection with edicts and proclamations.

Matters of use and wont, private family affairs,

and little ceremonies of individual importance,
village traditions and superstitions, still conserve

occasional traces of ancient Greece, just as it is

in outlying and unfrequented villages of Thrace
that the pagan cults have left their most per-

manent impressions.
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CHAPTER II.

THE FUNCTIONS AND NAMES OF SAINTS.

The spheres in which the saints of the Greek
Church work, according to popular opinion, are

remarkable collectively for their number and var-

iety, and in the separate cases for their concise

limitations. In the event of any trouble, disease,

or loss which can happen to man there is ap-

pointed some saint, the invocation of whom will

be powerful to save, but the application must
be made to the one special saint : for example,
St. Demetrios must not be invoked if shipwreck
threatens, nor should St. Nikolas be supplicated

to help the crops.

The allocation of such functions is derived

largely from popular tradition and legend, but
in the principal cases the Church recognises the
special spheres of the saints, thus establishing

them for general application. When the func-

tions depend on tradition, they are apt to be
confined to certain localities and to vary accord-
ing to the district, with the result that the same
saint may be the shepherds' patron on one island

and the protector of vineyards on the next. The
reasons for the allocation of the functions may
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sometimes be traced. Firstly, there are certain

saints whose function and name are intimately

connected and interdependent. To this section

belong those saints who, by the combination of

nomenclature and sphere, point to an origin in

paganism, and who have sometimes been re-

garded as direct representatives of their pagan
name-gods.

•^We find in the Greek Calendar many names
which directly suggest the gods of ancient

Greece ; and when, as occurs in several cases,

other points of contact with the pagan name-
god are presented in characteristics, attributes,

or legendary history, the Church is credited with
the appropriation of the god and the transforma-

tion of him into the saint. In this theory great

weight is laid on evidence derived from nomen-
clature, the significance of which has been mis-

interpreted by those who, like Gruppe,^ state

succinctly that St. Dionysios was made out of

Dionysos. The case of St. Demetrios has also

often been quoted in this connection. The deri-

vation of the name from Demeter is taken in

conjunction with the fact that St. Demetrios is

the popular patron of Greek husbandmen and
shepherds, and the protector of agriculture in

general. The functions of the Earth-Mother are

perpetuated in him, and his festival in October,

^ Pp. 13-24 reprinted by kind permission from the Arnimal of the Brit.

School at Athens, No. XIII., 1906-7, p. 348.

2 Oriech. Myth., ii. p. 1654. "Dann (IV. Jahrhundert) ist man freilich

•weiter gegangen, und hat entweder aus dem alten Golt kurzweg eineu

Heiligen gemacht wie den heiligen Dionysios aus Dionysos, oder aber einen

in der Legendejoder auch im Namen irgendwie entsprechender Heiligen

an dieStelle des Gottes gesetzt.

"
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just before sowing-time, has great importance

in the land of peasant-farmers. All over the

country, at Eleusis as in every other district,

his churches are found ; but, before it could be

maintained that St. Demetrios vras given to the

new converts as representative of the banished

Demeter, it would be necessary to find some
general recognition of his place and powers, and
this is wanting to the argument. The Synax-
arium^ gives the story of a young martyr bear-

ing the common name of Demetrios, who was put
to death at Rome on October 26th, but there

is no hint of any connection with agriculture.

Further, the city of Salonika, where Demetrios
is honoured as patron, does not recognise in him
any such attributes. The agricultural side of

St. Demetrios belongs, therefore, to popular local

tradition.

Although the theory that this saint had his

origin in Demeter must be set aside, the co-

incidence of name and attributes demands ex-

planation. Consider any district in which new
converts were being trained in the beliefs and
practices of Christianity. Before conversion they
had believed in other gods and prayed to other

patrons ; their new priests taught them to wor-
ship saints, amongst whom might be one bearing
a name similar to that of some pagan patron, for

such names as Apollonios or Demetrios had long
been in common use. Round the pagan deity the
people had gathered legends, and special powers
had been attributed to him, the memory of which
was still living ; these came to be transferred to

' Synaxariimi Eccleiice ConstantinopoUtomos, Oct. 26th.
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his namesake by a natural imaginative process on
the part of the people. It is another question
whether the Church did her best to suppress this

tendency, or made it her policy to encourage it.

This blending of pagan and Christian by reason

of similar nomenclature may at first have been
purely local, according to the sphere of the pagan
predecessor's influence, but, as the popularity of

the saint increased, the conception of his powers
would also spread.

With reference to this theory, the chief ex-

amples of pagan nomenclature in the Greek
Calendar must be examined. The case of St.

Dionysios has been cited by Gruppe,^ by Bent,^

and by other writers, as an instance of a saint

directly evolved from a god. In the Synaxarium
there are three chief saints of that name—the

patron of Zakynthos, the Areopagite, and the

monk of Meteora. No one of these can be con-

nected with Dionysos on grounds similar to those

which are presented in the case of St. Hippolytos,

who, like the son of Theseus, was dragged to

death bound to wild horses.^ Popular practice

and tradition afPord two cases on which state-

ments of a connection have been based. First,

to the north of Athens lies a district called

Dionyso, which can be identified with the deme
Ikaria,* where tradition located the first recep-

tion of the Athenian god Dionysos. There

1 Griech. Myth., ii. p. 1654. ^ The Oydades, p. 338.

* Synaxarium, Aug. 10th. " 'O BairiKehs . . . iKcKevae Kivdpais avrbv

{'XvjroKvTov) fftSTjpais /jiac^TiyudTJvaL Kal XirnoLs dypiois trpoaSfdTJvai v(p' Sip itrl

7ro\h avp6^ivos Tip Qeip rh Tryevfia iropeScuttev."

* Papers of the American School at Athens, v. p. 48.
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Chandler found a chapel dedicated to St. Dionys-

\o%} and an ancient inscription relating to a

victory. Kangab^^ supposes this to be a case

of saint succeeding god, taking the inscription

as referring to a local Dionysiac celebration.

The fact that neither at the time of his own
visit, nor in later years,^ was the chapel known
under the designation of St. Dionysios, combined

with the vagueness of the ancient inscription,

considerably weakens his hypothesis, and no

succession can be satisfactorily asserted. Any
traditions which may have existed about a local

worship of St. Dionysios should perhaps be ac-

counted for, not by an original supplanting of

god by saint, but by a later confusion on the

part of the people arising from the name of the

district, which is clearly derived from the pagan
god.

The second case occurs in the island of Naxos,
the legendary home of Dionysos and one of the

chief centres of his cult. There Bent * found that

St. Dionysios was widely worshipped, and was
connected in popular legend with the origin of

the vine. The modern Naxian story ^ is told

about a journey of the saint from Mount
Olympos to Naxos. He noticed an herb by the
way, and first planted it in the bone of a bird,

then in the bone of a lion, and lastly in the bone
of an ass. At Naxos he made the first wine with
its fruit. The intoxication which followed the
drinking of this wine had three stages : first he

' Travels in Greece, p. 161. 2 Antiquitis HelUniquet, No. 985.
^ Papers of the American School at Athens, v. 48.

* The Cyclades, p. 338. « Politcs, napaS6<Teis, i. No. 176.
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sang like a bird, then felt strong as a lion, and
lastly became foolish as an ass.

The fact that the saint is said to have been
travelling from Olympos connects him with the
monk of Meteora of the twelfth century, who
has a monastery on the mountain, and is believed

by tradition to have rid the district of bears. ^

This monk presents no distinguishing Bacchic
characteristics ; the connection in popular tradi-

tion is purely local, and of a later date. The
Naxiotes long cherished the established legend
of their wine god, for they still make the " wine
of Dionysos," and learning of a saint with similar

name, they attached to him the attributes of

their old god. This is not a case of transforma-

tion of the pagan deity into the saint ; the

coincidence is due to the perpetuation of name
and story by popular tradition, which tends to

unite old and new. A similar conftision occurs

in Cyprus, where the summer festival, a fair on
the water, is popularly called the festival of

Aphrodite. The name of the pagan goddess is

attached by the people to this modern celebra-

tion only because of a long-standing tradition of

the island's chief cult, which is thus perpetuated

in name.^

Another instance of this pagan nomenclature
is quoted by Bent.^ St. Artemidos is worshipped
on Keos as patron of weakly children. Bent
identifies the saint as a christianised Artemis, to

whom belonged protecting powers over children,

animals, and vegetation. The popular practice

1 Polites, 023. cit., i. No. 198. "^ P. 153.

^ Tht Cyclades, p. 457.
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is the only reason, apart from nomenclature,

for connecting the saint with Artemis, but

the Kean custom is a common one throughout

Greece. At Chalcis, in the church of St. Elias

within the fort, I found that the women of

Euboia go through a similar ceremony :
in a

case of illness the mother brings her child,

dressed in black, to the ikon of the Panagia,

strips him, and after leaving him one day in the

church she dresses him in fresh white clothes,

and leaves the black garments in the church.

It would be easy to multiply examples of this

practice, which is one mode of the transference

of disease. It does not pertain exclusively to the

cult of the Kean St. Artemidos ; he merely shares

it with other patron saints, to whose chapels

mothers with ailing children have recourse, and
that is not sufficient ground for the assertion

that the attributes of Artemis hourotrophos have
been transferred to St. Artemidos.

St. Eleutherios also bears a name which is

believed to indicate pagan origin, and he has

often been connected with Eileithyia, the goddess
who presided over childbirth. Schmidt^ asserts

that there can be no connection between the

names owing to their dissimilarity ; but other

forms of Eileithyia are Eleutho or Eleuthyia,^ a

fact which makes the resemblance indisputable.

In certain districts St. Eleutherios is regarded
as the patron of mothers, especially in cases of

childbirth. At the small metropolitan church
of Athens his feast is popularly celebrated by

' Das VolJcsleben der Neugriechen, p. 28, note 7.

^ Roacher's ieicicon, a.v. "Eileithyia."
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crowds of worshipping women, who bring pro-

pitiatory offerings to his ikon ; in Crete ^ also

the saint is popular under the same aspect.

This function of St. Eleutherios is local ; no
ground for it is given in the life of the saint,

and in other districts the same powers are

attributed to the Panagia, or, as at Arachova,
to St. Stylianos.^ Popular tradition and local

practice may again be held responsible for the
coincidence of name and function, and this view
is supported by our knowledge of the ancient

cult. Crete is the traditional birthplace of

Eileithyia,^ and from Crete the cult was brought
to Athens, where there were at least two sanctu-

aries of the goddess. From the topographical

indications of Pausanias it seems probable that

one of these temples stood near the site of the

small metropolitan church, near which has been
discovered a dedication to Eileithyia.* In these

districts, where Eileithyia, who, like the saint,

shared her functions with other goddesses, was
especially worshipped as patroness of childbearing

women, the converts probably attributed her

powers to the newcomer with similar name.
This suggestion represents the connection be-

tween the pagan and Christian worship in a

totally different way from the statement that a

new saint was made to take the place of the

god.

The case of St. Elias, the conjectured successor

of the sun-god Helios, has received widest notice.

For this the saint's popularity must be held

^ Bybilakis, Neug. Leben, p. 2. ^ Schmidt, VolJcsUhen, p. 28.

' Pausanias, i. 18. 5. * Frazer, Pausanias, ii. p. 177.
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accountable. It would be difficult to find any
spot in Greece from which one could not descry-

on a prominent hilltop a little white chapel

dedicated to him, where at least once a year,

on the 20th of July, a service is held. This

hilltop saint is believed by the peasants to be

lord of sunshine, rain, and thunder. In several

ways these powers are indicated in his worship

;

the site of his chapels is the place where the sun
shines longest from its rising to its setting, and
where rain is first seen and felt. The date of

the festival, during the most intense heat, points

to a propitiation of the sun - god, while the

character of the popular celebrations confirms

these ideas. On the island of Kastellorizo, for

example, the festival of St. Elias is celebrated by
the performance of a rain-charm wrought through
the imitative magic of vicarious drenching.^ In
certain other districts the saint is honoured by a
fire-festival or sun-charm,^ by which the quicken-
ing process of the sun -fire on vegetation is rep-

resented, and supplications are made to St. Elias

for sunshine for the crops. Thus on his feast

day, the summit of Mount Taygetos, dedicated
to St. Elias, is the scene of a great bonfire,^

which the villages of the Spartan plain take
as a signal for similar celebrations on their

part. Throughout the land, at all times of
need, prayers for rain or sunshine are offered

to this saint.

In this modern St. Elias, the nature-saint of
the Greek Calendar credited with power over

^ P- 123. 2 Frazer, The Golden Bough, p. 245 sqq.

' Polites, 'O "HAior koto tows Sijuiidfis livBovs, p. 45.
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the elements, is embodied the popular conception
of the biblical prophet who brought rain to the
famine-stricken land, called down fire to consume
his own sacrifice, and was in the end taken up
in a chariot of fire with horses of fire. To con-

verts, who had previously worshipped the sun-

god with his four-horse chariot of fire, the name
and attributes of the saint would suggest Helios,

and it seems reasonable to attribute to this

association of pagan ideas the development of

that aspect of St. Elias which corresponds so

closely to the conception of the old gods of

nature. Further, the representations of the
saint, by their strong suggestion of pagan
pictures of the sun, point also to some inter-

dependence. For instance, in the little church
of St. Elias on the summit of the pass between
Livadia and St. Luke's monastery is a rough
ikon ^ depicting the saint's ascent to heaven in

his chariot drawn by flaming horses, which
might well pass for the sun -god in his course

through the heavens ; and the same is true of a

relief in the Louvre.^ It has been noted also ^ as

a strange coincidence that the ikon of St. Elias

in the shrine on the top of Taygetos bears the in-

scription, " The Prophet of the Sun," 'O iTpo<f)rjTr)<s

TOV 'HXiov.

Any connection between St. Elias and Helios

is denied by some writers * on the ground that

' R. M. Dawkins, Emman. Coll. Mag., xv. No. 1, p. 5.

' Reinach, Catalogue des Musses du Louvre, i. p. 117.

^ ''A.yis @fpos, Arj^oTiKtt TpayoilSLa, p. 11.

' Schmidt, Das Yolkskben, p. 39 ; Delehaye, Mgendes Magiographiques,

p. 197.
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the popularity of the two cults does not corre-

spond, and that the distinguishing characteristic

of St. Elias, his hilltop worship, does not belong

to Helios. But the fact that St. Elias is more
widely worshipped than Helios ever was, does

not exclude the possibility of a connection ; for,

as in other cases, the assimilation may at first

have been purely local, according to the districts

where Helios was known. Then the conception

of this nature-saint, popular through his useful-

ness, would spread abroad, and chapels would
be built for him, not only where altars of Helios

had stood, but in all parts. Yet so far from its

being the case, as Delehaye states, that " the

cult of Helios was, in the end, almost completely

absorbed in that of Apollo," the sun-god actually

gained in importance during the last centuries

of paganism, the time when Christianity came
into contact with the old gods. Helios was
connected with the great god Mithras,^ and
Constantine^ gave strong support to the cult.

Further, while we have no evidence that Helios

was, as a general rule, worshipped on mountain
summits, his cult on Mount Taletum^ is im-
portant, for it is probable that that peak of
Taygetos is identical with Mount St. Elias. Tale-

tum rose above Brysese, a village located between
Sklavochorio and Hagios Joannes, on which
Mount St. Elias now looks down. There is thus
a probability that here the cult of Helios was
succeeded by that of St. Elias on the hilltop;

^ Gruppe, Qriech. Myth., p. 1596, note 1. = IHd., p. 1647.
' Frazer, Pausanias, hi. 20. 4.
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and the example of this important centre would
certainly be imitated in other parts of the
country by the building of chapels for the saint

on similar sites. The influence of Mount Carmel
would also be considerable ; that mountain became
known as Mount St. Elias, and behind the high
altar in the chapel is shown the grotto in which
St. Elias is said to have dwelt. Pilgrimages to

this place have always been made, and on re-

turn home pilgrims would in many cases piously

build on a local Carmel, dedicating the chapel to

the saint.

But it is surely of minor importance whether
the situation of his churches is to be attributed

to pagan influence, or, according to peasants'

traditions, to the chasing of the prophet by
Mahomet,^ or to an alleged distaste for the sea

on the part of the saint,^ or to the Bible story.

Delehaye ^ finds the last to be an adequate
explanation, but he agrees that St. Elias may
probably have succeeded some pagan divinity

of unknown identity. Since, apart from the
hilltop characteristic, the evidence points to

the influence of Helios coming through both the

' Polites, napa5(fa-eis, i. No. 208. " Mahomet was pursuing St Elias and

could overtake him on the level ground, but he could not follow him to

the hilltops. So the saint found a refuge there. For that reason there

are hie chapels on all the hilltops."

' Ibid., i. No. 207. " St Elias had been a sailor, but left the sea repent-

ing of the evil life he had led. Others say he left because of the hardships

he had suffered. He determined to go where it was not known what the

sea or boats were. Shouldering an oar, he went on asking people what it

was. When he came to the top of a hill he was told it was wood. He saw

that they had never seen boats or the sea, and he stayed on the hilltops."

' Delehaye, Ligendes Hagiographiques, p. 197.
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nomenclature and attributes of the saint, there

is no reason for seeking a connection with some

other pagan god. The case resembles the pre-

ceding instances, with the difference that the

saint suggested the god not only in name but

in story, and the influence of this similarity

gave outstanding importance to his powers as

lord of the elements— a point of view which
might be admitted by Delehaye, for he allows

the occasional influence of pagan ideas. ^

These are the chief examples of modern Greek
saints whose nomenclature points to the presence

of some pagan element. Their character has de-

veloped, and has received distinguishing features

in the course of time, under the influence of

prevailing pagan beliefs attached to the former

gods with similar names. The inherent paganism
is due to the same power by which superstitions

and legends are perpetuated, the natural imagina-
tion of the people.

In a second and simpler way the function of a

saint may be connected with his nomenclature.

His sphere of usefulness may come to him through
mere word-resemblance or word-suggestion, which
degenerates into punning. St. Eustratos (eu, well,

and (TTpaT, to march) is petitioned by the women
of Samos ^ on behalf of their children who do not
learn to walk properly. St. George (yewpyos, a
farmer) is often invoked on behalf of the crops.

St. Maura protects against little ulcers (/x,a{)pai)

^ Op. cit., p. 195. " Je ne veux point nier que parfoia la devotion popu-
laire se soit laiss^ impregner en certains endroita du aouvenir encore vivant

des ancieunes superatitions, et qu'elle ait souvent profond^ment modifie la

phyeionomie de certaina saints."

' ittnittKd, p. 6.
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and small-pox, and on her festival women used
not to sew for fear she would send them these

ulcers. The only cure for such was to anoint

them with oil from the saint's candle.^ On the

festival of St. Onouphios, 12th June, no reaping

is done, because the farmers believe he devours
whatever is cut on that day. This idea comes
from the colloquial form of the saint's name,—ai's

Pou^i^s

—

pov<})S., he devours.^ St. Isidoros is con-

nected by the Naxiotes with o-tSij/jo?, iron, and
they vow so many sheep to him if he will give

their flocks strength {a-LSr)paKe(f)a\a). St. Ther-

apon, a physician saint of Lesbos, is simply con-

nected with depairevco—I heal. St. Bessounas ^ in

Cyprus cures a cough {/Br}$), and St. Akouphos
cures deafness (/fw^tucrts).

Some function may be attributed to a particular

saint for a reason derived not from his name but
from the traditional history of himself or of the

ehapel where he is worshipped. St. Modestos is

the special protector of flocks and herds from

disease. A MS.* gives the following as the

saint's prayer before death :

—

" O Lord, drive away every disease from the

flocks of those who read the history of my
martyrdom."

The old Prayerbook^ prints a prayer to St.

Modestos to be said in the event of plague

1 Kampouroglos, 'laropla, ii. p. 153; "T^r ayias Maipas S^jc Mavev
^i\6va '7a vh fi^ '^yi\ovy trnvpi^ irov tcl \4yave /iaipats. Tct airvpia aura.

hv Sev Toifs e^aC^s \tiSi atrt) ttjs aylas Mavpas t6 Kav57i\i Skv irepvov(rav"

2 Syllogos, 1891, p. 214. ^ AeXrio;/, 1883 ; Polites, p. 1.

* Anal. BoUand., 1893, p. 473.

° 2wa|op(ffT7)j, Athens, 1868. N. Ayi6peiTos, p. 495.
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falling on cattle, horses, asses, mules, sheep,

goats, bees, &c. The incident in Modestos' life

to account for this power occurred when he was
patriarch of Jerusalem. A citizen had his beasts

poisoned by drinking water in which lurked a

snake sent there by an evil spirit. The saint

revived the animals and killed the demonic
snake, conjuring the demon never to appear
when the name of the saint was invoked. Then
the saint addressed Christ as Giver of his powers :

"And grant. Lord, to all who keep my memory
and with faith visit my relics, lasting peace, and
plenitude of beasts, corn, wine, and oil."

Another example of a legendary function is

that of St. Blasios.-^ He is believed to cure sore

throats, because his own throat was cut by the
persecutor's sword. The same saint has power
over wolves. He can send them to avenge a
wrong, or he can drive them back. In life wild
animals obeyed him, and came to be blessed by
him. A Naxian saint, Thallelaios, has a little

shrine where many cures of disease are believed

to take place. It is stated ^ that when the saint

was beheaded a tiny healing herb sprang up as a
token of the medical skill which he would exercise.

St. John the Baptist, who is invoked almost uni-
versally in Greece as a healer of fevers, has his

power connected by tradition with the fact that
his head after being cut off shook with a trembling
like that of a fever patient.^

1 t\>va\apia-n\s, 11th Feb. :

Aaifiov B\dffios iKKOvels Siit, C^(povs

'A\'yovat Kaifiots piv/jLaTuv efjoyei /3\a/3oy.

2 Suvalop/ffTjjj, 20th May. ' P. 65.
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Another class of saints, in their history and at-

tributes, suggest distinct reminiscences of ancient

heroes, and in them we find a different sort of

transference from pagan times. Legends and
biographical incidents, attributes and deeds be-

longing to pagan literature and associated with
the great names of tradition, appear anew in

the Acta Sanctorum, with little disguise except

change of actors. This repetition can be ex-

plained only by admitting a certain amount
of borrowing on the part of the weavers of the

saints' biographies. Just as temples with slight

alterations became churches, so it was natural

that the demand for stories and legends relat-

ing to the new religion should be met by the

method of plagiarising rather than inventing.

Well-known examples of this transference are

St. George, with his kinship to Perseus and the

Egyptian Horos ; St. Pelagia, who has so much
in common with Aphrodite ; St. Hippolytos, who
like his namesake was torn by wild horses ;

^

and these have frequently been discussed at

length. To them another may be added. St.

Niketas, whose festival is held on 3rd April, is

depicted^ as mounted on a horse with white

wings, which carries him through the air. Two
legends ^ are told of him, according to which he
conveys a girl back to her family ; and on the

rock beside his chapel in Crete is shown the

mark made by his horse's hoof when the saint

alighted with the girl. The rider with the winged
horse is clearly a reminiscence of Bellerophon with

' p. 15. ' Polites, Tlapabhaeis, ii. p. 798.

' Spratt, Travels in Crete, i. p. 342.
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Pegasos, and this idea is corroborated on Mount
Helicon : the chapel of St. Niketas,^ where his

principal festival is held, stands on Helicon, not

very far from the fountain of Hippocrene, which
was made by the stroke of Pegasos' hoof In a

legend such as this it is easy to understand the

reason for the pagan survival. The new genera-

tion kept up their fathers' stories, but told them
of their own heroes, the saints.

The function of a Christian saint may be con-

nected with that of a pagan god by way of direct

succession. These are the functions of a necessary

description. The needs of the people remain the
same, and so it is natural to find this succession.

They had their Asklepios, and they must have
their Cosmas and Damian to heal them ; or the
sailors, no longer permitted to believe in the pro-

tection of Poseidon, transfer their faith to a
saint, and St. Nikolas in this sense becomes the
successor of the pagan god. The reasons which
determine the choice of a particular saint for a
certain function rather than another may appear
arbitrary. Sometimes they depend on legendary
characteristics and actions such as have been
mentioned above. St. Nikolas, for instance, is one
of the most popularly honoured saints at the pres-

ent day, for every one connected with seafaring
appeals to him for protection and help. All
ships and boats carry his ikon with an ever-
burning lamp, and in his chapels models of boats,

coils of cables, anchors, and such things are given
as votive-ofierings. Pirates even used to give

^ B. M. Dawkins, Emman. CoU. Mag., xv. No. 1, p. 5.
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him half their booty in gratitude for favours

received. On account of this worship St. Nikolas
has been said to have supplanted Poseidon, for

the cults lie along the same lines. But it is

rather in the modern spirits of the sea ^ that the

old sea-gods can be traced. Tradition represents

them as half men, half fish, riding in a chariot

drawn by dolphins, holding a trident, and causing

and calming storms. Offerings are thrown into

the sea to pacify these spirits when a storm
rages. On the coasts of Asia Minor the kollyva,

used on the festival of St. Theodore, are dried

and preserved, and when a storm comes they are

thrown on the waves.^ In passing Cape Lin-

geta,^ the old Acroceraunia in Epirus, boatmen
throw a handful of salt on the waves, crying,

"This, Lingeta, is your bread. Give us our

journey." A work of Zakynthos, in the sixteenth

century, relates how sailors offered sweets and
sang songs to the spirit of the promontory off

Troy. Walpole* mentions a custom of offering

bread to the fish. As his sailors rowed past Cape
Capro they threw bread into the sea and greeted

the Cape. The sponge-fishers of Syme-'' throw
an offering of biscuit as they pass the first cape

on leaving home, and promise a larger donation

on return if they have a successful expedition.

St. Nikolas has merely accepted in more recent

times the function which once devolved on
Poseidon. To all seeming this bishop -saint of

1 Polites, 'Eo-Tio, 1882, No. 362. ^ PoHtes, Tlapaioaus, ii. p. 795.

^ Polites, nopa5(f<reis, i. No. 558. * Memoirs, i. p. 286.

' Polites, na/)a5ifffcis, i. No. 558.
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Myra came to be credited with power over the

sea because of a certain miracle which he per-

formed during his lifetime, when he calmed a

storm threatening to wreck the ship in which he

was travelling. Before St. Nikolas ruled the sea

sailors used to worship St. Phokas. This latter

saint may have received his function by word-

resemblance, as described above ^

—

^uiKri, a seal.

It is an old-established worship, for Asterios, writ-

ing in 400 A.D., makes mention of it.^ Also, a

Byzantine relief shows St. Phokas standing on a

boat with a large fish at his girdle.^ This saint

was, according to his history, originally a sailor,

but his cult has died out under the stronger

influence of St. Nikolas, who is now very
powerful. During a recent strike at the Piraeus

the seamen swore by St. Nikolas not to yield, and
they would not break their vow although they
wished to compromise. The Archbishop had to

come specially to release them from their oath, so

great was the difficulty. St. Nikolas, instead of

being connected originally with Poseidon, as is

often stated, has more probably some bonds
with Artemis.* According to the story of his

life, he had during his bishopric to fight against
the Artemis cult in Lycia, and in the usual course

of events the conquering religion would absorb
much of the pagan worship which it sup-
pressed. No conclusive evidence can be pro-

duced, but in this connection I was interested

to find in -^tolia, at the village of Kephalovryso,

^ P. 24. 2 polites, napo5(((j-Eis, i. No. 554.
' Byz. Zeitschrift, ix. p. 308.

* Folklore, v. p. 105. Arriohkof, Si!. Nicholas and Artemis.
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a little ruined chapel of St. Nikolas, which, accord-

ing to an inscription built into the church, stands

on the site of a temple of Artemis. Another
instance of the same transference occurs at Aulis,

where a little Byzantine church of St. Nikolas

has replaced the Artemisium.^ Ross^ believed

that he had found in Rhodes the successor to

Dionysos, god of wine and vineyards, in St.

Michael Pateteriotes,—of the TraTrjpi,, winepress,

—and Polites^ has followed him. But St.

Michael at his monastery in Rhodes is surnamed
Pantermiotes, a vulgar pronunciation for Paner-

miotes, from TrdvopfjLos, by the harbour, and
vaTr)T'r]pL(oTr)? does not exist, as far as I could

discover, in the island. The same epithet iravop-

[iLCJTTjs is applied to St. Michael at Syme.
The names of the saints, apart from their

functions, show connections with paganism. In

some instances they seem to be directly derived

from pagan gods or festivals. Of the latter,

St. Rousalia is an example. She has a church

near Nisch.* The Rousalia' is a Greek festival

which is still celebrated by the Vlachs, and
was universal a short time ago.® St. Merkurios
has additional interest, because he was endowed
with some of the attributes of his pagan name-
god, according to Malalas,^ writing in the eighth

century. The Synaxaria^ describe him as a

Scythian soldier, tall, handsome, and distin-

' Rouse, Votive Offerings, p. 37. ^ Inselreisen, iv. p. 74.

^ Mythologie Nio-helUnique, p. 6.

* Saint-Yves, Saints Sitccesseurs des Dieux, p. 153.
' P. 167. ' Archivio, ii. p. 529. Dorsa, La Tradiz., kc.

' Clironographie (Dindorff), p. 333. ,
" November 26.
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guished for his red cheeks. Malalas relates

how there appeared to Basil, Bishop of Csesarea,

a vision of the heavens opening to disclose

Christ enthroned. " Then Christ called :
' Mer-

kurios, go and slay Julian the King, the per-

secutor of the Christians.' And St. Merkurios

stood before him wearing a gleaming iron breast-

plate. And on hearing the command he dis-

appeared. Then he reappeared and stood before

the Lord, and cried :
' Julian the King has been

slain as Thou didst command, O Lord.'

"

This chronicle of prophetic vision shows an
early confusion between Mercury, messenger of

the gods, and St. Mercury. Being in need of

a messenger for Christ, it was natural for legend

to choose a saint of the same name as he who
had played that part for the Olympians, and
to attribute to him the same bright appearance
and swift obedience. No longer does St. Merkurios
figure as a messenger. His only speciality is to

cure ear disease in Samos.^

St. Donatos may be connected in name with
the lord of Hades, poetically called Aidoneus,
for he is worshipped chiefly in Epirus, and
many churches dedicated to him are found in

the valley of the ancient Acheron,^ the river

of Hades. This is a connection which Delehaye
styles a veritable roman? The cathedral of Glyky
is dedicated to him, and the name of the vil-

lage is said to be derived from his chief miracle,

by which he killed the dragon that had been

^ 'S.aij.mlia, p. 6, note (a).

'^ Samt-Yves, Saints Successeurs des Dieux, p. 352.

^ L4gendes Sagiographiques, p. 198.
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poisoning the drinking-water of the well. When
the saint drank from it after the miracle, he
cried, " Glyky !

" (sweet) ; and hence the name
of the village.^

Near the Ilissos bridge at Athens, beside

the so - called Kallirhoe, used to stand one of

the oldest little churches—the Panagia at the
Stone ^ (llai'a'yia <TTr]v IleTpa). Nointel, in 1674,
held a service in it, but it was destroyed by
the Turks. The quarter is still called Stony

—

lieTpLTTjs. The site is believed to be that of

the Lesser Mysteries {iv 'Aypa), at which Demeter
mourned the loss of her daughter, sitting on the
" laughterless stone." In the name of the church,

the Panagia at the Stone, we may find a remin-

iscence of Demeter's stone. After the destruc-

tion of the church by. the Turks the worship
was carried on in honour of the Panagia and
St. Peter, in which we see another commutation
of name. Now the little church of St. Photeine
stands near the site, and Svoronos^ has drawn
lengthy analogies between the saint and Demeter,
finding points of contact in the history of the

saint and the story of Demeter. But the con-

nection, if any, must come through the older

Panagia at the Stone, her predecessor ; and the

only point of contact is that Photein^ was
disciple and fellow-wanderer with St. Peter.

St. Venere is worshipped in west Albania,

transplanted from south Italy, where she is

invoked by girls as patroness of marriage, thus

1 PoHtes, napaSStrus, i. No. 380.

^ Kampouroglos, 'lirropia, ii. p. 279.

' Journal d'Archiologie Nv/misinMique, 1901, p. 303.

C
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retaining name and sphere of the goddess. In

the territory of St. Sophia in Calabria^ her

festival is celebrated on 27th July, and the

girls sing at the old church the following song

in Albanian, the original language of the

district :

—

" Tu Santa Venere nostra sei la madre nostra

E"oi veniamo per farti una fervente preghiera

Tutte le compagne si maritarono e andaron via

;

Mandaci anche noi al nostro destine,

E non abbandonarci come tinello du bucato nel fiume,"

—a prayer to St. Venere not to leave them
husbandless, now that all their companions are

married and gone.

Amongst the Vlachs of Pindus there is a

saying that the Milky Way is made of straw
stolen by the Holy Mother Venere from
Peter.2

In the matter of saints' names the origin is

often of dubious authenticity, and the name
may be created to suit the legend. Occasionally

it has been necessary to obliterate such a saint,

as in the case of the Spanish St. Viar.^ Bones
were found under a broken tombstone on which
only the letters S Viar were visible. The
priests wrought miracles with these relics of

St. Viar, and fame bruited his name abroad. An
inquiry being made, the stone was found to be
that of a Eoman Prsefectus Viarum, and St. Viar
disappeared from the Calendar.

^ ArcAivio delle Trad., ii. p. 532.

^ Schott, WaUachische Marchen, p. 285.

" F. Brydone, Tour through Sicily and Malta, ii. p. 183.
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In addition to the name of the saint an appro-

priate epithet is attached to the more popular
wonder - workers : it may possess official recog-

nition and be written up on the sacred ikon,

or it may exist only as a popular nickname. The
variety of these distinguishing epithets is almost

inexhaustible, and it is possible to give merely
a general statement of their commoner sources.

They may refer to some function of the saint

or to some sphere of his work, as St. Nikolas

of the Sea—"^y- Nt/coXas ®a\acrcrLT'r)<s ; to a

peculiarity of his chapel, the Panagia of the

Hundred Gates—navayia 'EKaT077uXiav77 ; or St.

John of the Column—"Ay. Ici)dvvr)<; KoXwvaras

;

to the history of the ikon—Panagia Csesariani

near Athens, because the ikon was supposed to

come from Syria ; or the Olympian on Skyros,

from the monastery on Mount Olympos ; or the

Guide on Mount Ithome,-^ because it guided the

monks ; or the commonest of all. The Apparition
— ^avepoiiJieur}— which refers to the miraculous

discovery of the ikon.

Sometimes the epithets are merely eulogistic

:

we find the Sweetly-smiling {T\vKoya\ova-a) on
Thera, the Pitiful ('EXeoucra), the Queen of All

(navrai/ao-o-a). Again, some legend connected

with the saint is compressed into an epithet

—

as St. Demetrios Bombardiares (Aou/ATrapSiapijs)

on the Pnyx at Athens. ^ The Panagia is

especially favoured with number and variety

1 p. 169.

^ Spon, Travels, ii. p. 107. A Turk wished to destroy the church, and

laid a battery against it, which exploded in the night and destroyed the

Turk and his family.
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of epithets, any one of which transforms her

into a different deity in popular opinion, and
hence the local rivalry.^ There exist many
legends^ about the relationship between these

Panagias : for instance, that the Panagia of

Ithome and the Panagia of Megaspelaion are

sisters, and the Panagia of Kythera is their

cousin, or that the Panagias on Kythnos are

three sisters who are unwilling to be separated.

This divergence of epithets suggests at once

the varying titles of the ancient gods and
goddesses with their different j^emples. Very
many of the little Athenian churches with

puzzling epithets derive them from their bene-

factors, local families who have acted as patrons ^

— such as the Rhangabe family, who have given

their name to St. Nikolas.

An attempt has been made by Petit de
JuUeville * to trace, through the epithets and
sites of the numerous churches of Athens, a

connection with the pagan temples which were
formerly in the same districts. He was pre-

ceded by Pittakys,^ of whose deductions the fol-

lowing is an example. He suggests that the

church Solakoi-

—

toXaKot— may perhaps be so

called by contraction of the words SoXwi'os oTkoi,

the houses of Solon, because the site was a prob-

able one for Solon's house. The epithet is really

derived from the chief family of the district,®

1 p. 43. 2 Polites, UapaS6(reiS, u. p. 803.

^ KampourogloB, 'I(rTopia, ii. p. 178.

* Archives dcs Missions Scientifiques et LiMraires, vol. v., 2nd series,

p. 469.

^ L'Aneienne AtMnes, 1835, p. 73.

* Kampouroglos, 'Icrropia, p. 293.
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according to the common custom, which they
ignore. Another instance of a far-fetched con-

clusion on the part of these writers is their

idea of connecting the modern church dedicated

to the Twelve Apostles with the ancient altar

of the twelve gods, which they believe to have
been somewhere in the neighbourhood. While
modern Athens, with its hundreds of little

churches, resembles the ancient town with its

multiplicity of sacred shrines, we must reckon

with the strong but unrecorded Byzantine in-

fluence when trying to make a connection with

pagan times. In all probability the Christian

places of worship were originally identical with
the pagan, so that the people might resort as

usual to the churches. But the long interven-

ing centuries have brought many transforma-

tions in this city of many vicissitudes, and it is

natural to find uppermost traces of its more
recent prosperity or of its latest conquerors.
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CHAPTEE III.

THE MIKACLE-WOEKING SAINTS.

The experienced traveller in Greek lands finds

himself on terms of easy familiarity with the

miraculous. At each village stopping - place,

where seated at the khan and surrounded by
wondering natives he parries the usual interro-

gatory attack with questions of his own, he hears

again and again, among items of gossip, the latest

miracle redounding to the glory of the local

saint or of the Panagia. An apparently infinite

variety, which no incredulity seeks to stale,

marks these proud narrations. The resourceful-

ness of the miracle-workers is equalled only by
the unquestioning belief of the peasants, on
whose horizon the miracles loom very large.

Faith of this nature is one of the necessary
qualifications for the devout Orthodox Greek.
The Church, by her doctrines, rites, and cere-

monies, requires it from her followers, who are

bound to recognise the working of miracles in so

many of the regular celebrations, in Mass, in the
Epiphany Blessing of the Waters, or in the New
Fire at Easter. It would seem that by a kind of
reflex action the worshippers, while accepting
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the regular ceremonies, demand extra and special

miracles from the Church ; and she supplies these

with much generosity, making them frequent
happenings in the country, where scepticism is

unknown. In town, perhaps, they are somewhat
out of fashion, and, although in Athens there

still are healing-saints and supernatural fount-

ains, the miracles lack the fresh originality

which one encounters in the byways of Greece.

Amongst the peasants, at hillside shrines, or in

the island churches, the enormous influence which
these miracles exercise over the popular faith is

clearly revealed. The people expect the par-

ticular saint whom they worship to display

supernatural powers, not only for the sake of

personal benefit but also as a sign of his own
worthiness to be an object of adoration. Such
incidental miracles differ from those which are

embodied in ecclesiastical ceremonies, for they

are primarily matters of action, and show some
tangible result—like the healing of the sick or

the replenishing of the widow's cruse.

The predominating sphere of present - day
miracles continues to be the care of physical and
mental disease, just as has been the case since

pagan times when Asklepios was the great

health-giving god, and through the centuries

when the mediaeval saints were all - powerful

healers both in life and after death. The in-

scriptions found in the temple of Asklepios at

Epidauros show the usual method of cure in early

pagan days. The god personally visited the

patient as he slept in the temple, and in the

morning he awoke cured. A great variety of
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diseases were treated, as recorded in the forty-

four extant inscriptions, but chief amongst them
are lameness, blindness, and paralysis.

In later pagan centuries the cures were

wrought in a more complex way. Hygienic

methods were introduced, and lengthy courses of

dieting and exercise enforced, so that the temples

became health - resorts. Aristides the Orator

spent his life as a valetudinarian of this descrip-

tion, going from temple to shrine, and obeying

implicitly the divine injunctions conveyed by the

priest. His Sacred Orations reveal the psycho-

logical manoeuvres of a somewhat hysterical but
superstitiously devout pagan, who believed that

his own weak constitution was a care unto the

great god Asklepios.

Miracles of healing continued to be wrought
in the Christian era and during the Middle Ages
according to the same methods, with a change of

name in the agents. It was then the saints who
came to cure suppliants as they slept by night
in the church or at the tomb, and the prominence
of mediums, such as images and ikons, gradually
increased. The saints began to individualise

:

each appropriated a certain sphere and prescribed

particular ceremonies as a means of winning his

favour. Dust from one tomb, oil from the ever-

burning lamp before another's shrine, or water
from some holy well within the church precinct,

were frequently the means by which the martyrs
worked their cures, according to the narrated
wonders of the Acta Sanctorum.
To-day in Greece this power of healing re-

mains the chief prerogative of the saints. Their
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miracles, while they are of the utmost importance
in the religious development of the nation by
reason of their widespread and weighty influence,

belong to a class of phenomena which primafacie
lends itself admirably to imposture. For this

reason the study, or even the consideration, of the

so-called miracles seems to some people supremely
futile. But while no one would deny that many
frauds, ingenious and otherwise, are continually

practised upon the credulous in the name of the

saints, there is still scope for the historian of

psychological phenomena who does not seek to

probe the workings of divine power from a relig-

ious standpoint, or to criticise the priesthood,

but is interested in the origin, development, and
present condition of this phase of popular re-

ligion, the miracles of to-day. The question of

imposture can easily be dismissed, for the frauds

are a parasitical aftergrowth, separate from the

real root from which the conception of these

miraculous powers has sprung. Any one who
knows intimately the prominence of such miracles

in the Eastern Church cannot fail to recognise

that tangible results have been attained under
the name of miracles. Within his own personal

knowledge there must be instances in which a

suppliant has left the church restored to health

and convinced of the saint's power to heal.

The Church successfully attaches the peasants

to itself, and gathers in their contributions by the

strong motive of benefits conferred through its

agency by the Powers above. Dotted all over

the country are little chapels and shrines by the

wayside, the humble aspect of which often belies
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the skill and renown of the patron ; and each

village has its numerous churches, with a prin-

cipal Panagia or some powerful saint to whom
all turn with a confidence which is rarely dis-

appointed. At least the enthusiasm roused by

one success drowns dissentient voices. Beyond
the local benefactors stand certain eminent

miracle-workers of Panhellenic fame. The Pan-

agia of Tenos holds the first place, having re-

cently outstripped in popularity, won by proved

efficacy, Our Lady of Lesbos, and the Parian

Virgin of the Hundred Gates. Still all three are

credited with wonderful powers, and to their

annual festivals come thousands of pilgrims from

Greece and Asia Minor, many of whom stand in

dire need of healing, and some of whom depart

in the ecstatic enthusiasm of a favourite of the

gods, for the Panagia has restored their health.

The dismal misery of the unsuccessful can only be

deepened by their enforced recognition of the

fact that strong and sufficient faith was lacking

on their part, but an encouraging invitation to

repeat the supplication is always extended.

These great festivals resemble in general outline

the Western pilgrimages to Lourdes, and the

miracles wrought are much of the same descrip-

tion. With the marvellous travelling speed of

Eastern gossip their fame reaches the far-away

corners of the land, and the peasants are incited

by a spirit of emulation to test the powers of

their local patrons, for in the cult of the saints

exists a distinct idea of rivalry. Thence comes
the development of polytheistic conceptions, each
saint supreme in his own sphere—the spheres
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often varying according to locality. Further,
this polytheism expands in a more peculiar

manner, when the Panagia herself loses her unity,

and is regarded as a different agent with
different functions whenever her epithet or dis-

trict is changed. If the Panagia of Lesbos will

not grant the favour asked, then the suppliant

approaches the patroness of Tenos with new
hopes of success. The same idea of competition

between the Panagias prevails at humbler
shrines, and if a villager fails in his mission to

his own miracle-worker he does not hesitate to

step on to the next village and try his chances

there. Thus one day at Lindos, in the south-

east of Rhodes, we met a girl of the people going
as a suppliant to the Panagia of Kalathos, some
miles distant. She was weak from long illness,

and the road was steep and difficult ; but she

explained that the Lindian Panagia had dis-

dained her repeated supplications, and now she

was turning to another, who might prove more
beneficent. She would offer her prayers and
burn her candles at this other shrine, and if un-

successful she would return to Lindos with a

slight hope that jealousy would spur on her own
patroness to grant the help refused before. This

conception of rivalry leads to a distribution of

functions amongst the Panagias, and churches

are especially dedicated to Our Lady of the Sea,

or of the Sowing Time ; or the Panagia may be

a rain -maker, such as the island of Pthodes

possesses at the monastery of Skiad^. The ikon

of the Panagia Skiadin^ serves as rain-maker to

the whole island, and makes an annual tour of
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the villages escorted by a priest. At the end of

April, if the season is dry, or a month later if it is

wet, she sets forth with her priest, and intrudes

even into the domain of the Panagia of Lindos,

staying in each village a short or long time,

according to the success of her intercession.

Throughout Greece one finds a general type of

shrine, where a miracle-working ikon is treasured.

The church at Kremast6, in Rhodes, will serve as

a typical example, for although the island belongs

to the Turkish Empire, the prevailing nationality

is Greek. An hour's drive along the north coast

from the capital brings one to the village of

Kremasto, where the far-famed Panagia Katho-
likd resides in a blue and white church of modern
Greek architecture. The plan of the building is

that of the usual pilgrimage shrine. Standing
in a large courtyard, brightly pebbled according

to the Rhodian fashion, the church is surrounded

by a quadrangle of cells, where visitors lodge at

festival time. The centre of the cult is the

Panagia Katholike herself, whose epithet is prob-

ably connected with the crusading knights, once

lords of Rhodes. She is represented by the usual

ikon, covered with silver plating, which is made
up of votive offerings, so that only the faces of

Mother and Child are visible. Around it hang
gifts of every description in white metal—hearts,

ears, eyes,—placed there to suggest the desire of

the suppliant to the patroness, or in gratitude

for service rendered. Conspicuous at the time
of our visit was a large sponge offered by one of

the fishermen, whose trade is the staple industry
of that part of the world. This fine specimen of
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his catch betokened gratitude for the ready help

of the Panagia, who came to save him when he
was in danger of drowning at sea. A firm behef
exists to the effect that their patroness travels

abroad giving help by sea and land in time of

shipwreck or of war, and her absence on one of

these missions is often held to account for a sup-

pliant's failure to obtain fulfilment of his petition.

Consequently the surest time to apply for the

aid of the Panagia is at her festival, when she

officially receives.

Several other patron saints figure as travel-

ling guardians. At Mandamados, in Lesbos, St.

Michael journeys abroad to help the faithful so

strenuously that he wears out his shoes, and
new pairs have frequently to be provided by
his worshippers. St. Dionysios, chief patron of

Zakynthos, is another traveller, bringing help

personally to the island fishers, and after some
such excursion his priest will show traces of

seaweed as a sign of the miraculous voyage.

At his annual festival in December he receives

a new pair of shoes, and the old ones are cut

up and sold as amulets.

The Panagia of Kremast6 provides the usual

moisture-amulets, one of the commonest super-

stitions connected with ikons. Every midnight

it is believed that moisture trickles down her

ikon, and if this is absorbed in cotton-wool, it

is invaluable as a panacea. Also she serves as a

coin-oracle, a usage surviving from pagan times.

The suppliant wishes a wish, and sticks a coin

on the ikon. If it adheres, the wish will be

granted ; otherwise there is no hope. Copper
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money is useless, and every coin that is put on,

whether it falls or not, is appropriated by the

priest. Lucian gives an account of a similar

practice for cure of fever. ^ Offerings and gifts

of all kinds are poured in upon this Panagia, who
is now the wealthiest in the island ; and she

turns her riches to good account, expending them
for the benefit of the village in building a school-

house, or in the relief of the poor. To heryes^a

come about six thousand people, with many Turks
amongst them, unconverted but willing to benefit

at the hands of any deity. The cells are filled

with pilgrims, the more ardent of whom sleep in

the church, or pass the night in prayer before the

ikon. Healing miracles frequently take place,

such as the following, which was attested by
disinterested witnesses. A paralytic boy suffer-

ing from convulsive fits had stayed for a month
in one of the cells, and on the festival day he
said at the beginning that he was now to be
cured. During the service he was heard to talk

as if conversing with the Panagia, and at the end
he was found to have recovered all his faculties

;

but he could not remember anything that had
happened. In hopes of cure all his property had
been promised to the church, but when he re-

turned vigorous to his home in Karpathos he
omitted to pay his debt, and was requited by a
return of his trouble after three years' freedom.
This tale may be taken to show either the efficacy

of the ikon or its mercenary nature.

All the year sick people visit the church and
are cured, but no so-called " ugly diseases," such

1 PhUopseud., § 20.
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as phthisis, are admitted. Last year a paralytic

was brought on a litter and laid before the ikon,

totally unable to move. The priest—who was
our graphic informant— left him there for the

night, but when in the early morning he returned

to celebrate Mass, he saw a man shaking incense

before the ikons, and found, on approaching, that

it was the late paralytic. The patient related

that in sleep a dark woman—the black face of

the ikon—had issued from the picture, and had
told him to draw up his legs and arise, so that

she might pass. He explained the impossibility

of moving. A second and third time she spoke,

and then he tried, with the result that he found
control of his limbs, and his paralysis was per-

manently cured.

A typical healing miracle, of the kind which
stiU awakens great enthusiasm in the public press

and among the people, was reported in the spring

of 1909 from St. Nikolas' monastery, near Spata
in Elis. Its details show what is expected of the

saints on the occasion of their festivals, even at

the present day.^

In a romantic situation, one quarter of an hour
from the village of Spata in Elis, stands a fine

monastery dedicated to St. Nikolas. Every year

on 10th May—the anniversary of the finding of

the saint's ikon—there come to this monastery
thousands of worshippers from all parts of the

Peloponnese, who bring various offerings to the

saint, and remain several days in the romantic

monastery, worshipping the wonder-working ikon

and celebrating the annual festival.

1 Xpiiyor, May 25, 1909.
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Amongst this year's worshippers was a peasant,

John Doulos, from the village Bezaite, who invoked

the help of the saint on behalf of Kyriakula, his

young daughter, who was blind. He brought
her to worship at the shrine. The unfortunate

girl had lost her sight on Easter Day, when she

thought she saw a great fire before her eyes, and
fell to the ground. From that moment she could

see nothing. All medical skill was of no avail,

and the despairing Doulos determined to take

his daughter to the saint. They arrived at the

monastery on the Wednesday before the festival.

Thursday and Friday, days and nights, they spent

inside the church, kneeling before the ikon in

prayer and supplication. Suddenly about dawn
on the Saturday, when the worshippers in the

church were numerous, Kyriakula arose, and
crossing herself, cried

—

" Father, father, I see ! There are the saint's

candles ! There is the ikon !

"

A thrill of emotion ran through those present,

and all joined with the girl, whose sight had been
restored, in worshipping the ikon of the wonder-
working saint. After remaining many hours to

bless the name of the saint, the healed girl left

the church with her father and joined in the
festival. Then she returned to her village, and
her restored eyesight told better than words the
saint's miracle.

A second miracle was performed the following

day, when a deaf and dumb man was completely
cured.

These stories convey the healing miracle in its

most ordinary and frequent form ; but occasion-
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ally the miraculous power is found working in

ways which, by their unwontedness, make more
impression on the people, and are therefore im-

portant because of their excessive faith-creating

influence. St. Photeine at Smyrna is much lauded
on account of an incipient divorce case which was
arrested by her intermediation. As we entered

the chief church of the Smyrniotes, beside the
much-bedecked ikon of the saint, we saw two
horse-shoes in white metal, representing the cus-

tomary wedding crowns. These were thank-

offerings of a man and his wife who had failed

to live in peace. The husband determined to

arrange for divorce on the ground of incompatibil-

ity of temper, but she, loth to be thus dismissed,

came with her supplication to St. Photeine. Suc-

cess followed her prayers, for their quarrels ceased,

and the idea of divorce was given up. Even if

we reject the belief that St. Photeine showed in

this episode uncommon miraculous power, we can

at least allow her some share in the result so far

as a psychological change for the better was due

to faith in the saint.

Another saint who is highly honoured at

Smyrna is St. Polycarp. His old burnt ikon is

treasured in the dhurch of St. Photeine, and be-

sides performing the usual cures, it has the power
of foretelling great events. When a disaster is

about to happen in Smyrna, the ikon strikes

against the wall. When the late bishop died,

the ikon struck three times during the service.

The saint is regarded as a kind of tutelary deity

because of this power of presaging evil to the

city.
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At the little monastery of Kalithees, a few

hours' ride from the town of Rhodes, dwells an

active Panagia Eleousa, Our Lady of Pity. She
is extremely popular with the peasants, who make
long pilgrimages to attend her festival at the

little church amongst the mountains. Besides

the old ikon, the chief thing in the church is her

ever-burning lamp, the oil of which is efficacious

in healing. A lame man had been cured by ap-

plication of this oil just before our visit to the

church. The Panagia is believed to take great

pride in the lamp, and her priest tells how she

insists on its maintenance. He lives alone at the

shrine in a cell near by, and if by chance the

lamp is extinguished during the night, the Pan-
agia comes tapping at the window to awaken her

caretaker, and she will not let him rest till he
arises and lights the lamp again. This is his

story.

At the time of our visit to Kremasto the air

was charged with excitement about a fresh and
peculiar manifestation of the Panagia's power,
which added to her fame much more than ten

ordinary miracles of healing would have done. A
famine in oil was threatening owing to failure of

crops, a serious disaster among people who subsist

in a state of semi-starvation chiefly on olives and
oil ; and the villagers, headed by their priest,

turning instinctively to their Panagia, assembled
to offer prayers for alleviation of the distress.

Suddenly, in the midst of the service, a bubbling
noise was heard, and when they sought its source
in a shed stored with empty casks, they were
amazed to find one cask rapidly filling with oil
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to the top. This was followed by a second and
a third, and all fears of a local famine could be
dismissed. The priest and many of the villagers

were convinced in absolute faith that they were
eye - witnesses of this miracle ; and while the

sceptics of the town made sneering suggestions

of the power of exaggerated imagination, the

miracle, whether genuine or otherwise, certainly

served the purpose of augmenting the Panagia's

glory, and thereby binding her worshippers more
closely to the Church.

The Saint Bountiful is a favourite idea as a

basis for miracle - working, for there can be no

doubt of the popularity of gifts, and the number
of participants can be greater than in the case

of cures. On the island of Poros St. George
enjoys his meed of praise as a patron of con-

viviality, inasmuch as at his festival he freely

fills with wine a jar which stands in front of his

church.

In the Greek islands the anniversary of St.

George's death is held as a wine festival, and
the saint plays the part of the wine god
Dionysos, as the giver of wine and patron of

wine-drinkers.

On Skyros,-^ for example, before the church of

St. George, stands a great jar buried in the

ground. Every year, at the/esto on 3rd Novem-
ber, it is uncovered and is filled with wine, which

the saint is believed to multiply miraculously,

so that it sometimes even runs over the top of

the jar.

Diodoros ^ attributes a similar miracle on Teos

1 Dawkins, B. S. A., 1904-5, p. 75. ^ Diod., iii. 66.
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to Dionysos. The Teotes give as proof of the

god's disputed birth on their island that every

year at an appointed time a fountain of wine
flows plentifully upon the earth of its own
accord.

Similarly on Andros, Pausanias ^ and Pliny^ say

that in the temple of Dionysos wine flowed of its

own accord,—according to Pliny, every year on
5th January; according to Pausanias, every second

year; and according to Pliny in another passage,^

if this wine is taken out of the temple it turns

into water.

Also at Elis, according to Pausanias,* empty
bottles are taken into the temple and seals set on
them. Next day the seals are found unbroken,

but the bottles filled with wine.

On Paros ^ the islanders celebrate St. George's

festa as a day of new wine, and revelry and
drunkenness receive the sanction of the priests

in front of the church. St. George receives from
the Pariotes the epithet Methustes (the drunk-
ard), and in Crete also he is so called when
they open the new wine at his festival. He is

also known as 6 a-yios rpeWos Fewpyios— the
mad Saint George— in view of this licence at

his festa. In Greece he is the only saint thus
directly connected with wine. St. Michael has
been wrongly connected^ by Ross and Polites.

It is interesting to observe from the account
given by Lamberti'' of St. George's festival,

' Paus., vi. 26. 2. 2 ^_ ^^ ;; g 231.
3 N. H., Bk. 31, § 16. * vi. 26. 1.

!> Bent, p. 373. " P. 31.

' Recueil de Voyages au Nord, quoted by Frazer, O. B., p. 108.
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that the saint had In former times an additional

link of association with the ancient wine-god.

" On the eve of the festa of St. George, the Prince of

Mingrelia, with a train of courtiers, places a seal on the
Church of St. George. Next day he goes to the church
door and examines the seal to see if it is broken. Having
done so, he opens the door, and inside is found an ox.

People think that the ox is there by a miracle of St.

George, and draw omens from the behaviour of the

animal. The fact is that the priests drag the ox in by
ropes, and screen themselves from prying eyes by saying
that it is as much as a man's life is worth to peep into

the church when they are about this business."

The ox is perhaps the oldest and the original

attribute of Dionysos,-^ and as was usual in the

treatment of animal attributes, the god was often

worshipped in the form of an ox.^

Other saints bestow wells of water endowed
with miraculous properties, and frequently on
their feast days an extra supply makes the

well overflow. The monastery of Plemmyri, in

the south-east of Rhodes, possesses a well of this

nature. The priest walks round it offering up
certain prayers, and sometimes the water rises

in answer to his invocation and flows over into

the court. It is important to acquire some of it

at that time, since it possesses special healing

powers. Another interesting well exists in the

church of the Virgin at Balukli, outside the walls

' Pauly-Wissowa, p. 1041.
'^ In the old Elean cult :

—

eAflerc Hip(a% ^lovva^ ^kXiov ^s vahv ayvhv

ai/v x^^plTitraiv 4s vdov t^ ^o4(fi tfoSI d6otv

&^i€ Tdvpe.
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of Constantinople. The church itself, which is

now a favourite health-resort, owes its fame to

the miracle attached by tradition to the well.

At the present day one sees swimming in it a

few fish with somewhat peculiar markings. The
story is told that when the Turks took the city

a monk was frying fish beside the well. The
news was brought to him, but he refused to

believe it, saying that such a thing might be

possible when the fish came to life again. Im-
mediately the fish leapt from the pan back into

the water, and their descendants to-day present

a half-fried appearance.

On Syme ^ a constant miracle of the sea is

connected with the great monastery of St.

Michael of the Harbour. Before the ikon you
can see many roughly-cut planks with pieces of

money nailed to them. These have come over

the sea as offerings to St. Michael. His wor-

shippers, who have some reason to be grateful

to him or wish to supplicate for some favour, nail

a coin to a piece of wood, carving their name and
address on it, and throw it into the sea. It

arrives of itself at the monastery in Syme. The
priests give the phenomenon universal applica-

tion, but all the pieces exhibited had come from
Chios, so probably there is some current which
brings them to Syme.
The most famous modern oracle in Greece is

the well at Amorgos. It is now falling into

disuse and discredit, but at one time many
visitors used to come to consult it as to their

fate, and the priest of St. George the Balsamite
' R. M. Dawkius, Emman. Coll. Mag., xviii. No. 1, p. 19.
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acted as interpreter. The well stands in a little

side shrine, where the priest first offers a prayer
to St. George. Then he draws some water from
the well in a small vessel and diagnoses the
contents. The rules for interpretation are quite

lengthy, but the answers are usually ambiguous.
According to the foreign matter in the water
the answer is given. For example, hair denotes
trouble and sickness. The somewhat naive re-

corder^ warns the reader not to be scandalised

by the use of the word oracle in connection with
a Christian Church, for no other word would be
applicable to this present-day wonder, which has
come down from the remotest antiquity.

The methods of miracle-working vary accord-

ing to the accredited caprices of the local saints

as represented by their ikons. Even in Athens
much stress is laid on ikon -worship, which at

times of greatest need comes into prominence.

A short time ago a demonstration of this feeling

was given when smallpox was devastating Athens
and the Pirseus. While the doctors were over-

whelmed with hospital work, the festival of St.

Barbara occurred, and as she is believed to be the

smallpox specialist, her church was thronged with
enthusiastic crowds, and the procession of the

ikon round the town, casting its beneficent in-

fluence over the disease - stricken houses, was
accompanied by thousands of the devout, whose
piety had been mightily increased by the raging

plague.

In many districts the ikon is taken out for

single cases of severe illness. Thus St. Paraskev^

1 'EffTia, 1883, No 411.
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at Chalkis visits the dying, and if the patient is

sufficiently virtuous, it is said, he will recover

after the priest has prayed, made the sign of the

cross, and placed the ikon on top of him. The
town of Lindos boasts no physician but her

Panagia, and if the sick man cannot be brought
to the church, the ikon visits him at his home,
where the priest reads a passage of the Gospel,

and gives the ikon to be kissed. In the event

of a recovery subsequent to this treatment, the

Panagia reaps the glory, and benefits materially

according to the patient's means.
In the Phanari quarter of Constantinople there

is a wonder-working ikon in the church of St.

George called the Antiphonetes,^ which belongs

to this class of visiting ikons. It is said that
you will often see the priest leaving the church
accompanied by the candle-lighter, who carries

a little skin bag round his neck. In this bag is

hidden one of the treasures of the church, this

ikon representing the Transfiguration. The priest

takes it to the bedsides of paralytics, blind people,

&c., and effects their cure. A little child of three,

suffering from severe rheumatism, got this ikon
from the church to remain beside him on the bed
for three nights, and by the end of that time he
was cured so completely that he jumped up and
demanded to be taken to the church.

In some churches and monasteries there exists

a custom of dedicating children for service to the
saints. This is called c7-KXa/3w^a.

The church of the Panagia at Silivri, near
Constantinople, has a great festival in September.

1 0/)?kikJ) 'EvfTTipis, 1897, p. 145.
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Parents bring ailing children there to dedicate
them to the saint, in hope of their recovery, or

if some of their family have died, they dedicate

the survivors as a preservative. The deed is

called a "selling" (irwXijo-ts), and the method is

as follows. The priest leads the child round the

church and cries, " George has become a slave of

the Panagia." ^ The parents make a contribution

to the church, and a thin thread of metal is

fastened round the neck of the dedicated child.

When they depart the parents take it off and
hang it on the ikon, ransoming it another time
by a second contribution.

A similar ceremony has been noted by Schmidt^
at Megaspelaion and Arachova. At Megaspelaion
the children become servants of a monk, until

they are old enough to become monks themselves.

In Cyprus ^ the friends of a sick man will take

from the church a bronze circular chain, which
they call houlourion, and put it on his throat.

He is then the slave of the saint till he is quite

cured. His freedom is secured when he makes
an offering in goods or money, and the priest

takes off the houlourion from his neck. Sakellarios

compares the hierodules of Paphian Aphrodite.

The auxiliary methods, combined with the

cures, are frequently interesting ceremonies,

which throw light on the peculiarities of the

saint's cult as it has been handed down from
the Middle Ages, when the tombs and relics

possessed all kinds of magical properties. St.

John of the Column in Athens is one of the

^ 0pifKiKii 'EirETijpij, 1897, 'H iravriyvpis rrjs %ri\v$plas.

' Tolksleben, p. 74. ^ Sakellarios, KvirpiaKci, p. 703.
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most interesting, and will be described later. ^

Outside the city of Thebes, for instance, con-

spicuously white among its dark cypresses, stands

the church of St. Luke the Evangelist, in which
is kept the so-called sarcophagus of the saint, a

massive piece of Hellenistic work. All honour
is paid to it as the genuine tomb, and it is a

common sight to see women kneeling devoutly

before it, where it stands in the templon to the

right of the ikonostasis, to receive from the priest

a few scrapings of marble removed from its sur-

face with a knife. On one side of the lid the

scoopings made for this purpose are quite deep,

and give a well-worn air to the holy tomb. It

is believed that fevers are cured by means of

this marble, and anxious mothers put the knife-

parings in water and give it to their fever-

stricken children to drink. Whereupon every
hope of cure is entertained, and occasionally at

least it is fulfilled. This practice is reminiscent

of the stories in the Acta Sanctorum, where so

many wondrous miracles are wrought by dust
taken from the tomb of a saint, and drunk as a
medicine, or applied dry to the afflicted part.

A great multiplicity marks the methods of
cure at the present day. The instructions are

always believed to emanate from the saint, and
their origin is either traditional or specially com-
municated for particular cases. The various
ikons have their institutions of regular practice.

There is the church of St. Marina, on the Ob-
servatory Hill at Athens, where women, who
come to supplicate the saint for children, go

1 p. 65.
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through the performance of sliding down the
great sloping rock in front of the church. At
other churches connected with the Athos monas-
teries all over Greece where the same petition is

made, the women receive a certain kind of raisin,

said to be grown on Mount Athos, on the vine

which miraculously issued from the Virgin's relics.

This they must eat in faith, trusting to the
Panagia, and their wish will be granted. Wher-
ever there is a holy well in connection with the

church, the priest directs the use of the water
in some prescribed way for healing ; or frequently

there is a sacred lamp, the oil of which has to

be applied.

The Church in some cases imposes the per-

formance of these rites upon the suppliants, the

priest acting as agent of the saint ; but there are

other ceremonies which she merely countenances

by connivance, and still others, savouring of too

flagrant superstition, which she attempts to ob-

literate. At the Good Friday service mothers
seek to pass their weakly children beneath the

Epitaphios, the bier of Christ, in the hope of

strengthening them by some transference of

sacred virtue ; and in many of the islands there

are found, near chapels of healing saints, pecu-

liarly shaped stones, as in Cyprus, the traditional

attributes of which lead to the belief that cure

of disease may be obtained by passing over the

stone, or through some crevice or hole in it.

These practices are harmless, and while there is

a strong sacerdotal tendency to repudiate them
as discreditable to the Church, no strong meas-

ures require to be taken against them. The
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feeling was different in regard to a curious per-

formance at the monastery of Elona, three hours

west of Leonidhi, in the Peloponnesus. The
building stands in a precipice -cave, and below
it is a stretch of rock believed to be under the

patronage of the Panagia, who is willing to cure

children if their mothers possess sufficient faith

to send them rolling down this rock. The local

belief in this method of cure is strong ; and
Math the ever-present desire of connecting them-
selves with the men of old, the peasants assert a

parallel with the ancient Spartans, who exposed
their weakly children on the ApothetcB rocks on
Taygetos. Their ingenuity or ignorance pre-

vents them from remembering that the object

of the Spartans was to kill off the children by
that means. At Elona a favourite story is told

about a befitting punishment for want of faith.

A mother, anxious to have her child cured, but
deficient in faith, first threw a pumpkin filled

with oil down the rock. The pumpkin reached
the bottom intact, but when, convinced at last

of the Panagia's power, she sent her baby after

it, the result is said to have been disastrous, the
child being dashed to pieces.

The predominance and popularity of miraculous
cures have converted many of the ikon churches
into health-resorts, an example of which we have
seen at Kremasto. A stay of a fortnight or a
month at such places is bound to be beneficial,

for they serve as retreats or sanatoria, where
the peaceful subdued atmosphere, with good air

and water, cannot fail to have an excellent effect

on those distressed in mind and body. On the
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island of Thera flourishes an establishment of this

nature, the church of Perissa, which stands at

the foot of the Great Mountain, on whose ridge

the ancient city of Thera is seen in ruins.

Situated on the sea-shore with the ^gean in

front, and long stretches of vineyards and fig-

orchards behind, the church has an admirable situ-

ation as a health-resort. It was built some sixty

years ago, according to the usual story, in obe-

dience to a dream, the result of which was the

finding of a holy well, a cross, and an ikon, which
are now held in great sanctity. The islanders,

in cases of illness, come to this distant end of

their world for a month or two before the August
festival of the Panagia, drink of the brackish

water of the spring now enclosed in a well-house,

and benefit greatly from the sea-bathing and
hygienic regime. There at the festival miracles

are wrought by means of the ikon and cross.

The ikon is passed over the sick in procession,

and dumb and blind people are frequently cured,

according ,to the local belief

Another of these sanatoria has been built high up
on the ridge of Taygetos in Laconia, a little chapel

with surrounding cells, dedicated to the Panagia-
Physician, who is credited with special power to

cure consumption. Mountain air and the simple

life are the two prescriptions. It is interesting to

note in this connection that on the other side of
the mountain-range there is an undisguised sana-

torium for consumptive patients, providing a
parallel to the sacerdotal healing in the work
of laymen. These replicas of modern sanatoria

throw a light on the miracles of healing, em-
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phasising the influence of environment on the

mind of the patient combined with hygienic regu-

lations. The connection between mind and body,

which is so prominent throughout this question,

is seen most clearly in the cases of insanity which

are miraculously cured in the churches, perhaps

more frequently than any other form of disease.

The old idea of the demon issuing in visible form

as some black dragon or hideous beast from the

mouth of the possessed person has, of course, dis-

appeared, but exorcism is still practised to a vast

extent all over Greece and Asia Minor. St. Gera-

simo, patron of the monastery of Omala in Keph-
allenia, is famed for the cure of demoniacs. The
islanders believe that a demon raves within the

body of the lunatic, so he is well beaten with

wood in order to expel the evil. Then the

patient is thrown on the ground, and the priest

exorcises him by walking on top of his body,

praying all the time. On the Princes' Islands,

near Constantinople, lunatics are still exorcised

in the church. Much ill-treatment is expended
on them as they lie chained to the altar, and they

are beaten to drive out the demon. Presence in

the church, enforced by chains, is usually part

of the cure. A three days' fast is imposed on the

patients at Isnik in Bithynia, and they are kept
chained to the marble columns of the south aisle

if they show any signs of energy. The sacred

ikon performs the exorcism at Kapu Dagh. It is

placed in the hands of the patient, and is believed

to strike him several times while the Gospel is

being read. Simpler methods are practised in

many other healing churches. The lunatic is
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brought to the church, and left there in order

that the environment may drive away the evil.

To the great festivals many such patients are

brought with the purpose of seeking a share in

the special sanctity of the occasion, when they
may be seen acting wildly in the church, while

the priest tries to quiet them with holy water
or the sign of the cross.

An endeavour has been made to show by the

above examples the importance and influence of

the miraculous cures in modern Greece. How to

regard the miracles themselves is a question

which admits of much divergence of opinion,

but it is unnecessary either to condemn the

whole system as imposture or to accept every-

thing with hyperbolic piety. It is useful to

note the characteristics of such phenomena, while

eliminating certain fantastic appendages and con-

fining oneself to essentials.

In the first place, every sacerdotal official, if

interrogated on the subject, assigns the whole
to the category of works of faith. Belief in the

divine power, if sufficiently intense and unwaver-
ing, can accomplish the preternatural, according

to the statements of the priests. Yet all over

the land not only true believers, but Turks, Jews,

Mohammedans, and Roman Catholics have bene-

fited at Greek orthodox shrines. The best-known
instance of this catholicity is attested by the

large marble fountain which stands in the court

of the Panagia's church at Tenos, for it was the

gift of a grateful Turk cured, according to his

own conviction, by the Panagia of the Christians.

To a certain extent a feeling is prevalent against
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permitting unbelievers to participate, but it is

futile in effect, and the cures of infidels continue.

Thus within the Smyrna Cathedral there is a

holy well in the floor, the water of which is

specially renowned for the cure of ophthalmia.

Turks, along with Greeks, shared in its benefits

to an extent which excited the jealousy of the

officials, and they resolved to give ordinary water

in response to the demands of infidels. This

stratagem was, however, ineffectual, for the eyes

of the Turks were cured with the unsanctified

medium just as thoroughly as with the holy water.

The irony of the situation does not seem to have

shaken the popular faith in this holy well.

In the second place, much stress is laid by the

officials on the accompanying ceremonies, which

have to be performed as a preliminary to each

cure, or on the mediums of healing, such as

sacred oil, water, and dust. The importance

attached to these details is partly owing to the

idea of thereby propitiating the Virgin or saints

;

partly also to the intrinsic miraculous power
ascribed to the medium itself. In another sense

they are important to the Church as a source

of pecuniary gain, drawn from the consequent

fees and votive offerings.

Apart from sacerdotalism there is yet a third

way in which these ceremonies may serve to

bring about miracles. In some cases they are

rules of hygiene directly beneficial to the health ;

in others, they are derived from traditional

customs stretching back for three thousand years.

On these the popular faith reposes tranquilly,

and they provide the people with an easy, cus-
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tomary, and impressive method of concentrating
their minds and creating for themselves that
very mental atmosphere which is an essential

factor in the faith-cures of " Christian Science."

Whether -we attribute the cures that are so

popular to-day in the United States to faith in

the pov^er of God, or to a concentrated attention

drawing to the patient the healing powers of

nature, or to the influence of suggestion on the

sub-conscious self, it seems clear that there exists

a non-medical power of healing evoked in the

Western world by " Christian Scientists," and at

Lourdes, in the attested case of pilgrims. So
in the East the all-prevailing miracles may be-

long to the same class of phenomena, and al-

though they are more deeply involved in obscur-

ing traditional ideas, and often hidden under
useless practices, yet the fundamental idea, where
the motive power lies, may be identical with the

newer conceptions of the West.

ST. JOHN OF THE COLUMN.

In a crowded quarter of Athens, where Euri-

pides Street is crossed by Menander Street, near

the north-east corner, stands the little church

of St. John of the Column, "Ay. 'Icadvvr]? a-Trfv

KoXwva. The little low building is made remark-

able among the numerous chapels of the city by
the projection of the upper part of a Corinthian

column through the roof. Within one is con-

fronted by the ikonostasis with the usual ikons,

but on passing through the door on the left into

E
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the sanctuary, one finds on the right the lower

part of the column. It is of Roman date, un-

fluted, and was excavated on the spot, so that

in all probability it belonged to some shrine or

temple on this site. At the present day the

column is the most important part of the chapel

where St. John the Baptist is worshipped. It

takes the place of the ordinary ikon of the saint,

and is the object of special veneration manifested
in a special way. The column is credited with
oracular and healing powers, as representative of

the saint, who is powerful to cure fevers. The
legend attached to this virtue of St. John is the
following :

^—
"St John was a doctor and healed especially fevers

(ti;s 6epiJiai,<;). He lived as a hermit and did much good.

When he was about to die, he set up a column, and to

the foundation he bound all diseases with different kinds
of coloured silks—fever with yellow silk, measles with
red silk, and other diseases with other colours. When
he had dug very deep, he put the column on top, and
said :

' When I die, let any sick man come and bind a
silk thread to the column with three knots according to

the colour of his illness, and let him say :
" St. John, I

bind my disease, and the favour will be yours if you rid

me of it." And he will be cured.'

"

According to the Athenian tradition St. John
is credited with the institution of the column
leading to the practice which is carried on down
to this day. Some superstitiously pious man,
feeling symptoms of fever, betakes himself to the

little church, burns a candle, and prays to the
saint, invoking him as the ©ep/iao-rpa. Then he

1 Kampouroglos, '\aropla, i. p. 221.
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takes a coloured thread or a rag from his clothes

or a lock of hair, and makes it adhere to the
column with wax or glue. By so doing he
believes that he transfers his disease to the

column of the saint, who has declared that

thereby he will be cured. The same ceremony
is often performed by mothers on behalf of their

children. Any visitor to the chapel can see these

threads, rags, and locks of hair attached to the

column, and signs of numerous former offerings

are visible. In August and September when
fevers are particularly prevalent, the column
is thickly covered with these appendages. Fur-
ther, on a little south window, outside the iron

bars, stands a small wooden ikon of St. John,

and all around it similar threads are attached

to the bars. Other threads have been left on
the part of the column which projects through
the roof, the place being chosen by per-

sonal predilection. The oracular powers of the

column are tested with coins. A fever patient

tries to stick a silver drachma on the pillar.

If it stays firm, which is not unlikely on
account of the glue, he will be cured, but
if it falls he must not hope for recovery. The
festival at this church is held on 29th August,
the day on which the saint was beheaded,
and it is believed that fevers are more likely

to meet with the desired cure then than on
ordinary days.

This idea of the transference of disease to in-

animate objects such as trees and stones is

common in Greece and Asia, so that there is

nothing unusual in the practice of attaching a
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thread or rag to the column. The conception of

St. John's healing powers is also found elsewhere.

One legend tells that his connection with fever

came from the ague-like trembling of his body
when he was beheaded.^ Another account^ is

that all who were present at Herod's banquet,

when the head on the charger was brought
before the king were attacked by a fever,

which did not leave them until they had
prayed to the saint for healing. According

to the Athenian legend quoted above, St. John
was in life a doctor, skilled in the curing of

fever, and after the usual fashion of saints he
continued his healing work after death. The
matter for discussion is neither the significance

of the practice nor of the saint, but the origin,

history, and significance of the column. Ob-
scurity envelops the provenance of the column.

Reasoning from the theory of survivals, we
may assume that it was credited with curative

powers in heathen times, and that these powers
were transferred into Christianity just as the

column was transferred to a Christian church.

St. John thus would be the successor of some
pagan god of healing. The problem of this

god's identity has been much discussed, without
any satisfactory solution. Ancient Athens wor-
shipped two well-known hero-doctors—the Kala-
mite, mentioned by Demosthenes,^ and Toxaris,

whose story is told by Lucian.* The latter

^ Polites, nopo5(i(reij, ii. p. 765.

^ Pashley, Trwvds in Crete, i. p. 23.

3 Be Cor., 270, IC, and De Falsa Legal., 419, 22.

* 'S.xiBris ij np6^eyos, § 1.
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especially cured fevers, and on this account he
has frequently been identified with the pre-

decessor of St. John of the Column. Lucian tells

how Toxaris, a Scythian, came to Athens through
love of Greek culture. He was a man of the
middle class, and a doctor, and he died at Athens.
Not long after death he was made a hero for the
following reason. The events took place at the

time of the plague, at the beginning of the
Peloponnesian War. Toxaris appeared to the wife

of an Areopagite, and bade her tell the Athenians
to sprinkle the streets of the city with wine if

they desired to stop the plague. His bidding
was done, and the plague ceased. The woman
told whence the apparition had come, and it was
found that Toxaris, the Scythian physician, was
buried there, according to the inscription on the
monument. This monument of his tomb was the
figure of a Scythian holding a bow and a book,

and in Lucian's time it was somewhat destroyed
in the upper part. Toxaris was straightway
worshipped as a hero, and was called the foreign

physician. The sacrifice of a white horse was
made at the monument. Lucian gives the site as

near the Dipylon, on the left as you go to the

Academy. In his time the monument was always
hung with garlands and with the offerings of fever

patients who believed themselves to be cured by
Toxaris. Pittakys ^ asserts that Toxaris was the

predecessor of St. John, on the ground that they
both cured fever. He states that their methods
were the same, although nothing is known of the

ancient practices at the tomb of the Hero-
^ L'Ancienne Athines, p. 507.
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Physician. Equally inadequate is the reason-

ing given by Surmelis ^ to prove the same point,

but he goes further and makes a trinity by
identifying both Toxaris and St. John with the

Kalamite. He begins by repeating mere hearsay
about the identity of Toxaris and the Kalamite,
and adds that belief in the curative powers of

these heroes is carried down to the present day
in the worship of St. John of the Column, the

Christianised Toxaris. Then, as proof that the

site of the chapel is that of the Toxaris shrine,

he gives the continuity of the practice, a contin-

uity which consists solely in the sameness of the
disease cured. This obvious circle in the proof

by Surmelis makes it unnecessary to examine
the results of his reasoning. Mommsen^ seems
to accept this assertion of the identity of St. John
and Toxaris. Both Pittakys and Surmelis omit
to mention the disparity in the sites, which
makes local identification impossible. The tomb
of Toxaris stood among the heroes' tombs, which,
according to Pausanias,^ lined the road to the
Academy outside the gates. The column of St.

John stood within the city, according to its place

of excavation. The Kalamite had his shrine
within the city, near the Theseion, according to
Demosthenes,* and he is expressly called the
" physician in the city " in the second inscription

given by Hirschfeld.^ To him the definition of
Physician given by Hesychios" applies: "an

^ nepi Arjjuoiv 'Attik^i, p. 169 [note a).

^ Athenw Christianw, p. 145 {note 1). ' I. 28, 2.

* De Falsa Legat, 419, 22. » Hermes, viii. p. 359.
* ^larp6s : T^pws 'A6'^fri(7tv apxaTos.
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ancient Athenian hero." From this evidence no
more conclusive results can be obtained than that
hero-physician vporship was practised in ancient
Athens, and all detailed identification of St.

John with a predecessor is impossible.

The significance of the column in connection

with disease becomes clear on an examination of

similar practices which are not uncommon both
in Athens and in the country. South of the
Acropolis, on the level ground, stands a single

broken column, which local tradition connects
with the health of the city. If it falls, plague

will break out. The popular belief^ about such

columns is as follows :

—

In 1792 a column was erected near the Pirseus

road in this way. Forty women who had been
married once collected a sum of money, with
which they purchased a cart and a silver vessel.

To the cart they yoked twin calves, and made
three circuits of the place ; then they wrote down
all sicknesses and put the list into the silver

vessel. Beside the wall on the Pirseus road they
dug deep, and put the cart, the vessel, and the

sacrificed calves into the hole, placing a column
on top. This ceremony was performed in honour
of St. Charalampos, protector against plagues. In
1835 the column was dug up, and all these

things were found beneath it. The buried articles

were believed to give the column its miraculous

power, and henceforth the people could bind

their sicknesses to it. The prevalence of this

supposition brought it to pass that all solitary

columns were believed to have been set up
^ Kampouroglo8, 'Xaropla tuv 'X9rivuv, ii. p. 182.
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originally with the purpose of burying disease,

and this belief may be responsible for the powers
credited to the church of St. John.

Near Zagora, a village on Pelion, stands a

little church of St. John on the seashore. The
saint cures fever and headaches, and the method
of working here is remarkable. A great number
of candles must be melted down, and then joined

together till they form a rope of tallow, which is

wound round the church, or round the ikons only,

according to the sufferer's means. One woman
believed herself cured of violent headaches after

she had wound a long rope of this kind three

times round the church, and left it for three

days at the festival time.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE FESTIVAL OF THE ANNUNCIATION AT TENOS.^

On the edge of the quay at the Piraeus groups of

agitated Greeks were making futile efforts at

embarkation. The clamour of their shrill voices

was answered by the whistling steamers, which
wilfully sought to increase the excitement by
suggestions of departure. Their sonorous threats

had the desired effect on the simple peasants,

who, Greeks themselves, had not learned the

immensitude of Greek procrastination. They
were filled with an ever-increasing fear that the

Kephallenia would steam off for Tenos while

they, standing on the quay, vainly sought for

row-boats to convey them to her. Much distress

might have been avoided if they could only

have realised the utter impossibility of missing a

Greek steamer. Large as their families and im-

pedimenta were, difficult as the numerous babies

might be to handle, there would be time for

everything to be taken on board, even the last

bag of bread, cheese, and oranges. Punctuality

1 Reprinted, by the kind permission of the Editor, from ' Blackwood's

Magazine,' December 1906.
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has no place in the practices of a self-respecting

Greek captain.

Through the midst of this distress and in-

effectual haste we two English girls made our

way, and readily found a boatman willing to take

a foreign fare, for foreigners are all rich and
easily cheated out of an extra drachma. He
afterwards realised, to his sorrow, that we too

were pilgrims bound, like his compatriots, for

Tenos. That was when we would pay him no
more than double his legal price.

Once on board the Kephallenia, we felt our

pilgrimage had begun. All around were our

fellow -pilgrims to Tenos. It was the week of

the Annunciation, when the annual festival, the

greatest of the Greek Church, is held in the

island of Tenos, one of the largest of the

Cyclades. All the week boats ply busily from
Athens to Tenos ; but the important events of

the festival take place on the Friday and Satur-

day, and towards the end of the week the

passenger traffic is heavy. Leaving on Thursday
evening, the Kephallenia was one of the last

boats to sail, and she was literally packed. Not
a corner, above and below stairs, was unoccupied.

All over were small encampments crowded up
against each other. Each little circle had its

rugs and coverlets, its provisions and its babies.

The babies were soon transformed into seemingly
inanimate bundles of wraps ; the older people

made themselves cosy with rugs, and had a picnic

supper. A genuinely happy tone prevailed as

we left the lights of the Pirseus behind. Merry
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laughter and snatches of song came from the
girls and young men, and all were filled with the
enthusiasm of their enterprise. To many it was
the red-letter day of their quiet lives, the

memory of which would ever remain with them.

But Cape Sunium, fatal to peace and calm,

had to be rounded. The change was quick. A
stormy sea produces scenes more graphic than
agreeable on board a Greek pilgrim ship. One
shuts one's eyes, but the sense of hearing is alert,

and reports a tale of woe. The voices which a
short time before had been raised in cheerful

song changed their tune, and groans and walls

were wafted on the night air. As time went on,

some seemed to pass through the stage of being

afraid they were about to die, and to reach the

point when their only fear was that death would
not come to relieve them.

The evil grew less as we got amongst the

Cyclades, and the morning sun did his best to

revive the most miserable on board. A joyful

cry told that the sacred island was in sight. On
the hillside nestles the little white town, re-

splendent in the sunshine as only a Greek village

can be. As the landscape comes flashing nearer,

the vision is dazzled by its brilliancy. The clear

atmosphere between the bright blue sky and the

deep blue sea adds to the vivid impression of the

stony, treeless country, with its grand hilly out-

lines, the shining white town stretching down to

the sea, and the gleaming marble church tower-

ing in the background. Here is the goal of our

pilgrimage—the Church of the Evangelistria, our
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Lady of the Annunciation. All crossed them-
selves and piously prayed as they gazed upon the

centre of religious Greece.

The whole of the pilgrimage and festival at

Tenos bears the stamp of pagan influence. It

is one of the most apparent survivals of the

ancient Greek religion. The nation has always

shown in a marked degree that love of pageantry
which generates processional ceremonies, and the

religious impressionability which makes them fit

subjects for miracles. In the old days the re-

ligious year was marked by a rapid succession

of difierent pilgrimages and festivals. Now
modern life necessarily limits the number, but
the spirit remains the same. The festal gather-

ing at Epidauros was one of the largest of the

pagan pilgrimages. From all parts crowds came
to that famous temple of the Healer Asklepios.

Games, theatrical performances, and dances were
held, and the god wrought many wonderful cures

on true believers, even as the Virgin does to-day
at Tenos. But an especially close parallel exists

between the Tenos festival and the ancient

pilgrimage to Delos. The island of Apollo was
the pivot of Greek religion in pagan days. All
the states of Greece sent their envoys. From
Asia, Egypt, and Macedonia came many ships to

join in the Delian festival, the chief event in

the religious year. To-day, under the Christian
Church, Tenos holds the position which Delos
then enjoyed. The two islands lie in close prox-
imity. The geographical reasons which made
Delos eminently suitable as a centre apply to
Tenos also, for it is equally convenient for Greece,
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Asia, Egypt, and Turkey, whence come pilgrims

each year.

Tenos as a sacred isle is still in its childhood.

Less than a century ago, the Panagia—the Greek
Madonna—declared her desire that a church be
built on the spot where the Church of the
Evangelistria now stands. The story of its

foundation began on the day on which the War
of Independence was declared—25th March (o.s.)

1821. This date was taken as the festival day
for Tenos, and it is also the Greek national

festival. Hence it is a time of double rejoicing.

In the year 1821 an islander had a vision of

the Virgin. It was the usual story of a dream
and a sacred picture, which accounts for the

foundation of so many Greek churches. She
commanded him to dig for her picture in a
certain place. He obeyed, but found nothing.

A year later his vision was confirmed by a nun,

who thrice received a similar command. The
priest decided that the message was really

heaven-inspired, and took the matter in hand.

In his excavations he found a well and the ruins

of a church, and, according to the orders of the

Panagia, he built on this site the little church
which to-day is called the Church of the Well,
or of the Discovery. While building operations

were in progress in January 1823, a workman
discovered the now famous sacred picture, thus

fulfilling the Virgin's behest. The picture pre-

sented a most dilapidated appearance, for it had
been cut in two during the excavations, and also

it had been burned in the Saracen invasion.

However, it was judged to be a masterpiece by
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St. Luke, and from the time of its discovery up
to the present day it has been credited with the

working of most marvellous miracles. Its first

act was the cure of the plague - stricken in-

habitants of Tenos, and since that time it has

been the centre of attraction for all the sick who
come to the festival. Apart from its curative

powers, the devout Greek believes it to be con-

nected in some mysterious way with the liberation

of his country, on account of its synchronous dis-

covery. The rational view of its presence in the

earth is not hard to seek. Both the picture and
the well must have belonged to the ancient

church which stood on the same site. An
inscription is still to be seen on a back door of

the present church, telling how a chief priest,

Isidores, had erected the Church of St. John.
This Church of St. John was burned down by
the Saracens in 1200. The discovery of ancient

marbles on the site shows that a temple had once
stood there. Thus the spot has always been holy
ground.

The present Church of the Annunciation was
built in honour of the discovery of this picture,

over the Chapel of the Well. It is now the most
prominent building in Tenos, and stands on rising

ground to the north of the town. The approach
is made by a narrow, flagged street—the Sacred
Way of Tenos. That Friday morning, as we
walked up to the church, we passed many
pilgrims wending their way, each after his own
fashion, to the goal of their pilgrimage. Some
were fulfilling vows, and ascending the steep

path laboriously on hands and knees. One
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woman, with loosened hair, was toiUng up on
her knees kissing the flagstones. Last year she

had niade a vow that, if the Madonna would cure
her daughter of epilepsy, she would bring thus a
silver offering, a Madonna and Child, to her
shrine at Tenos. The daughter recovered, and
the mother was now faithfully carrying out her
part.

Another pilgrim on the Sacred Way that

morning was armless and legless, a wretched
cripple, who was half rolling up the hill. More
luxurious was a man in a sedan-chair with six

bearers. His death-like face told clearly that he
was one of those who have recourse to the Panagia
as a last resource when despaired of by doctors.

The healing of disease, appealing as it does to

all humanity, is one of the chief features of the

festival, and from the miracles Tenos derives its

great renown. If possible, the sick man comes
himself Otherwise his relatives intercede for

him by their presence and prayers in the church.

Continuing our walk up the Sacred Way, we
amused ourselves buying all kinds of souvenirs

from the booths which lined each side of the

path. It was a regular market-fair for all the
neighbouring islands. Funny peep-shows were
there for the frivolous, and the oracular doves
were doing a splendid business in fortune-telling.

In the large courtyard in front of the church
similar booths had been erected ; but these, being

on sacred ground, sold only sacred articles. Many
of them were presided over by priests, who
eagerly sought purchasers for their wares.

Tempting offers of a silver eye for two shillings,
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or a heart for one shilling, were made to us,

in case we might wish to beg some favour from
the Madonna in the ocular or cardiac line.

The church was decked in festal attire.

Flags were flying, and arches of flowers and
foliage spanned the entrance. But the most
picturesque and attractive spectacle was the

multitude of pilgrims. All over the wide courts

gaily dressed Greeks were sauntering about. The
entire absence of foreigners was remarkable and
refreshing. Tenos has not yet undergone the
American invasion. In our plain travelling

coats and hats we were a dull contrast to the
other women, who were wearing their freshest

finery. Brightly coloured kerchiefs framed their

strong brown faces, and partly covered the two
long plaits of hair which are their chief pride.

Neat little jackets, embroidered and braided,

opened over gay vests, and their short white
skirts of coarse linen had a deep band of bright
embroidery at the foot. But attractive as such
costumes are with their beautiful embroideries,

the women are put utterly in the background by
the sartorial effects in which the men indulge.

The amount of care and attention which a Greek's
costume demands and receives explains the fact

that the women are the workers. For even when
the costume is successfully donned, it is not to be
expected that the person inside of such a wonder-
ful creation would condescend to exert himself
His most fitting occupation, as the Greek has
long since decided, is to saunter about with a
string of beads in his hand as a plaything, so

that he may not be entirely unoccupied. This
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wonderful attire is varied in several ways. The
coat and vest may be cut and embroidered ac-

cording to individual taste. Wide loose sleeves

of pleated white linen match the fustanella or

kilt, which is pleated with an exceptional fulness.

It stops above the knees, and shows tightly-

buttoned leggings, well-shaped, and usually of

white cloth. The national shoes are red, with
turned-up toes, ornamented by a huge black

tassel on the point. A white cloth overcoat,

with the necessary hood, completes the peasant

costume.

These picturesque figures wandered up and
down the wide marble staircase which leads up
to the church door. On the terrace at the top

of the steps are several antique columns brought
from a temple on Delos. As one stands beside

them, straight in front lies their home—the little

island sacred to Apollo, the now deserted Delos.

On either side rise the bare heliotrope Cyclades

;

Syra and Andros towering to the right, and to

the left Mykonos with its three hundred little

white churches. Eight below, the white-flecked

blue waters of the iEgean sparkle in the sun,

and, nearer still, clear against the blue, are the

white houses of Tenos.

Large open courts, surrounded by porticoes, lie

on both sides of the great church. As in the

ancient temples, these porticoes are used for

sleeping - places by the pilgrims. Within, the

church was a seething mass of all sorts and
conditions of Greeks. We had to wedge our

way slowly through, and were in constant danger
of suffocation in the garlic - laden atmosphere.
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Three streams of people were drifting to the

screen at the altar end of the church. "We
joined them, and as we got nearer we saw that

there were three openings in the screen, at each

of which a priest was standing. The two priests

at either side were spooning out sacred water to

an eager crowd, one by one, after the fashion of

a medicine-giving nurse. Mouth after mouth in

endless succession presented itself wide open to

receive the spoon. In the middle, morsels of

sacred bread were being distributed to a similar

line of suppliants. Other pilgrims were paying
homage at various shrines throughout the

church. The famous picture of the Virgin is

enshrined near the centre of the building, to

the left as you enter. It lies on a small altar,

enclosed in a gilded box and covered with
glass. The picture is small, measuring only

one foot by a foot and a half, but the whole is

a mass of silver and precious gems. Only the

head of the Virgin and the Archangel Gabriel

are visible,—small black objects, the features of

which are so charred as to be scarcely distin-

guishable. It is, however, not beauty of execu-

tion but miraculous powers which give the picture

its pre-eminence. Round this altar the eagerness

of the great crowd was intense. Each was wait-

ing for his turn to kiss the glass lid while he
prayed his special prayer for the Madonna's help.

The emotion of the pilgrims was pathetic. We
felt that even the little black Madonna must be
touched with pity as we saw one strong Greek
have to be removed by force from the altar. He
selfishly refused to leave off kissing the glass.
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Some rubbed the glass with pieces of cotton-wool,
not, as one might imagine, to cleanse it after so
much osculation, but to invest the wool with
the Madonna's miraculous powers. Thereafter
it would serve as a curative amulet. Above the
picture hangs a lamp in which the faithful dip
their handkerchiefs. The grease thus acquired is

believed to have miraculous powers. Continual
candle-selling goes on at this shrine. Each wor-
shipper buys his little candle from the priest, and
it is fixed up beside the picture. When he de-

parts the priest takes it out and sells it over again
—a pious fraud for the benefit of the church.

Desperate for some ozone, we extracted our-

selves from the church and drank in the view
and the fresh sea breeze before descending to the
Chapel of the Well, which is now the crypt of

the church. Over the entrance is an inscription

to the effect that here was the scene of the dis-

covery of the holy picture. It is a long, narrow
crypt, wrapped in mystic obscurity, and filled

with sanctified stuffiness. But the more vitiated

the atmosphere, the more intense the drama.
Here in the evening the religious fervour would
reach its highest pitch. At this morning hour
the chapel was filled with a crowd who were
pushing up to the end, candles in hand, to reach

the priest who stood ready to bless them and
give them the Cross to kiss.

Other crypts open off this chief chapel. Some
are used as lodging-houses, and many families

were encamped in them. In one crypt, to the

right, baptismal ceremonies were being per-

formed. All devout mothers seek to bring their
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babies to Tenos for baptism. It places them
under the special protection of the Panagia from

the first. Several little red specimens, stripped

of all clothing, did not seem to appreciate their

good luck, although a reverend father was care-

fully sprinkling them with a bottle-brush dipped
in oil and water. Then search was made for some
hair on the top of their heads, and with a huge
pair of scissors the priest cut off a lock, which
the child could ill spare at that early age, as a

first offering to the Panagia. Sometimes the

mother, in her eagerness to do the best for the

baby, has him weighed and offers his weight in

candles to the church. Then she knows that the

boy has had a good start in life. It was a phy-
sical impossibility to remain long shut up with
the pilgrims. Outside was the sunniest of skies,

the bluest of seas, and a whole town en fete.

Boats were constantly arriving with their loads

of pilgrims—picturesque caiques, with coloured
sails, from the neighbouring islands, and steam-
ships from Egypt and Smyrna bringing devotees
of various nationalities. The little island was
invaded by about fifteen thousand visitors. They
thronged the streets and transformed the quiet

village into a noisy metropolis. Yet the influx

was deplorably small compared with previous
years, when the average had been forty - five

thousand. There were other attractions this

year, for parliamentary elections detained many
people at home. Still, to us the multitude
seemed a goodly one.

The occasion is a rich harvest -time for the
people of Tenos. The picturesque side, which
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attracts us foreigners, does not appeal to them.
Nor are they wholly filled with religious enthu-
siasm to the exclusion of all other ideas. Now
was their opportunity to plunder the outside

world through the legitimate means of selling.

Only twice a year strangers come into their

power. On the fifteenth August, the Virgin's

feast-day, Tenos is again en fete. These two
days are the chief dates in the islanders' cal-

endar. All who have anything saleable hawk
it round with the terrible perseverance which a

Greek seems to possess only when he wishes to

effect a sale.

Now, too, is a general awakening among the

hotel-keepers and would-be landladies of the

island. But only a very few of the pilgrims

can be victimised by them. The ordinary Greek
comes with coverlets, prepared to sleep either in

the church or in the porticoes. Only the ultra-

luxurious seek a bedroom in the town. These
Sybarites we reluctantly joined, after an in-

spection of the ecclesiastical sleeping accom-

modation.

Near the church are the two hotels of the place.

The exteriors are white, and to the uninitiated

they suggest purity and freshness. But experi-

ence has taught us that such are not the char-

acteristics of Greek hotels, and we knew we would
fare better in some private domicile. There was
no lack of offers as we went down the street.

Eager ladies seemed to dart from every door.

" You want a room ? Come with me. I have

a beautiful house."

The timeliness and frequency of the invitation
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suggested that the people of Tenos were possessed

of occult powers of divination. Doubtless our

foreign and lost appearance betrayed our home-
less condition. The houses, lovely, no doubt, in

their owners' eyes, were not of a type which
appealed to us. We decided we would not risk

spending a night in the midst of so much beauty.

It was still early in the day, and we would make
some further attempt to find moderate cleanli-

ness. As the hours went past, and we were
still in search of the clean, our views began to

change, and we found comfort in the thought
of our faithful travelling-companion, the box of

insect-powder. Up a narrow winding street we
met a genial old soul, who begged us to come
and inspect the veritable palace which she was
fortunate enough to inhabit. Our weary and
hungry condition made the humble room appear
quite attractive, and we settled down to the
arduous task of bargaining. The enormous sum
of thirty shillings was demanded for the one
small bed. We hooted with derision in a way
that always proves effective. Sorrow at our
avarice and hardness of heart was depicted on
our hostess's face. She was a lone woman, she
said (though her husband, mother, and children
appeared afterwards), the room was magnificent,

and we could have it for a month at the same
price. As it happened, we were not to stay
more than a night, so that Ave could not avail

ourselves of such a bargain. At length we played
the last card in all such negotiations. We walked
away. Then, in true Greek fashion, she pursued
us and begged us to take it at our own price.
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No doubt the family has been living in luxury
since that feast-day.

The evening of Friday brings the festival to

the highest pitch of intensity. At eight o'clock

a bell tolls to announce the beginning of the
vigil, during which the miraculous cures take
place. These are, after all, the most exciting

and interesting events of the occasion, and the

attention of all is fixed on the vigil. Long before

the bell breaks noisily on the village, anxious

pilgrims have taken up the best positions. The
Chapel of the Discovery is the Holy of Holies,

where principally the sick people resort, but also

others who have come to perform some special vow,
or with some particular aim. Those invalids who
are crowded out of the little crypt get points of

vantage in the upper church, while people who
have come out of general piety find more com-
fortable quarters in the surrounding porticoes, or

in the rooms leading off them, after they have
attended the service of praise which opens the

vigil.

Between nine and ten o'clock that Friday
evening we stumbled round the dark porticoes

and looked into the rooms. In every corner

some family was ensconced. The numbers this

year might be small, but it was difficult to see

where any more could be packed away. Comfort
is a comparative state, and certainly these out-

of-door pilgrims, cold as the night air was, were
to be envied by the others inside. The Church
of Our Lady of the Annunciation was blazing

with lights, and crammed so full that entrance

seemed impossible. By serpentine wriggles we
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got in, however, and from the time of our

entrance to our exit we suffered from difficult

breathing. The atmosphere felt solid, and it

was certainly highly odoriferous. Sustained by
curiosity, we held out for some time. A much
more powerful means of support must be the

religious enthusiasm which kept the others in

the church throughout the night.

After a service of song and an address by the

priest, the vigil was passed in various acts of

private and personal devotion. The several shrines

were worshipped in turn. The sick lay still and
awaited divine aid. All along the wall and at

specially sacred spots we saw them lying. Some
blind men were flat on their faces over the grat-

ings which open from the crypt. They were seek-

ing to recover their eyesight by means of the

healing vapour which rises from that holy place,

and which can only be bad air and microbes.

Down in the Chapel of the Discovery we found

everyone in anticipation of miracles. The small

crypt was crowded to suffocation. Along each

side were rows of sick people three or four deep,

leaving room in the middle for only one person's

feet to pass along. Down this narrow passage

two streams of people had to move, going to and
returning from the altar at the end. It was a

slow procession, but boldly facing suffocation, we
joined it. Half-choking, treading on others and
being tramped upon promiscuously, we progressed,

and had plenty of time to scrutinise the people

lying all along the walls. All ages were there

—

from very old men to the youngest of babies,—and
all diseases seemed to be represented. We saw
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many and varied deformities and disfigurements.

Paralytics and epileptics were amongst the crowd.
Their faces were a sad study in distress, for, with
the exception of those who had already fallen

asleep, the expressions unanimously betrayed feel-

ings of great discomfort. But that was not sur-

prising. The astonishing part was that no deaths

were reported in the morning.

The first shrine on the left is raised at the

spot where the sacred picture of the Panagia
and the Archangel was found. Naturally the

place is invested with the greatest sanctity, and
deep reverence is paid to it by the pilgrims.

We, too, necessarily stopped, and saw earth

being scooped up from the hole and distributed

in paper packages by the presiding priest. It is

believed to be specially beneficial for the eyes.

At this shrine was standing one of the mad
women who had been brought for cure. As we
passed she was seized with an outburst and
raved, clutching those near her. A priest came
and calmed her by holding the Cross before

her eyes.

On we went, visiting the sacred well and the

other little shrines, and always passing between
the rows of wretched sufferers. The farther from

the door, the better was the position for cure and
the worse the atmosphere. Up at the extreme

end numbers of very sick-looking subjects were

lying in a kind of stupor, to judge from their

dazed expressions. One could readily believe that

the atmosphere would stupefy even a healthy

person.

The therapeutic side of the Tenos pilgrimage
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is invested with the greatest interest. The pres-

ence and the care of the sick at a festival have
a parallel in the Catholic Church when the

pilgrimage to Lourdes takes place. Great differ-

ences, however, exist between the two celebra-

tions. The method of cure which predominates

at Tenos is not practised at Lourdes. The Greeks
have derived it from pagan days. The Christian

Church, when superseding the pagan religion,

adopted many of the old methods to ensure the

popularity of the new religion, and this practice

was one which survived. It was common in

many temples of the pagan gods. Sick people

used to frequent the temples in search of healing,

and with that end in view they slept in the

temple expecting to have a dream, after which
they would awake cured. Many cures received

in this way are on record. To take the most
famous example : at Epidauros a countless num-
ber of such cures were performed in the temple
of Asklepios. Some of them are recorded in

the extant tablets of inscriptions. The general

formula runs thus : The patient was asleep in

the sacred hall when the god Asklepios appeared
to him, and either touched him, performed some
operation, or merely spoke to him, and in the
morning he awoke cured. Persons who had
been delivered from all sorts of diseases have
recorded their experiences, and made offerings

to the temple in gratitude. Blindness was a
particularly common aflSiction to be removed.

Practically the same temple-sleep is performed
to-day at Tenos. All sorts of sufferers come to

pass the night before the day of the Annuncia-
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tion in the Chapel of the Discovery, or in the
church above. Their aim is to secure the best
post for a visit from the Panagia. All day they
have been in her presence in the church or sur-

roundings, and all their thought is permeated
with her or her miraculous image. It is not
surprising, therefore, that they should dream of

her. In many cases kept on record by the
officials of the church, the gracious Lady has
appeared to the sufferers as they lay either in

the crypt or in the church. She has blessed

them, and in the morning they have been found
cured of their diseases. Every year about eight

or nine miracles of this nature occur. The church
officials used to publish an annual list of them,
but have now ceased to do so, as it was con-

sidered an advertisement for the church. One
miracle may be quoted, to show the striking

parallel with the Epidaurian cures.

A stranger from Moldavia became paralysed

during a night-watch. Doctors were of no avail.

He was taken to the Chapel of the Well, and on
Resurrection Day he thought he heard a voice,

when he fell asleep, telling him to arise. He
awoke, thought it was a dream, and fell asleep

again. A second time he heard a voice, and saw
a white- robed woman coming into the church.

She was of great beauty. In his fear he arose

and walked about. His recovery was so com-

plete that he could follow the procession round

the town next day.

This year, as usual, several pilgrims were

favoured with healing after a night in the

-church. We saw a young man, a Greek, on the
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Friday night who was totally unable to see, and
had been blind for some time. On the Saturday
morning he had his sight restored. He told us
that he had fallen asleep in the crypt and had
a vision of the Panagia, who had blessed him.

It is unnecessary and unprofitable to discuss

the genuineness of such miracles.

When the morning ofAnnunciation Day dawns,
the vast majority of the pilgrims find their wishes

unfulfilled. It is a sad sight to see the cripples

being carried back from the church, whither they
had gone in hope not long before. But there is

still one chance of cure.

At 10 A.M. a doxology is held, and then the

great procession is marshalled, and the picture is

carried through the town. Starting from the
church, the archbishop goes first, and is followed

by the chief priests, one of whom carries the
sacred picture—a precious burden. They descend
the stairway, and on the steps are lying huddled
together all the disappointed sick,—men, women,
and children. They hope to receive healing by
the passing over of the holy men with the sacred

picture. The archbishop plants his foot on each
one, and down the Sacred Way for some distance

the same carpeting of human bodies is stretched.

Eager crowds, a seething mass of faces, are in

front, behind, and at each side. When the round
of the town has been made, the steamers at once
begin to whistle for departure. Bag and bag-
gage, babies and invalids are hurried pell-mell

down to the quay. Boats ply busily, and families

settle on board as before. The great event is
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over. And home they sail, richer in many devout
memories, clasping carefully their paltry treasures

—little wooden Virgins of the Lily, or a simple

but sacred talisman from the church— which
will be used as the panacea for future family

ailments.
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CHAPTER V.

WINTEE, FESTIVALS.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR—THE TWELVE
DAYS—CARNIVAL.

The principal festive period of the Christian year

coincides so precisely with corresponding pagan
celebrations that a direct transference is sug-

gested. Under the Roman Empire, at the time
when Christianity was seeking to make headway
against paganism, a succession of gay and pop-

ular festivals brightened the most wintry weeks
of the year. The Christian celebrations which
in time came to take their place show a general

effect of reminiscence without evidence of direct

descent ; in other words, it cannot be stated

boldly that Christmas or Carnival is the counter-

part of the Saturnalia or Dionysiac celebrations.

But the strong pagan attractions of the season

would necessitate the institution of this series of

festivals as a counter-attraction in accordance
with the general policy of the Church.^

Throughout the Roman world the festive

1 p. 7.
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period of the winter solstice was opened with
the Saturnalia, which had flourished under the
Republic and continued to grow in favour and
duration under the Empire. With the spread
of Roman rule to Greece the festival was adopted
by the Romanised Greeks with great enthusiasm.
A certain amount of confusion surrounds this

festival owing to its identification with the Greek
Kronia. Roman writers derive the Saturnalia

from the Kronia, taking Saturn simply as the
equivalent of Kronos. Macrobius,^ in describing

the Kronia as the origin of the Roman Saturnalia,

says that after sacrifice to Saturn and Ops

—

i.e.,

to Kronos and Rhea—the heads of households
should eat along with their servants, who had
borne with them the toil of cultivation of the land,

after the corn and fruits have been gathered.

From this last phrase Mommsen^ deduces two
great Kronos festivals, one in Hekatombaion, after

the corn harvest, and the second in winter, after

the fruit harvest. But in default of any other

evidence for a winter Kronia it seems unwarrant-
able to base the deduction on that phrase, -vyhich

may with greater probability be taken as referring

to the latter half of summer, when corn and early

fruits had been gathered. The Kronia, then, was
a summer festival, a kind of harvest-home, of no
great importance.^ Demosthenes* and a scholium

' Sat. I. 10. 22 : Ut patres familioruin et frugibus et fructibus jam
coactis passim cum servis vescerentur, cum quibus patientiam laboria in

colendo rare tolevaverant.

^ Feste der Stadt Athen, p. 32. ' Nilsson, Griechische Feste, p. 35.

*xxiv.,§708.
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on Aristophanes ^ mention it. The only point of

similarity between the ancient Kronia and the
Saturnalia was the freedom allowed to slaves.

This, however, was a frequent accompaniment
of times of merry-making at any season, as for

instance at the festival of Hermes in Crete,^ or

in Samos,^ or at the Peloria in Thessaly.*

Saturn was an indigenous Latin god of harvest

whose winter festival developed into the popular

Saturnalia, and Kronos, the old Greek harvest-

god, was identified by the later Romans with
their own Saturn. Thus the Saturnalia festival

of independent growth was called the Kronia
when celebrated in the Romanised Greek lands
by the Greek-speaking citizens, who had allowed
the old summer Kronia to disappear. This was
the state of matters when Lucian wrote con-

cerning the Kronia.

In his Kronosolon^ he gives the rules of this

festival, which, briefly, lay down that no public

or private business may be transacted during the
feast days, and nothing may be done except what
leads to pleasure and amusement. Only bakers
and confectioners may work. No bad temper
may be shown, and equality must be observed
amongst all classes. " Old men should become
children again." The second set of laws refers

to the giving of presents, an important feature

of the festival, which was preceded by a general
purification of the whole house to banish greed.

The laws for banquets forbade favouritism in the

matter of places, and enacted that gambling must

1 Nub. Sch., V. 397. ^ Athen., 14, p. 369 B.

= Plut., Aet. Groec, 303 D. * Athen., 14, p. 639 d. « § 13.
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be for nuts only. Servants might sit at their

master's tables and be waited upon by his guests.

In general the Saturnalia was popular for its

distinguishing features of merry - making and
freedom from restraint, which were expressed in

various ways.
Following the Saturnalia, the duration of which

increased with time, came the festival of the

Kalends on 1st January, and the Vota on 3rd

January.^ The Canons of the Church, in default

of secular evidence, are our best sources of infor-

mation about these festivals during the early

centuries of Christianity. At the TruUan Synod
in 652 a canon was passed specially denouncing
such celebrations as these. ^ The Kalends, the

' Wissowa, Rdigion imd Kultus der Homer, p. 375, note 5.

'' Bhalles and Potles, Canons of the Oreeh Church, Kivov 62 (|ft'),

p. 448 :—

Tis ovTu \eyoixevas Ka\tiv^as Kal Tct \eyo^4va $ora KaX tcl tto\oi5)U6i/o

^povfj,d\ta Kal ri]v iv t^ irpdJTrj rod Maprfou fitjvbs T}fJ.4pa €nlTi\ovn4v7]v

irav^yvpiv, Kaddtra^ e/c ttjs rwv Tnaruv TroXireias trepiatp^GTivaL ^ovkSfieBa.

'AAAA /m^v Kal ras ruv yvyaiKuv STj^ocrias opx'rio'eis us dff4p.vovs Kal ttoWtiv

\vfiT)V Kal ^Kd^rjv ifiiroietv Svyafifvas en ju^j/ Kal tAs ovi/iart tS>v trap'

"EAAT^tri ^euSas ovofia(TBevTo>v Qewv ^ ^| avSpuy ^ yvvaiKav yivop.4vas

opxhf^sts Kal reAeris Kara Tt edos iraXaibv Kal aWirpiov tov twc xP^^'^^'^^^^

^lov, avoir€p.irifie6a, Spi^ovTes, p^ijSeva &vBpa yvvaiKeiav (TTo\i}v ^vStSvffKeffffai

t) yvvalKa t^v apSpdcriv ap/idSiov. 'A\ha ^iire vpoffayirs'ia KWfiiKa fj (TarvptKa

% TpaytKd V'7roS6c(r6ai ' /jL-^re rb tov /SScAuktoG Ai0v6iT0v ^vo/xa t^v crTacf>v\-qi'

eKBxifiovTas iv raty \7ivo'ts ^ni^oa.v • ;urj5e rby oivov iv roh iriBots iirtx^ovras

y€\ti]Ta eTTiKtveiv dyvoias rpontp ^ ixaTatdrtjTOs, ra ttjs Sat/xovidtdovs wKdvTis

^vcpyovvras, Tohs oiv dirh t6 vvv rt tuv Trpoetpri/xevuy i'irtTe\€7v eyx^tpovv-

ras, iv yvtoffei roiriav KaQunaixivovs, to^tovs, e: p.4v. K\7ipiKol elev Ka9ai-

p€L(r6ai •npoffTdiTffopiev, et 5e KaXKol d^opi^^adai.

P. 449. Commentary on preceding Canon :

—

Z-flTTJCOf SlSpdoKTlV ^TtI TOiS yiVOfl^VQLS TTapCfc TUV K\ripLK(aV us T^V kopT^V

T^s yevvfiaews tov XptffTov Kal t^v 4opT^v tuv (p^Twy, virevavTiws

TOVTtf). . . .

p. 451 :—
'AAAa Kai Tiyes KkfipiKol Kara Tivas fopTas vpbs did<popa fiCTairxv-

G
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Vota, the Brumalia—of uncertain date—and the

1st March ceremonies are to be abolished, and
also all kinds of dances and rites which follow the

ancient customs and are alien to Christian life.

In particular, masquerading is denounced. It

is expressly forbidden to call out the name of

Dionysos or indulge in drunken merry-making.
These last injunctions suggest that survivals of

the Dionysiac festivals were found in these winter

celebrations, an idea corroborated by Plutarch,^

who speaks of the Kronia and Dionysia being

celebrated with the same noise and licence.

Of the festivals which followed the Saturnalia,

the best known and most popular was the

Kalends. After 153 B.C. 1st January began to

be celebrated in something of the modern way
with present-giving and general gaiety as a good
start for the year ; and by the third century a.d.

the day was celebrated on a very extensive

scale. 2

In many particulars this ancient Kalends ^ re-

sembles the modern Greek New Year. The town
was decorated, banquets were held, games of

chance were popular, children went round the

houses singing songs, gifts were exchanged, and
masquerading was a favourite amusement.* The

fiera (rrpaTiwTiKuv afi(piwp etaepxavrai, ttotc 8e Kai ws fioyaxot 'irpooSe69Vffiv

^ Kai us ^ua TCTpairoSa. 'Ep^TTjaas odv Stws ravra irapexup-fi6T]ffatf yiveffOaij

ovS4v Ti 'drepoy ^Kovaa dW' ^ iK fiaKpas trvi/TjOelas ravra re\f7a'6ai.

1 §1098B:—
Kai yhp ol Oepdirovres '6rav KpSyta Senrvuauf ^ Atov6(ria Kar' aypbu hySiffi

TTfptiovres, ovK &v avruv rhv oXoXvyfihv vtrofielvais.

^ Wisaowa, p. 375, note 5.

3 Polites, nopo5(fcreis, ii. p. 1267. ^ Ibid., p. 1269.
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festival occurred in the middle of the Twelve
Days, and was the highest point of festivity.

These notes on the pagan celebrations of the
winter season will serve to show what still sur-

vives of paganism in the modern festivals of

Christmas, New Year, the Twelve Days, and
Carnival.

In the Greek Church Christmas is an un-
important festival. Services are held to celebrate

Christ's birth, but the liturgy is that of an
ordinary Sunday. The history of the institu-

tion of Christmas throws light on the influence of

pagan ceremonies in the early Church.^ The
first authority for the celebration of Christmas
in the West is the Calendar of Philocalus in the

year 354 A.D., where against the date of 25th
December stands the entry, " Birth of Christ in

Bethlehem of Judaea," indicating the establish-

ment of the festival in the Boman Church. But
in the Eastern Church the date seems to have
been later. John Chrysostom, in his Christmas
sermon for 388 a.d., speaks of the introduction

of the festival into Antioch less than ten years

before as an importation from the West.^ There
is evidence that before that date in the Eastern
Church the birth of Christ was celebrated on

' tjaener, RdigionsgescMchtliche Untersuchungen ; das Weihnachtsfest

:

Mommaen, 0. I. L., i, (2), pp. 278, 338 ; Duchesne, Christian Worshipi

p. 257 sq.

' Chrysostom, ii. p. 355 a :
—

Ko( Tot ye oVira SeKordv iffriv ^ros e| oZ S'fi\7j Kal yvtitpi^o^ i^fjUv avr^ rj

Tlfiepa yeyevTjTat aW* Sfitas ws &va}6ev Kal nph iroA\«y Tjfilv irapaSoBfTfra irwv

ovTws ^vdTjffe 5id TTJs ifieTepas (rirovSrjs.

P. 355 b :—
napcb jucK Tois TT)!/ fffwfpcai otKovffiii dvaSiv yvcapi^ofiivri {avrii t) fiii4pa),

irpoy Vf^as 5e KOfitff8s7<Ta vvv Kal ov wph iroWS/i' 4rwy.
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Epiphany along with the Adoration of the Magi
and the Baptism in the Jordan.

St. Gregory Nazianzen writes ^ about Epiphany
and the Birthday of the Saviour that the festival

celebrates the two events. Usener ^ argues that

the birth of Christ was celebrated on 6th January
at Kome also. From the writings of Ambrosius ^

he concludes that in 353 the mention of the fes-

tival of the Natalitia dates it on Epiphany Day.

By 354, we have seen above, the Birthday of Christ

was fixed at Rome on 25th December. Thus the

change is attributed to the year 354 a.d. The
proof for the change of date is not sufficiently

conclusive ; but whether the establishment of the

festival at Rome was a new institution, or merely

a transference of date, as it was in the East, is

not so important a point as the reason for its

final celebration on 25th December. The fixing

of that date must have been part of a policy,

for no historical evidence led to it. A Syrian

writer* gives a plain statement of the current

explanation.

1 Orat. 38, § 3 :—
Td 5e vvv ®eo<p6.via t] Trav7]yvpis eiraip TevsBKta' \4yeTat yap d|i0(JT6pa, Svo

Ksifxevioy TrpoffTjyoptwv Ivi irpdyfiaTi . . . ovofxa 5e, t^ (pavrivai iilv, @eo(pdvia'

T^ 8e yePvciffSaty Vei/eOXta.

^ Das Wdhnachtsfest. " De Virginibus, p. 173.

• C. I. L., vol. i. (2), p. 338 :—
•

" Causa ob quam mutarunt patres sollemnitatem die 6 Jan. cele-

bratam et ad diem 25 Dec. transtulerunc hseo fuit : soUemne erat eth-

nicis hoc ipso 25 Dec. die natalicia solis celebrare, in quibus accenderunt

lumina feativitatis causa. Horum soUemnium et festivitatum etiam

Christiani participes erant. Cum ergo animadverterent doctores ad hoc

festum properare Christianos, consilio inito statuerunt hoc die vera natal-

icia esse celebranda, die vero 6 Jan. festum epiphaniorum. Hie itaque

una cum hoc institute ad diem usque sextum invaluit mos ignium ac-

cendendorum.

"
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" The following is the reason why the Fathers changed
the festival which was celebrated on 6th January to 25th
December. It was a heathen custom on this very 25th
December to celebrate the natal day of the sun, on
which occasion lights were lit in honour of the festiv-

ity. Even Christians used to take part in these celebra-

tions and festivals. So when the learned Fathers heard
that Christians were flocking to this feast, they took coun-
sel and decided that on this day the true Nativity should
be celebrated, and on 6th January the feast of Epiphany.
And so, in consequence of this institution, up to the sixth

day of the month the custom of lighting fires prevails."

The pagan festival celebrated on 25th Decem-
ber was the Helia or Sun festival. The entry in

the Calendar of Philocalus runs : On 25th Decem-
ber, Natal Day of the Invincible Sun. The winter
solstice is naturally the natal day of the sun-

god, who came to be identified with Mithras.

In numerous inscriptions we find the dedication :

Soli invicto Mithrse—To Mithras,^ the Invinc-

ible Sun. This cult was the most popular
worship of the later Empire, and by its close

resemblance to Christianity it proved a most
formidable rival. The worshippers were in close

communion with the god, calling him father and
brother. They had a certain kind of baptismal

ceremony, and they practised confirmation and
communion, believing in the immortality of the

soul.

Aurelian was responsible for the religious su-

premacy of the sun-god, a cult which blended

readily with existing Mithraistic beliefs. It is

probable that during his campaign in the East

^ For details of the Mithras cult of. Roscher'a Lexicon, p. 3066.
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against Palmyra, he fell under the influence of the

prevailing sun-worship, and the story was told

that he attributed his victory at Emesa to the

help of the sun-god.^ On his return he built a

temple to this god in the Campus Martins, and
the dedication took place on 25th December, the

god's birthday. By Aurelian's murder sun-worship

lost its chief supporter, and Christianity had not

to face a direct struggle against an antagonist

powerful enough to suppress her. Instead, she

continued to make gradual progress ; and although

the cult of the sun-god was supported by later

emperors, by Constantino and Julian in partic-

ular, it never became supreme again. One of the

most effective checks on the pagan cult was prob-

ably the institution of the Christmas festival.

Julian ^ speaks thus of the pagan festival :

—

" Before the first of the month, at the end of the last

month of the year, we hold a magnificent festival in

honour of the sun, and we dedicate the feast to the In-

vincible Sun. To the Kronia at once succeed the Helia."

Then Augustine ^ warns the Christians not to

celebrate the day in honour of the sun, like the

heathen, but in honour of Him who made the

sun. Other Christian Fathers, writing in similar

terms, show that one of the great difficulties of

the early Church was to instil the proper spirit

into the new festivals, and to impress on the

people that a new god was to be worshipped in

' H. Stuart-Jones, The Romam, Empire, p. 336. ' Orat., iv. p. 156.

s Serm., cxci. Mig., Pat. Lat., 38, 1007 :—
" Solemnen istum diem non sicut infideles propter hunc solem, sed prop-

ter eum qui fecit hunc aolem."
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a new spirit, although time and season remained
the same. A passage in Eusebios particularly

refers to this error :
^

—

" I know many people who worship and pray to the

sun. At sunrise they repeat the prayer : Have pity on
us. Heretics do this, and also Christians who desert

the faith and join with Heretics."

As a festival of the home in Greece, Christ-

mas is steadily growing in importance, the

change being due to the imitation of European
fashions. Even the tree of northern countries

figures now in the family gatherings of Athen-
ians, and plum-pudding is not unknown. But
the national plum-pudding is a kind of cake

called Christ's bread, a light dough mixed with
nuts, which every one must taste and serve to

visitors. The streets are made noisy by youthful

rioters, who play the part of waits ; they sing a

special song called Kalends, telling of Christ's

birth and wishing long life and happiness to the

audience. This singing from house to house con-

tinues during the week until New Year's Day,
when St. Basil, whose festival it is, is honoured
in the Kalends song. By name, nature, and
season this singing proclaims itself a survival of

the Boman festival of the Kalends.^

Christmas and New Year, with the period be-

tween, really make one festival, for Christmas

has borrowed the characteristics of the older

festival of the Kalends on 1st January. As
well as the Kalends song, the ship of St. Basil

has been introduced into the Christmas celebra-

1 Eusebios Alex., N. Pair. Bill., May, 2, 523. ^ P. 98.
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tions. Models of war -vessels of more or less

magnificence are carried round the streets by
the waits, who, after performing selections of

music and singing the Kalends, take up a col-

lection in these boats. The origin of the custom

is doubtful. According to the name now given

to them, the boats represent the ship in which St.

Basil sailed on his journey from Ceesarea, com-

memorated in the usual New Year's song. At-

tempts have been made to connect these boats

with the ship of Dionysos,^ by which the epiphany

of the god was represented in Ionia. At Smyrna^
each year a ship was taken round the town in

honour of Dionysos, and the same kind of a pro-

cession took place at Athens.^ Also at the great

Panathenaia a ship was taken on wheels to the

Acropolis.* Of the persistence of the practice in

other European countries particulars are given

by Mannhardt.^ Some Christmas and New Year
customs of the nature of family celebrations are

described in the section dealing with the Spirit

of the House. ^

At Christmas begins a period of great purifica-

tion, due to the belief in the prevalence of evil

spirits at that season. In the passage quoted

above "^ from the Syrian author, mention is made
of lights burning from Christmas to Epiphany.

The custom is still the same, and the aim is puri-

^ Usener, Smtfluthsagen, ch. iv. p. 115.

2 Philost., Vit. Soph., i. 25 :—

ne/meTai ydp tis /j-rivl 'A.vBecrTiipiS>vi /iCTtiptria rpi-fipris is dyopdi', riv & tov

Aiov{ktov tepeits oTov Kv^fpvfjTijs evOuvei irelafiara sk QaXdrrris Kiovaav.

2 Khein. Mus., 43, p. 355. F. Dummler.
* Usener, op. cit., p. 125. ^ Wald- u. Peld-Kulte, i. 593.

8 P. 183. ' P. 101.
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fication. With the same purpose priests go from

house to house on Christmas Day to expel all evil

spirits.

In Greece the belief is almost universal that

during the period between Christmas Eve and
Epiphany

—

i.e., during the ancient winter festival

season— supernatural beings are present upon
earth with unusual powers. In this belief we
find traces of the great pagan festivals described

above. The usual name for these spirits is

Kallikantzaroi.^ According to the district and

dialect the word has other forms, but the time

of their appearance and their characteristics are

practically uniform in popular beliefs. Variations

occur occasionally, as at Mykonos, where they are

supposed to appear twelve days before Christmas

and to depart at Christmas ; and in Cappadocia

they appear forty days before Christmas and
disappear at Epiphany. The main idea is that

these Kallikantzaroi are the disembodied spirits

of living men who, because they were born be-

tween Christmas and Epiphany, are endowed
with this power. They roam by night, causing

annoyance and bringing pollution, but not danger,

to their fellow-men. They are teazing, not hurt-

ful, visitants. In appearance they are hideous,

unkempt, and in rags, with particularly long

nails for scratching. Thus they are compared

with goblins, were-wolves, &c., and they are often

imagined as grotesque giants or dwarfs with

terrifying aspect. The chimney is their favourite

entrance to a house, and pork is their food by

' For philological and other details and local legends, see Polites, Tlapa-

S6<reis, ii. p. 1240.
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predilection. The rest of the year they spend
under the earth, trying, like Cain, to gnaw
through the pillars which support it.

The methods employed to avert and dismiss

Kallikantzaroi are numerous. They may be

divided into two classes— pagan magic and
Christian practices. In the first class fire is

the most universal and potent means, The
constant burning of the hearth -fire, the Yule-

logs kept beside the hearth, and the village

bonfires lighted during the twelve days are

believed to work towards this end. The twelve

days' candles in England represent the same idea

of expulsion of evil during that period. AUatius
the Chiote relates ^ a drastic method employed
in his day against the danger of Kallikantzaroi.

Children born on Christmas Eve were taken by
their parents to the market-place, where a large

fire was burning. The feet of the child were
turned towards the fire and allowed to burn to

a certain extent, while the victim screamed. Then
it was anointed with oil, and a certain remedy
known only to the initiated was added. By the

heat of the fire the nails were destroyed, and
they believed that the child could not become
a Kallikantzaros without these weapons. Con-
nected with these fire rites is the cake-making
for the Kallikantzaroi, sometimes for the purpose
of chasing them away by heat, at other times as

appeasing offerings. At Menelik,^ for instance,

they " scald " the Karkantzari to death on New
Year's Eve. The housewife prepares a number

^ De Opinationibus, oh. xi. ^ Abbott, Macedonian Folklore, p. 75.
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of cakes, which she, helped by the children, cooks
in a pan inside the cottage. Outside, the master
of the house, dressed in a fur coat turned inside

out, a simple masquerader in fact, stands dancing
and singing

—

I am a Skantzos {i.e., Kallikantzaros) even as thou art,

Come let us dance together,

And let us moisten the cakes.

In Samos an offering is made out of the dessert

to appease the spirit on New Year's Eve,^ and in

Cyprus, on Epiphany Eve, pancakes and sausages
are placed on the roofs for the departing spirits

to take as a farewell gift.^

Another apotropaic method is the use of the

sieve. In Zakynthos,^ believing that Kallikant-

zaroi come down the chimney, housewives place

a sieve on the hearth. They imagine that when
the Kallikantzaros descends he stops to count the

holes in the sieve, but dawn overtakes him, and
at first cockcrow he is forced to flee without
having done any injury.

The Gaugau in Malta is the equivalent of the

Greek Kallikantzaros. It is believed that all

those who are born on Christmas Eve will every

year on their birthday be transformed into

ghosts, and will wander over the island frighten-

ing people. The only way of escaping is to count

the holes in a sieve from 11 P.M. to morning.*

The Christian ceremonies are less picturesque,

for the Church discountenances these supersti-

' Polites, nopoS((o-€it, ii. p. 1291. ^ Ibid.

' Ibid., i. No. 596. * V. Bueuttil, Holiday Customs in Malta, p. 134.
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tions. The priests, however, on Epiphany Eve,

visit the houses to bless them, and make a sign

of the cross upon the doors, past which the spirits

dare not venture. And instead of an ordeal by-

fire, children born during the twelve days may
be rescued by immediate baptism.

The origin of this belief in the spirits of the

twelve days is the next question. The time of

their appearance coincides with the festal celebra-

tions of Christmas, and the Kallikantzaroi may be

the imagined counterparts of the masqueraders
who figured so prominently in the festivities, and
who still appear to some extent in the Christmas
Carnival.^ Masqueraders were an especial feature

of the Roman festivals of this period, in which
the Christians also joined. The popularity of mas-
querading in the early centuries of the era can
be gauged from the Canons of the Church, pub-

lished to forbid excess in such festal customs. In
the addenda to the canon quoted above in fuU,^ of

the year 652, express injunctions are laid on both
clerics and laymen to abstain from masquerading
of every description at the time of such festivals

as the Kalends and its accompaniments. "No
man shall dress as a woman, and no woman as

a man, in these rites and dances which are

performed in accordance with ancient custom
and not with Christian life." Evidently even
priests indulged in such masquerading at Christ-

mas time, and would march up the nave of the

church dressed as monks or soldiers or four-

footed beasts. The only excuse they could give

was the antiquity of the custom. Priests acting

1 See Polites, nopo5<(o-eiy, ii. p. 1275. 2 p_ 97.
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in this frivolous way were to be unfrocked, and
laymen excommunicated.
The terms of the canon show the continuance

of the Dionysiac masquerading in Greece. At
the present day it is still a popular form of

amusement, and at the chief winter festivals

masked parties go from house to house. The
masks are as grotesque and frightful as possible,

and they jangle loudly with bells. It is a

plausible theory that the fear caused by these

masks originated the belief in their demoniacal

nature, while at the same time their origin as

men was not forgotten. Hence, arising from
those masquerades, we find the idea of super-

natural spirits who roam abroad like the masks
at the same limited period. This flight of fancy

may well be encouraged by the festivities of the

season. Indeed it has been suggested that the

Kallikantzaroi are nothing more than established

nightmares, limited like indigestion to the twelve

days of feasting. This view is taken by AUatius,^

who says that a Kallikantzaros has all the char-

acteristics of nightmare, rampaging abroad and
jumping on men's shoulders, then leaving them
half senseless on the ground.

The three weeks of Carnival in Greece are

celebrated in the ordinary European way by
townspeople, who have borrowed their ideas

from Italy. The centre of gaiety is Athens,

where the usual masked balls, the confetti wars,

and occasional Carnival processions are held. The
"camel" is the favourite dancing beast in the

streets, whether it be genuine or a disguised

^ De Opinat. , ch. x.
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collection of men ; and the Maypole dancers

figure largely. Anything distinctive in Greek
Carnival must be sought in the country. The
district of Viza, in Thrace, provides an annual

performance which is clearly a survival of

Dionysiac rites. It has been fully described by
R. M. Dawkins,^ who points out its clear con-

nection with the worship of Dionysos. The fact

that the god's legendary home was in Thrace

may account for the extraordinary permanence
of the tradition in the district. At Almyro in

Thessaly, at Epiphany, and on Mount Pelion

on 1st May, similar representations are given.

Other rites of a Bacchic nature have survived

near Kosti, on the Black Sea—the rites of the

Anastenaria.2 At the feast of their patron,

St. Oonstantine, chosen as the chief festival of

the district, the priests called Anastenaria play

the chief part with the dancing images of the

saint. On the Sunday preceding the festival the

images are taken to a well in the valley of

Vlachovo, whither people come to confess sins

and worship the images. In the evening revelry

begins. The priests work themselves up in a

frenzied dance, and rush about carrying the

images. Then they fly home with them over

the fields, " as if with wings." During the

performance some of the Anastenaria are sure

to become possessed, and they rush off to the

hills until the mania leaves them.

On the morning of the festival the chief priest

1 /. H. S., 1906, p. 191, TJie Modern CamivaZ in Thrace and the Cvlt of

Dionysos.

2 A. Xovp/jLov^idSris, Tlepl toiv 'Ayaimvapiuv, 1873.
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of the Anastenaria sacrifices a three-year-old bull

before the images, which are conveyed outside the

village in procession with dancing and singing.

A huge pyre of wood has been prepared in the

village square, and in the evening the chief priest

begins the dance round this fire, holding in his

hands one of the dancing images decked with

bells. The other priests then take the remain-

ing images and their bells and join the dance,

while the people dance round them. The step

grows quicker and quicker until it becomes frantic,

and the enthusiasm reaches such a pitch that

some of them dance on the glowing embers with-

out hurt. Then the priests with the images "fly

like birds " over the hills to neighbouring villages,

where they are feted. Those who become pos-

sessed during the orgies are declared fit to serve

as Anastenaria, and to join the brotherhood pro-

fessing asceticism. In times of sickness or plague

they are called in to heal. A dancing image is

taken by one of the Anastenaria into the sick

man's room with a procession of torch-bearers,

and there the priest interrogates it as an oracle

as to the chances of recovery. The image com-
mands the sufierer to give gifts and sacrifices in

return for promised health. When plague attacks

the flocks, the Anastenaria are summoned to chase

away the evil demon, called the smerdaki, caus-

ing the trouble. With the images they rush

fi^antically over the hills, seeking to frighten and
expel the smerdaki.

In these curious performances a survival of

Dionysiac revels appears in the frenzied dances

and maenad flights, which are the distinguish-
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ing features of the Anastenaria, and are combined
with Christian images and Church services. The
Dancing-Tower processions so popular in Italy

may be compared with these bell-adorned dancing
images.

The Ceri at Gubbio^ are huge images of the

saints raised on pedestals, and in their proces-

sion round the town they are made to rush
madly down hills, whirling as they go. The
Lilies of Nola^— wooden structures of seven

storeys, with a musical band in the lowest storey

—are carried in procession through Nola, and are

said to dance through the town. At Yiterbo, in

honour of Santa Rosa, at Vicenza, and in Sicily

at Casteltermini, similar towers are carried in

the festival processions.

EPIPHANY.

THE BLESSING OE THE WATERS AND ITS

CONNECTION WITH RAIN-CHARMS.

Epiphany is celebrated throughout Greece in

an impressive and uniform manner. The two
ceremonies which commemorate Christ's baptism
are the Great Blessing and the Little Blessing.

The latter, performed on Epiphany Eve, is con-

fined to the dwelling-houses of the orthodox. The
various districts are allotted to the priests, whose
duty it is to visit each house on that day for the
purpose of blessing it. They go their rounds

^ H. M. Bower, The Elevation and Procession of the Ceri at Guhhio.
^ Trede, Das Heidentum, ii. p. 183.
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armed with the cross, a vessel of holy water, and
a sprig of basil. The use of basil at this and
similar ceremonies of the Church is explained by
the tradition that Constantine and his mother
Helen found the true cross at Jerusalem under
a basil plant; whence the sanctity of the herb.

On entering the house the priest first blesses the

occupants, giving them the cross to kiss. Then
he dips the basil sprig in holy water and sprinkles

each person with it. The house itself has next

to be blessed. He visits each room and shakes

the basil in the same way, usually in each corner

of the room. When this is done, a thorough puri-

fication has been made, the evil demons are driven

out, and the Kallikantzaroi expelled efiectually

for another year. The priest's next duty is to

take up a collection. His day's work adds a

considerable amount to the Church revenues.

Next morning the Great Blessing of the Waters
is enacted. The ceremony follows a more or less

elaborate plan according to locality. At ship-

ping centres, where trade is on the water, and
the population are sailors, more importance is

attached to the Blessing, and it is attended by
greater pomp and display. A good example of

an enthusiastic and impressive performance was
witnessed at the Piraeus, chief port of Greece.

On Epiphany morning the wide quays swarmed
with humanity idling in festal attire. The mer-
chant vessels, steamers, and warships which
crowded the harbour were flying lines of flags,

and the water had been converted into a grand
stand by a compact mass of little boats, behind

which circled unsightly steamers of Greek navi-

H
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gation. The centre of attraction for the land and
sea multitude was the royal jetty, round which
the crowds massed, leaving uncovered a few
yards of quayside and a small pond of water.

In the Church of the Holy Trinity was another

seething multitude. Liturgies had begun at

4 A.M., and by nine o'clock the church was
packed for High Mass, with the bishop officiating.

Down below stood a motley company of men.
compressed tightly together and filling every

nook and corner, while from the narrow galleries

womankind peered down. After an hour and a

half a gradual dispersal began, and the officials

with the maces left by the side door. The bishop

and chief priests, accompanied by candle-bearing

boys, proceeded down the church to the front

entrance, whence they issued into the sunlight

of the crowded square. Awaiting them were
two military bands, with blue and yellow plumes,

ready to lead the procession round the town. In

the centre of a slowly moving crowd the bishop

and priests with this escort made a tour of the

central streets, scattering blessings right and
left. From our point of vantage on one of the

steamers we saw them winding slowly down the

hill past the church of St. Spiridon to the land-

ing-stage, where soldiers were keeping back the

eager crowd. The bishop and company advanced
to the water's edge, while the dense black mass
of spectators closed in all around. The sight was
remarkable for the assemblage of people, especially

as this was only the ordinary annual ceremony.
From the roof-tops, balconies, and boats every
one was gazing intently at the little figure of
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the bishop in his glistening gilt robes ; but the
great mass of the people congregated on the
flat quay could see little else but their opaque
brothers in front.

On the arrival of the procession a hymn was
chanted, and then the bishop raised in his hand
the little wooden cross, to which was attached
a long blue ribbon, and blessed it. Then amid
breathless stillness the chief act was performed,
while all crossed themselves. The bishop, hold-

ing the ribbon, flung the cross into the water,

and as quickly withdrew it. As it was being

drawn out, those near at hand pressed forward
eagerly to seize it. An officer on the landing-

stage was the lucky man, and he, after kissing

it energetically, restored it to the bishop. The
nearer circle then received an immediate blessing.

The bishop raised the cross, dripping as it came
from the water, and shook it, sprinkling them with
this holy water. Others in the caiques blessed

themselves by dipping their hands into the har-

bour, the water of which had been transformed
by the presence of the cross. At this moment
guns and pistols were fired, steamer whistles

shrieked, and general jubilation succeeded the
tranquil ceremony. The bishop repeated the
ceremony twice in exactly the same way, and
each time the bystanders were sprinkled. The
enthusiasm was wonderful, as evidenced in the

preceding hush and subsequent ebullition, and
everyone was eager to obtain either a nearer

blessing from the bishop or a more general

share of the water.

One of the chief features of this ceremony is
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its universality. All over Greece the waters are

blessed on this day. In some parts the medium
is the sea ; in others the cross is thrown into a

river or a reservoir ; or it may be that the water
is blessed merely in the church. At Athens an
imposing procession goes from the church of St.

Dionysios to the large reservoir on the slope of

Lykabettos, and the bishop there performs a cere-

mony similar to that at the Piraeus. Some of

the city churches, too, celebrate the Blessing of

the Waters, either within their walls or outside

on an erected shrine. The seaports and island

towns have great celebrations. At Syra, the

chief commercial island, an urn of water is first

blessed in the church, and then a procession

marches down to the harbour, where all the boats

and steamers are waiting. After the ceremony
is finished, the ships are free to sail away. At
Nauplia also the ceremony is interesting, and
it differs in a few respects from the preceding.

The archbishop in full regalia proceeds to the

harbour, and amid a great assembly throws in

the wooden cross, to which no ribbon is attached.

The local fishermen, as divers, are stripped ready
to find it, and a struggle ensues among them.
When the cross is successfully found, all the sur-

rounding people are sprinkled with the water.

The successful diver has the right of visiting all

the houses of the town to levy a contribution on
that day. He may gain a large sum of money
thereby, and sometimes companies are formed on
the agreement that all the members shall share

in the profits of the successful one. This com-
mercial spirit prevails at Phaleron also.
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The village of Lytochoro^ in Thessaly gives

an elaborate and curious version of this cere-

mony. The name of Sichna is given to the

festival, on account of the tall standards used.

Each church of the district possesses one of these

Sichna with a gilt cross at the top, and on the

Eve of Epiphany they are conveyed to the two
central churches of the town. During the vigil

which is held all wait for midnight, when the

heavens are believed to open and the Holy Spirit

descends upon the head of Christ. Then at

dawn they leave the churches, taking the ikons

of the saints and the flags and standards, and
go to the river Lakkon to baptise the cross and
bless the water. The priests line up on the

banks, and round about are half- naked divers

as at Nauplia. On the rising ground stand the

citizens. At sunrise a song is sung calling on
St. John to baptise the Christ Child, and a priest

prays. Then three times the tall standards are

bent and dipped in the water, and three times

they are raised in the air, in imitation, it is said,

of the trees by the Jordan banks. It is a common
belief that all trees on Epiphany Eve bow down
in adoration of Christ. The story is told of a

woman who witnessed this miracle, and tied her

handkerchief to the top branch, where it was
found in the morning.^

To continue the Sichna. The cross itself is cast

into the river, and the divers struggle for it. The
successful diver returns to town and gathers up
contributions from the houses. All drink of the

1 nai>vaair6s, 1882, p. 582.
'^ L. Garnett, Christian Women of Turkey, p. 112.
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holy water, and after general blessings they

march back in procession to the two churches,

where Benediction is held. Next day the Sichna

are restored for another year to their respective

churches.

In Samos^ Epiphany is celebrated in the fol-

lowing way. All the women send on Epiphany
morning a vessel full of water to the church, and
the priest blesses the water. The same day a

servant is sent into the fields with this blessed

vessel to sprinkle the ground and the trees,

singing meanwhile the song of Christ's baptism.

Round Mount Olympos ^ cedar ashes are taken

from the hearth, where a cedar log has been
burning since Christmas, and are baptised in the

river where the Blessing has taken place. Then
the ashes are thrown at the four corners of the

vineyard, and at the foot of apple- and fig-trees,

while the Epiphany song ^ is sung.

The ecclesiastical interpretation of this uni-

versal Epiphany ceremony is evident on the

surface. The cross, representing Christ, is bap-

tised in the water on the anniversary of the day
when all the world was blessed by the Jordan
baptism, and by this act of commemoration the

blessing is renewed and is conveyed to the people

by the medium of the water. At the same time
the rite is apotropaic. It is believed to exert

a beneficent influence on the waters, which are

thereby purified annually from all visitations of

evil spirits and powers malevolent to sailors.

1 2a^ia/ca, p. 48.

2 napvoo-ffiij, 1882; Laepopouloe, p. 580. ' P. 127.
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But in tracing the ceremony back to its origin

a second and deeper interpretation is suggested,

besides the significance established by the Church.

A comparison of the parallel rites, which will be

detailed later, conduces to the belief that it is

a survival of certain primitive customs of heathen
festivals, which the Church adopted and re-

christened. Apart from all ecclesiastical para-

phernalia, the chief features of the rite are the

immersion of the cross as a sacred symbol potent
to secure some benefit, and the immersion or

sprinkling of the people. The general aim is to

procure luck and prosperity. It is clear that the

practice belongs to the sphere of imitative magic,

according to which artificial imitation produces
natural results, the efiect resembling the cause.

Such are the bonfires built on St. John's Eve to

propitiate the sun-god,^ and such are the water-

rites performed to bring rain. By a study of

similar practices the evolution of the Epiphany
ceremony out of the primitive rain - charm be-

comes convincing, and here again we have sup-

port for the theory that the ground from which
festivals and their ceremonies spring is the region

of vegetation and its necessary adjuncts. The
crops used to be the foremost object of solicitude,

and rain and sun had to be propitiated for their

benefit. The rain -god had many supplications

addressed to him in various ways, and it is with
these rites for the welfare of the harvest that we
seek to connect the Blessing of the Waters. In

1 p. 157.
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a paper on Rain - Charms R. M. Dawkins has
already suggested the connection.^

As evidence for the theory a collection of the

following practices will show the similarity be-

tween ancient pagan, modern pagan, and Christian

rain-charms, and also the relationship which they
bear to the Epiphany rite. On the island of

Imbros^ Epiphany is the date for the regular

performance of a rain-charm which is used also

with the same aim on the occasion of a special

drought. Any stranger who enters the villages

on that day is liable to receive a drenching at the
hands of the villagers, and sometimes the natives

themselves are the victims. Another method of

petitioning the Powers for rain is in vogue on
Imbros. A girl is dressed up with leaves and
flowers, and in procession with other girls she

goes round the village. At each house water is

poured over her so as to wet her from head to

foot, while her companions sing the following song,

which shows the intent of the. ceremony :

—

" The walker walks her ways,

To God the Lord she prays :

God, rain down rain on us,

That strong the corn may grow,

That strong the lads may grow." '

^ Polldore, xv. p. 214.

^ 'ZWiivMos it\o\6yiRos ^iWoyos, ix. p. 343.

^ Trans, by R. M. Dawkins :

—

riopTraT^pa TTopTrareij

Kipiov, 6(4, |8p6|€ ywa Ppoxq,

Not d^'fivovv TO, <jLTa.pia,

NA Q.^i]v' TO iraWtKcipta.
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A similar custom is observed in Zagora in

Thessaly.^ This practice during a dry season is

the common rain-charm. The "Walker" per-

sonifies the spirit of vegetation, and by imitative

magic her drenching is supposed to call down
rain. In Macedonia the rite is frequently per-

formed. When rain has been scarce at Menelik,^

an orphan boy, decorated with flowers and ferns,

parades the streets accompanied by other boys,

singing a song begging for a good harvest, while

each householder drenches him with water and
gives him a little money.

It is interesting to note in connection with

this spirit of vegetation that in Crete ^ the priest

covers the cross used in the Epiphany ceremony
with leaves and flowers, and with it makes the

sign of blessing over the sea. Another plain

silver cross is used for the immersion.

The Church openly countenances these rain-

charms in Armenia.* At the feast of the Trans-

figuration the natives throw water on each other,

and the priests join in the performance by sprink-

ling the people. A variation is found at Egin.

There a rain-doll is made when they suffer from
drought, and the passers-by throw water on it,

instead of on each other. In Macedonia^ the

church service on Epiphany morning is followed

b^ a rain-charm. Some one of the congregation

^ Lambrides, ZayopioKii, p. 173.

^ Abbott, Maced. FdJclore, p. 119.

' R. M. Dawkins, Folklore, xi. p. 214.

^ R. Harris, Folklore, xv. p. 431.

^ Abbott, op, cit, p. 119.
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is thrust into the water, and when he comes back
to land he sprinkles the rest of the assembly.

This is similar to the bathing which is practised

in S.W. Russia as a rain- charm. ^ People go

bathing in the river, and throw in wreaths of

flowers. Sometimes the priest in his robes is

thrown down on the ground and drenched by his

parishioners.^ Presumably the greater the holi-

ness of the scapegoat the more efficacious is the

charm, and thus the cross, representing Christ,

at Epiphany works most potently. In Thrace,^

when a water-famine threatens, girls and boys

go round in procession, each holding a vessel.

Wherever they find water they fill their vessels,

and go and pour it over the roof of a church till

the water drips from the roof Then they drench

each other, and in a musical company make visits

to the houses to receive gifts. At the Carnival

at Kosti* in Thrace another rain-charm is per-

formed. The houheros is chosen, a man dressed

in goat-skins, wearing a mask, with bells rdund
his neck and a broom in his hand. He plays

music and dances as he goes round the houses
and gets food from the people. Afterwards they
proclaim him king, and he rides in a waggon,
drawn by two young men, to the church. The
villagers divide into two companies, and try to

catch the corn which the king holds in his hands.

When they reach the church, the king blesses

the crops and scatters the corn. Then they. give

him a feast, and after he has eaten a little they

1 "Effircpos, 1882, p. 58. 2 prazer, O. B., i. 96.
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throw him into the river, where he takes off his

skin clothing and comes out, to resume his usual

attire.

The Greek Epiphany ceremony has its parallels

in certain parts of France. At Barenton^ the

cross is dipped in a fountain, in order to bring

rain. In Navarre^ the peasants pray to St.

Peter when rain is required. His image is taken

in procession to the river, and supplication is

thrice made to him. If no rain falls, then as a

last resource the image is plunged into the river.

On the little island of Castellorizo, ancient

Megiste, the most eastern of the S. Sporades,

rain-charms are still performed with great energy

and enthusiasm, under the supervision of the

Church.^ St Elias is considered lord of rain,

and at the time of his festival in July a great

amount of reciprocal drenching takes place. For
many days before the feast children throw each

other clothed into the sea, and get drenched head
to foot ; they go round the roads calling aloud

r'ai' 'Ata, making the saint's name their cry, and
drag along every one whom they find dry. This

they do with the impunity which comes from
ecclesiastical support. On the feast-day no one

can go dry through the streets, and sponge-

fishers even drag people from their houses to

the sea. The whole village is drenched as if

with rain. This great fervour is explained by
the fact that the island is destitute of springs,

' Rhys, Celtic Heathendom., p. 185.

^ Le Brun, Eistaire Critique des Pratiques Superstitieuses, i. 245.

» "Eo-Tia, 1889, p. 63.
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and drought is its greatest curse. The ceremony
of the Aphrodite festival in Cyprus/ with its

mutual drenchings, may be classed with these

as a rain -charm. Rain -charms of like nature
were common in ancient times. The same idea

of effect resembling the cause prevailed. In
Arcadia,^ when dry weather seemed likely to

spoil the crops, the priest of Lycaean Zeus went
to the spring of Hagno on the mountain, and
looking into the water he prayed and made
sacrifice. Then he let down an oak branch on
to the surface of the water, and the result was
that rain fell on the dry land. The oak branch,

as the emblem of Zeus, may be believed to take

the place which the cross fills in the Christian

ceremony.
Another ceremony with a similar purpose was

performed at Patras.^ During the festival of

Dionysos Aisymnetes a number of children went
down to the river Milichos, their heads wreathed
with ears of corn. After laying the wreaths in

the sanctuary of Artemis, patroness of the crops,

they bathed in the river.

It is clear that immersion and sprinkling have
been practised as rain-charms, and still survive

as such, independently of Epiphany ceremonies,
while the close parallel permits of the inclusion

of the Epiphany rite in the general class. The
custom of blessing the waters would thus be the
regular annual supplication for rain to give good
crops, and its prototype was the thrusting of

' p. 153. 2 Paus., viii. 38. 4. » Paus., vii. 20.
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Christ into the Jordan. This theory is corro-

borated by the songs sung on the occasion of

the Immersion of the Cross at the Greek
Epiphany. They embody the popular beliefs.

\^;, The song sung in the village of Imbros ^ is a

typical example. It begins with a colloquy at

the Jordan between Christ and St, John, the

1 2iiAXo7os, 1874-76, p. 335 s^. :—

STJ^uepa V* th. (pwra Kal <l>wriafi6s

cT'^/xepa V 6 Meyas 'Ayta(rfx6s.

^'EpX^'^o.L els TOVTOV Kal 6 XpnTr6s

<paiverai &s ikvOpfanos TaireivSs.

®4\wv irpodecrijLLav Sev ^uvafiat

TTcos vd fff jSaTTTttro) e^iffrafiui.

&d\aa<rd tre €?5e, Kal e<pvy€

Kal & ^lopddvqs earpd^iiKe,

K' Tf ppovT^ (fxavd^ei 4^ oi/pavov

Kai ere fi.apTvpova'iv vlbv &eov.

Tb"Aytoy IIv€vfj.a 's t^v Kopv<p-f}v

&s irepiffrepa kC "hv Karai^^.

'Eyeb rh xop'^6,pi, Kal <rv tf>a>Tid

irws va Ka/JLU) reroia airoKOTid ;

Mt) (po^aaai, 0t\e, /j.^ SetXiSs,

k' els rbv ^a'irTta-/x6i/ fi ^^ apyoiropas.

TpefMei t6 Xfp'*^* M**") ^ei\ta,

lj.6yov "kv c' €77/'^«, Bappw^ k* dyti}.

''EXa evdva Sm va tr^ ciVw

t6 fXV(TT'i\pLOV TOVTO tb fJ.V(TTlK6.

©Moj vk ayidaw Kal to. vepd

Kal T7JS ^p^ffeis '6Kais iravToreivd.

0eXct) Kal ua d{£)ffw irapdSeiyfxa

's Tous ;(;pio'Ttai'ous fie t6 fiairTLO'fia.

Net t6 ^Trdtpovp '6Kot K&doAiKd^

dvSpeSf Kal yuvalKes Kal to; iratSta.

J^&XV 'CCti 6 K6(TfX0S XP^^^^ TTOWd

Kal va (y ahtpevrffs fie r^v KVpd

Kal fie '6\7}p to^ttju t-^v ^afieMd.
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latter refusing to baptise Christ on the ground

of his own inferiority. Christ then says

—

" Come up that I may tell you this secret mystery.

I wish to bless the waters and all the springs everywhere

;

I wish to give an example to Christians with baptism

;

That all men, women, and children may take it universally,

That the world may last many years,

That the master may live with his lady and all his family.''

In a second song from Imbros ^ a connection is

made between the Jordan water used for baptism
and the rain which blesses the earth, thus point-

ing to the idea of imitative magic :

—

" There came the day of lights and baptisms. There
came great rejoicings and our Lord. Down to the river

Jordan went our Lady the Panagia. She took water and
washed herself, and with a gold kerchief dried herself,

^ "ZiWo-^os, ix. p. 341 :

—

*'HA0ai'e tci (j>S>Ta k' oi (puTiff^oi

k' i) x^pi's iiiyiKais t' Au</)eWjj juas.

Kdrw 's rhv 'OpidvT] Thv iT0Tafx6v

KiiTTav 7] KvpoL fias 1} Uavayia

"Etraipve vff>i,Ki Kal ivl^ovTav

Koi xP^f^V fJ-avd7}\t' ff^oyyi^ovrav

Me Tct Evayy^Kta 's rifv &yKa\iik

Kal TO QvfjLLaroipia *s rh. 5aKTv\a

Kal rbv &yio ridwrj irapaKa\e7.

"Ayto ridvvT] AinpiVTQ Kal irpdSpofie,

^vvaaai Kal fftiivas Ka\ TrpoSpop-as

Atei va ^a-nrtffrts rhv Ni6 XpiffT6.

Ti& KOVTOKapripfi iis t6 irovpv6

Tia vavai^oj 'irdvu *s rbv ovpavi

Tik va p-fj^oi Sp6(ro Kiiru *s tt^v yif

Net ipoaifi 'hipivTiis /ik ri/v Kvpi.

Net Spoffdohv T) $puireis fik Tcfc vepti

Na Kara irpavvovv ra ^oii^ouAa

Kal vh. KaTaTretrovv ra reiBu\a.
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with the Gospels in her arms and the censer in her
hands, and she called on St. John

:

'"St. John, Lord and Forerunner, thou art mighty;
thou savest and goest before to baptise the young
Christ.'

" Wait for the dawn that I may go up into Heaven,
and may throw down refreshment on the earth, that our
Lord with our Lady may be refreshed, that the springs

and waters may be refreshed, that the flocks may prosper

and the idols fall."

A third song ^ tells of refreshment coming on
the earth at the time of the Jordan baptism by
means of a white dove, the Holy Spirit.

" At the river Jordan, the holy place, the Lord is bap-

tised and saves the whole world. And a dove came
down, white and feathery, and with its wings opened

;

it sent rain down on the Lord, and again it rained and
rained on our Lady, and again it rained and rained on
its wings."

' Wapvaanis, 1882, p. 580 ; Laspopoulos, "OAu/xiros Kal oi kotoikoi

ouToC :

—

2t6i' 'lopSdvTi TTOTOjud, ffrbp Siyto rbp roiro

6 Kipios $tttprL^eTai koX (r<e^ oZKov t6 K6(ffio.

Kai KttTojSaj/' fiih irepStKUf itrirpTj koI irXovfiirifffiivri

fi4 TO (jyvepa. ttjs di/oixTd. Ka\ ^p^ei rhv atpfyri]

Kal ird\iv lopo/SpexETai Kal /Spc'xft ti)i' Kvpd ttjj

Kal ira\u' lovaiSpe'xeTai Kal jSpe'xfi Tck (prepd rrjj.
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CHAPTER VI.

SPRING FESTIVALS.

PALM SUNDAY.

The ordinary celebration of Palm Sunday, with
its decorations of palm branches, obtains in Greece
as in other countries. At the present day it is

very rare to find the practice of accompanying
ceremonies which distinguished that Sunday from
other festivals ; but if we go back a few years, or

choose some remote village even now, we shall

come across some traces of the pagan rites of re-

productiveness. In Samos ^ the customary usage
is for all to bring a palm branch to the church on
the Saturday, as a contribution to the decora-

tions. After the service the priests redivide

them amongst the congregation, and with these

branches the men strike the women who are

with child on the shoulders, hoping to ensure
safe delivery. If a woman who is not in that

condition should receive a blow, it is believed

that her earthenware vessels will be broken. In
other parts of Greece all women come in for their

1 SafiiaKo, "Effi/ia, p. 61.
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share of blows. The same practice is found in

Russia.^

It is probable that this rite is a survival of a

general practice for the purpose of producing
fertility amongst mankind, animals, and vege-

tables. Mannhardt^ finds in such observances

pre-Christian usages, according to vs^hich the soul

of the tree, the spirit of growth, was communi-
cated by contact, so that demons might be expelled

and fruitfulness and health bestowed. In Sweden ^

on 1st May yearling heifers are beaten with rods

of mountain-ash, while a verse is recited to the

effect that, as the tree has sap abundantly, so

may the cow give milk. On Kos * all cattle are

switched in March to make them strong and
to expel disease, and the same practice holds in

Albania.^ Beatings for good luck are exchanged
at Philippopolis ^ on New Year's Day. Children

get a tree branch and visit their relatives, beating

their elders on the back and wishing them a happy
new year.

Palm Sunday throughout Greece is a day for

blessing all forms of agriculture on which the

people depend. Round the shores of the Lake of

Agrinion in -^tolia we saw crosses set up in the

middle of vineyards and fields as a preparation

for the priest's blessing. Sometimes these crosses

are taken to church to be blessed there ; after-

wards they stand amongst the growing vines or

> Mannhardt, B.-Kvltm, p. 257.

2 lUd., p. 281.

' FolUore, vi. p. 279.

* Folklore, x. p. 179. Bouse, £. Sporades.

' Hahn, Alb. Studien, p. 155.

« *E(7Tia, 1890, p. 62.

I
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corn to ensure good crops ; or they may be fixed

above the house-door. In Sardinia the olives and
vines are blessed by the priest if branches are

taken to the church. The owner returns home
with the blessed branches, and fastens a twig of

the blessed branch to some important part of the

farm, in many cases to the wine casks, when wine
is the chief product. There it remains the whole
year. At Siniscola,^ a little Sardinian village,

palms, olive branches, and candles are blessed on
Palm Sunday, and then the branches are taken

to the vineyards, fields, and houses to protect

them from evil infiuences for the coming year.

At Eapallo one of the chief industries is silk-

making, and the silk-worm eggs are taken to

church on Palm Sunday in the belief that they
will be blessed during the service.

EASTER.

THE CEREMONIES OF HOLY WEEK.

Easter services in celebration of the most im-
portant festival of the Greek Church begin on
the evening of Maundy Thursday. On that day
we approached the island of Thera, the volcano
of the iEgean, which now is fiery merely in its

coloured soil, and landed at its chief town, Phira,

where much ringing of dolefully clamorous bells

greeted our ears. The whole town had adopted
a mourning attitude. Since Palm Sunday the

days had been spent in rigorous fasting, the

^ Ferraro, Fette Sarde, p. 3.
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culmination of a strict Lenten period. Then on
Thursday communion is celebrated, lengthy
sermons are preached, and in the evening the

so-called twelve gospels are read—that is, twelve

passages relating to the Passion. Although the

Crucifixion has not yet come, the day is one of

mourning, and visits are paid to the biers set up
in the churches.

The chief day of mourning, Good Friday, is

spent by the devout in church. On the village

fell a deserted, dismal feeling of death and
funerals, which was increased by the greyness

of the skies and the black dresses of the women
flitting about the streets. At intervals the bells

clanged forth in dirges, the only noise breaking
upon the dead stillness. The streets without re-

flected the churches within. There the black

hangings, the dirge - chants, and the seeming
mourners formed a fit setting for the Epitaphios

—

the flower-covered bier which stood on a carpet

in the centre of the church. Under its gaily

painted canopy lay an efiigy of the crucified

Christ and the Host. Flower tributes to the

sacred bier are heaped upon it and around, and
all morning peasants from a distance kept coming
with offerings from their gardens. Every one
must worship at the Epitaphios and kiss the

cross. Many superstitions are attached to this

bier. It is endowed with healing virtues, and
sickly children are made to pass below it ; some-

times the mothers themselves crawl beneath ; and
afterwards, when the burial procession is over,

every one seeks to gain possession of a flower

from the bier as a cure for future ills.
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In the evening a lengthy service began at eight

o'clock in all the churches. The metropolitan

church had the most imposing celebration. There
the priests, in grey robes, stood before the bier,

funeral dirges were chanted, and vpomen and
children pressed forward on the left, while the

men stood stolidly on the right. All held lighted

candles. The bier itself was decorated with

lanterns, and something of anticipative gaiety

seemed to be in the air. As is usual in Greek
churches, we were struck by the irreverent

behaviour of the worshippers. Children were
allowed to chatter aloud, witty sallies were ex-

changed, and there was the continual clatter of

arrivals and departures. To Western ideas the

contrast between the occasion and the demeanour
of the assembly was unseemly. As the service

drew to a close towards twelve o'clock, the con-

gregation began to disperse in order to take their

places on the church steps in expectation of the

procession. A band of musicians lined up at the

head, behind were boys carrying standards and
candles, then came the priests followed by the

bier, which was borne by six men. Its appear-

ance was very grand, with its domed top and
seven huge lanterns. Behind flocked the usual

crowd of worshippers carrying candles. To the
funeral music of the band the procession passed

along the narrow Venetian streets, which, with
their arches and colonnades, made a picturesque

setting for the parade. The whiteness of the

walls, the mysterious recesses, and the shadowy
paths showed ghostly in the flickering light, and
as the dark forms of the long train wound
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phantom-like round the tortuous lanes, re-echoing

the chants, an old-world picture, some torchlight

procession of mediaeval friars, seemed to pass before

our eyes. All the houses were lighted in festal

fashion according to the owner's means. A tiny

taper burned at the window of the poor man,
while the mansions of the great glowed with
bright and sturdy candles, and at the doors

stood small shrines holding the family ikon. As
the procession passed incense was shaken and the

sign of the cross repeated, and all strove eagerly

to kiss the bier. After the principal churches

of the town had been blessed by this visitation,

the Epitaphios was restored to its place in the

metropolitan church.

That same night the opportunity was given of

witnessing another procession of similar descrip-

tion, for the Roman Catholics of Thera conform

to the Calendar of the Orthodox Church with
interesting adaptability. Thera is a peculiar

island in the matter of religion. Owing to the

strong Venetian influence the Roman Church
still numbers in her fold many of the island

families. Their attitude is one of assimilation

to the Greek Church, in so far as they celebrate

the festivals at the same time. The advisability

of this procedure needs no demonstration. In a

small island two successive periods of Lent, for

example, would lead to troublesome complica-

tions. The Roman Church in Thera illustrates

to-day the policy of the early Church, when,
for utilitarian motives, it borrowed from paganism
buildings, customs, and ceremonies.

Saturday had to be passed in expectation.
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Unlike the Roman Catholics, who antedate the

Resurrection, the Greek Church carries on its

mourning till midnight on Saturday, when after

Mass the joyous breakfast comes. During the

evening of Saturday services were held i^ all

the churches. The bier still stood in the centre

of the metropolitan church with worshippers all

around, and the floors were strewn thickly with

green branches. Outside the church in the portico

a temporary platform and altar had been erected,

and on this stage the bishop and priests took

their stand shortly before midnight, the majority

of the congregation accompanying them outside.

While they were chanting, with dramatic sud-

denness, on the stroke of twelve, the bishop pro-

claimed the usual formula, " Christ is risen," and
the answer came from the surrounding priests and
people, " Truly He is risen "

; but it was almost
drowned in the tremendous uproar. Bells clanged
forth, guns and squibs were fired, and small boys
made any kind of noise they pleased in celebration

of the Resurrection. In its origin this outburst
of noise may have aimed at purification from evil

spirits. The scene was in striking contrast to

the preceding stillness. Meanwhile the priests

sought readmittance to the church, and the bishop
knocked at the closed door, while the others

chanted :
" Lift the gates, O ye rulers of ours,

ye eternal gates be lifted ; for there will enter
Christ, the King of Glory." A voice from within
sang, "Who is the King of Glory?" and the reply

was given, " He is a lord strong and powerful. He
is a lord mighty in war. Long live the King of
Glory ! " This dialogue was repeated twice, and
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the doors were then flung open. The procession

re-entered to resume the service, which continued
for another hour amid a dwindling congregation.

At Thera the distribution of " New Fire " was
very simple. The bishop's lighted taper was the
source at which the people lit their candles to

take home as "New Fire" for the year, to be a
blessing for the lights and fires of the house.

The Roman idea of the annual renewal of the

hearth-fire is parallel to this. The ceremony with
its full significance is practised at Jerusalem.

Frazer ^ quotes the following account :

—

" Every year on Easter Saturday a new fire is miracu-
lously kindled at the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. It

descends from heaven and ignites the candle which the

patriarch holds in his hand, while with eyes closed he
wrestles in prayer all alone in the chapel of the Angel.

Worshippers meanwhile wait anxiously in the body of

the church, and great are the transports of joy when at

one of the windows of the chapel, all dark a minute before,

there suddenly appears the hand of an angel, or of the

patriarch, holding a lighted taper."

After midnight Mass the fast is broken, and
next day is celebrated as a great feast. Every
one exchanges red eggs, a custom concerning

which many legends are related. The red colour

is usually taken as referring to Christ's blood.

Greetings are exchanged on Easter Sunday with

a red-egg ceremony. Two friends meet : one

takes the other's Q%g, strikes it at one end with
his own, and says, " Christ is risen." The other

does the same with the other Qgg, and says,

!(?.£., p. 247.
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" Truly He is risen." Roast lamb is the feast of

the day. The courtyards of the houses are filled

with people watching the roasting, ready to par-

take as soon as possible.

A great number of subordinate ceremonies of

Easter week exist, and of these a few may here be

mentioned. In Sardinia,^ afterthe Gloria on Easter

Saturday—the antedated Resurrection—children

are laid on the ground to be cured of stomach-ache ;

mothers try to make their babies walk, believing

that at the moment when the earth is upheaved
by the Resurrection their limbs will be loosened

;

and dogs, likewise beds and tables, are beaten as

a testimony to the Resurrection. This beating

recalls an ancient custom relating to eclipses.

During an eclipse the ancients strove to expel

the evil dragon who was destroying the sun, and
they did this by beating loudly on copper vessels.

It is said that the Aztecs of Peru beat their dogs
for the same purpose. In Calabria^ the ceremony
of " new water " takes place on the Saturday
before Easter. A new pitcher, decked with rib-

bons, is filled by the priest at the spring,and a little

salt is added. The members of the family drink

from the pitcher in turn. When the bells sound
on Easter Day the master of the house sprinkles

each room with this same water. In Italy and
Sicily processions of flagellants used to be a com-
mon sight during Easter week, and even yet

survivals of the custom are found. At Rapallo
on Good Friday morning a procession called the

battuti takes place. The penitents hold skulls

' G. Ferraro, Feste Sarde Sacre e Profane, p. 23.

^ Trede, ffeidentum, p. 258.
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in their hands. The procession dates from 1260/
In Terra d' Otranto a procession takes place on
Good Friday. The penitents used to beat them-
selves with steel-ended whips, especially before

the windows of their lady-loves. Now they strike

themselves when about to enter the church, and
if they do not draw blood they are despised by
their ladies. At Nocera Tirinese they crown them-
selves with thorns and beat themselves, and run
over the country demented. They used to dye
their hands in blood and leave marks on the doors

of their lady-loves.^

In Calabria' similar violent scenes may be wit-

nessed ; and in Spain, near Haro in Rioja,* a

brotherhood still flagellates till blood flows. At
Castion, near Belluno, the fraternity of the Battuti

still exists, doing penance after the Passion.^

The chief ceremony ofthe year in Patmos is held

on Holy Thursday, when the Nipter, the "Washing
of the Feet, is enacted. Elsewhere in the Greek
Church it takes place only in Jerusalem, and every

twenty-five years at Constantinople. In Patmos
they celebrate it every year.^ An " upper room "

is prepared on a kind of scafiblding, and is set in

the middle of one of the chief squares of the town.

The ceremony begins at eleven o'clock ; the Abbot
of the monastery of St. John takes the part of

Christ, and Judas is played by a poor layman, who
gets compensated for his trouble with thirty grosia,

representing the thirty pieces of silver. A pro-

' Archivio ddle trad, pop., viii. p. 345. ' Ibid., xviii. p. 289.

* Archivio, xx. p. 358.

• Havelock Ellis, The Sovl of Spain, p. 43.

' Archivio, xv. p. 425.
«
'Eo-Tio, 1889 (1), p. 336. Alexanea, "Efliiua ip ndTfiCf.
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cession is made to the chairs, and water is brought
in a silver vessel. The water is blessed, and each

disciple speaks his part from the Gospel. The
Chief washes the feet of each, and Peter offers his

resistance in dialogue. Then they enact the

scene where Christ finds the disciples sleeping.

After the ceremony the onlookers are blessed with

the remainder of the water. Many come from
Asia to see this rite.

The character of the Easter festival is briefly

the following. First comes a period of mourning,

Sarakostd or Lent, strictly observed both in

matter of diet and amusement, and culminating

in a week of great devoutness. The highest

point is reached on Good Friday, the day of the

Crucifixion, a day of mourning, when penance
ceremonies are performed, and grief is expressed

in various ofiicial ways. Naturally, an ever-

increasing indifference towards religion tends to

destroy the intensity of this day of mourning,
but when the epitaph ic procession takes place

there is always a fitting accompaniment to the

burial of Christ in the tolling of bells, the singing

of dirges, and the sombre garb of the women.
The procession of burial gives occasion for scenes

of lamentation. There is eager devotion in the

kissing of the bier and the adoration of the

crucified. Next day the mourning continues.

Then at midnight suddenly the change comes.

The stroke of twelve heralds the resurrection and
the return of the living Christ to His Church.

Joy and feasting, firing of guns, and general

uproar express the reaction from the long fast and
from the strain of the past week.
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To the Christian celebration of the Crucifixion

and Resurrection the pagan worship of Attis
affords a parallel. Phrygian in origin, the god,

through his connection with the widely wor-
shipped Cybele, became one of the most popular

deities of the Eoman world. As we have noted,^

it was the Roman festivals rather than the Greek
which left their traces on Christianity. There are

the two gods, Attis and Adonis, who bear such

close resemblance to each other that they have
occasionally been identified. Both were wor-
shipped at Rome, but Attis owed his greater fame
to Cybele. Our information concerning the Attis

festival is more complete, and, what is important
for the present question, its date is fixed. The
Roman celebration of Attis rites took place at

the spring equinox.^ On 22nd March the sacred

picture, emblem of Cybele-worship, was adorned
with violets, sacred to Attis, and an effigy of Attis

was tied to the middle of a tree and brought into

Cybele's temple. The 24th was the Day of

Blood, when devotees slashed themselves like

Persian dervishes of to-day. The effigy was
mourned over and buried. Strict fasting was
observed. At night sorrow became joy. The
god rose from the dead. On the 25th, the spring

equinox, the carnival of the Hilaria was held.

On the 27th a procession was made to the

brook Almo, where the image of Cybele was
bathed by the priest. This last rite may have
been a spring rain-charm connected with Attis as

a god of vegetation, M^hose return to life heralded

the revival of the crops.

1 p. 10. 2 Pauly-Wissowa, p. 2247.
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The parallel to modern Easter ceremonies is

clear. It is interesting to find that in early times

the coincidence was noted. An anonymous
Christian writer of the fourth century draws the

comparison.^ He speaks of the pagan ceremonies

celebrated by the Romans at the equinox, when
there is expiation by blood such as Christians

have by the Cross. The pagans, he says, believed

the Christian truth to be imitation because it is

posterior, but, he concludes dogmatically, the

Christians have the truth, and truth is always
from the beginning. This extract shows that

from an early date Christians were reproached for

imitativeness in their rites and practices.

The obscurity enshrouding the origin of the

Easter festival supports the assertion, which is

still made, that the Christian observances were
adapted from some pagan festival. Easter, as

celebrated now, is the Paschal feast, the date of

which is determined roughly in the same way as

the Jewish Passover. But the early Christians,

' Migne's Pat. Lat., vol. 35, col. 2279: "Diabolus autem qui est

satanas ut fallacise suje auctoritatem aliquam possit adhibere, et mendacia

sua commentitia veritate oolorare, primo mense quo sacramenta domiuica

scib celebranda, quia non mediocris potentise est, Paganis quse observarent

instituit mysteria, ut animas eorum duabus ex causis in errore detineret

;

ut quia prsevenit veritatem fallaoia, melius quiddam fallacia videretur,

quasi antiquitate praBJudicans veritati. Et quia in primo mense, in quo

eequinoctium habent Homani, sicut et nos, ea ipsa observatio ab his

custoditur ; ita etiam per sanguinem dioant expiationem fieri ; sicut et nos

per crucem ; hao versutia Paganos detinet in errore, ut putent veritatem

nostram imitationem, potius videri quam veritatem, quasi per semula-

tionem auperatitione quadam inveutam. Nee enim varum potest, inquunt,

sestimari quod postea est inventum. Sed quia apud noa pro certo Veritas

eat, et ab initio hseo est, virtutum atque prodigiorum signa perhibent testi-

monium, ut, teste virtute, diaboli improbitas innotesoat."
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in their new-born zeal, refused to celebrate the

Jewish feast. They recognised only the Resur-
rection.^ In the old calendars ^ two festivals are

distinguished—the Resurrection and the Paschal

feast. The second was the movable Passover of

the Jews, and the first was assigned to 27th
March, the Crucifixion being marked on 25th
March. This equinox served as a legendary
date for all great happenings, beginning with
the Creation. No reason can be found in the

historical evidence of Christ's life for assigning

his death to 25th March. "When we consider

the deep influence, so often observed already,

of pagan on Christian celebrations, it seems
probable that here again a pagan festival was
supplanted by Christian celebrations of similar

character.

The cult of Adonis has been mentioned as

resembling Attis rites, and any influence which
it has exercised on our Easter ceremonies must
now be discussed. The worship of Aphrodite's

lover' was of Phoenician origin, and as an im-

port into the Greek world it flourished at the

time when the old Olympians had sunk into

nonentity and Christianity was making its first

struggles against paganism. The celebrations

centred round the mythical grief of the goddess
for Adonis, slain by the boar, and one of the

chief centres was Byblos. Lucian * gives an
account of the annual festival held at that

' Hauck, Realencychyp. Prot. Theologie, p. 725.
'^ Nilles, Kalend. Manuale, p. 279.

' For details of the Adonia, see Frazer, Attis, &c., i. 9.

* Jiepl TJ|s tvpiTis 9(0v, § 6.
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town in his own time, when the original cult

had developed and added new branches, as

follows :

—

" I saw at Byblos the great temple of Byblian Aph-
rodite, in which orgies in honour of Adonis are held.

And I acquired knowledge about the orgies. They say
that their land was really the scene of the story of

Adonis and the boar, and in memory of his passion

they beat themselves each year, make lamentations,

celebrate the orgies, and appoint a general mourning
throughout the land. When they have sufficiently

beaten themselves and wailed enough, first they offer

funeral rites to Adonis as if to a corpse, and then on
the second day they make the supposition that he is

alive, and they send him into the light of day, and
shave their heads, as the Egyptians do on the death
of Apis."

The celebrations of the Adonia at Byblos were
apparently divided into two parts. First the

wildness of Oriental mourning was displayed, and
the lamentations and despairing acts accom-
panying funeral rites, which—at least in some
cases— included a bier and effigy. Then
next day they rejoiced over the resurrection

and ascension of the god.

Another account corroborating Lucian's men-
tion of a joyful resurrection day is found in

Jerome :
^—

" In this celebration he [Adonis] is lamented as dead,
and afterwards coming to life again, he is lauded in

song. . . . Celebrating the slaying and resurrection of
Adonis with wailing and with joy."

1 Comment, on Ezechiel, viii. 14, quoted by Frazer, A, A. 0., i. 188.
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And confirmation of the resurrection is also found
in Origen.^

Evidence of the pagan epitaphic ceremony is

given in Plutarch :
^

—

" On the days of Adonis' festival, images in the sem-
blance of corpses are laid out for burial by the women,
who beat themselves in imitation of funeral rites and
sing lamentations."

The date of the Byblos ceremony is not dis-

tinctly stated. It was determined^ by the annual
reddening of the river Adonis from Mount Leb-
anon. This has been observed by travellers* to

take place in early spring. Another piece of

evidence for spring Adonia is the blooming of

the scarlet anemone, mythically dyed by the
blood of the god. This flower appears in Eastern
lands in March or late February. In a passage
of the Saturnalia ^ Macrobius contributes evi-

dence to the theory of a spring festival. He
likens the winter to the boar which killed

1 Migne's Patrol. Orceca, xiii. 800.

^ Plutarch, Alcihiades, ch. xviii. ' Lucian, op. cit., § 8.

* Frazer, Attis, cfec, p. 184, note 2.

* Macrobius, Sat. I. 21, §§ 3 sqq. : "... rursumque Adonin reditum

Veneri oredi volunt, cum sol evietis sex signis Inferioris ordinis inoipit

nostri oirculi lustrare hemisphasrium cum incremento luminis et dierum,

ab apro autem tradunt interemptum Adonin, hiemis imaginem in hoc

animali fingentes . . . sed cum sol emersit ab inferioribus partibus terrse,

Ternalisque sequinoctii transgreditur fines augendo diem, tunc est Venus

Iseta et pulchra virent arva segetibus, prata herbis, arbores foliis, ideo

majores nostri Aprilem mensem Veneri dioaverunt. . . . Similiter Phryges

fabulis et sacrorum administrationibus inmutatis circa Matrem Deum et

Attinem eadem intelligi prsestant . . . ritu eorum catabasi finita simul-

ationeque luotus peracta celebratur laetitiae exordium a.d. octavum Kal-

endas Aprilis, quern diem Hilaria appellant quo primum tempore sol diem

longiorem noote protendit."
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Adonis, whose resurrection symbolises the return
of vegetation in the spring.^

Another piece of the ritual of Adonis brings

him into contact with the Easter ceremonies.

We have seen how to-day flowers and plants

play a prominent part in the Easter service, and
are brought as offerings to the church to cover
the bier bearing the eiffigy of Christ. And in

certain districts flower ceremonies of more com-
plicated nature are performed. For example :

—

" In Sicily, at the approach of Easter, women sow
wheat, lentils, and caraway -seed in plates, which they
keep in the dark and water every two days. The plants

soon shoot up ; the stalks are tied two together with red
ribbons ; and the plates containing them are placed on
the sepulchres, which, with the effigies of the dead Christ,

are erected in Catholic churches on Good Friday." ^

At Cozenza, in Calabria, the same practice is

found. ^ There can be little doubt that this

primitive custom is a survival of the pagan
gardens of Adonis, thus making another link in

the chain which connects the god with Easter.

These gardens of Adonis were of the following

description, according to ancient authorities :

—

" The gardens of Adonis are sown in earthenware
vessels, and grow only for leaves. They are brought
out at the death of the god and then thrown into

wells." ^

"The gardens of Adonis are plants which grow up
quickly in pots or wicker-baskets, or any kind of basket.

1 P. 139.

^ Pitre, Spettacoli e feste populari Siciliwne, p. 211.

' Archiv. delle Trad. Pop., ii. p. 532.

* Zenob., Cent., i. u. 49.
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They are straightway thrown into the sea and destroyed,

in likeness to the premature death of Adonis." ^

"Gardens of Adonis. In the rites of Adonis they
bring out images and gardens in earthenware pots, and
all sorts of fruit. For example, they make gardens for

him of fennel and lettuce. For they say that his dead
body was laid among lettuce by Aphrodite." ^

Thus, the gardens of Adonis, part of his festival,

consisted of plants of quick growth and quick

death, sown in pots or baskets. They were al-

lowed to bear no fruit, so they must have been
planted just before the festival. At the funeral

service they were exposed to view and then
thrown into water, in imitation of the short life

and premature death of Adonis. With them
were connected small effigies of the god, just as

in Sicily at the present day.

But while the above evidence points to the

celebration of Adonis rites in certain places at

the spring season, and thence to his connection

with Easter ceremonies, we have also numerous
instances of a summer festival of Adonis, which
have led some to deny entirely the existence of

spring rites. ^ At Athens, for instance, the cele-

bration was held at midsummer. Plutarch *

writes :

—

"Then (when the fleet was being sent to Syracuse

—i.e., midsummer) the women were holding the Adonia,

and everywhere images were exposed in the streets, and
burial scenes were enacted around them, and lamenta-

tions of women."

^ Eustathios, Odyss., xi. 590.

^ HesychioR, &uh voc. 'Ai^vidos K^iroi.

' Pauly-Wissowa, Adonis. * Nicias, oh. 13.

K
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And the well-known picture of the luxurious

Adonia at Alexandria given by Theocritus ^

must have described a summer festival at the

season of ripe fruits :

—

" Before him lie all ripe fruits that the tall trees'

branches bear, and the delicate gardens, arranged in

baskets of silver, and the golden vessels are full of

incense of Syria."

Further, at Antioch there seems to have been

an autumn or late summer festival. Ammianus
Marcellinus ^ mentions the celebration of the

Adonis festival on the same day on which Julian

entered Antioch in 362 a.d. The emperor was
greeted by wailing on every side. The date was
towards the end of the season

—

annuo cursu com-

pleto^— and the emperor took up his winter

quarters there.*

The date of the Adonia, therefore, varied

according to locality. In certain centres of the

cult the festival was held in spring, while else-

where the summer season was chosen.^ The
reason for this variation may be found in the

attributes of Adonis as god of vegetation : in

spring his death was followed by the joy of

resurrection and new life, and in summer
he was the harvest - giver, meeting his death
finally at the hands of winter. There is no
mention of resurrection in any of the summer

^ Idyl., XV. 112. (A. Lang's translation.)

2 Res Geske, xxii. 9. 15. ' Ibid. * Ibid. xxii. 10. 1.

^ Vid. Frazer, Attia, &o., for full account.
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Adonia quoted above. The gardens perish finally

for the year.

The festival of Adonis described by Theocritus ^

began with scenes of rejoicing which were turned

into mourning, and then came the long silence of

death. Next year joy blossomed forth again.

The god of vegetation at midsummer naturally

is thus represented. The period of his young
spring life has passed. With the summer heat

he withers and dies, like his gardens, and the

resurrection does not come till next spring. Per-

haps such was the original character of the fes-

tival, and later, by confusion of cults, the " new
life " was introduced from Attis worship. If

this is so, then Adonis owes to Attis his con-

nection with Easter.

The theory that the Adonia were celebrated at

two seasons is supported by the fact that his

"gardens" are planted by modern peasants at

two dates. We have noted the Sicilian and
Calabrian Easter customs,^ and later we shall

deal with the practices of a similar description

on St. John's Eve,^ when midsummer rites, pre-

sumably from Adonis worship, are performed.

The idea of the earth's resurrection in spring-

time, although more prominent in pagan minds,

still has its place in men's thoughts and cere-

monial acts at Easter. There is one particular

ceremony performed almost universally in Greece,

and still found in other European countries,

which forms the strongest link between Easter

1 Uyl., XT. 130. 2 p. 144. 3 p. 159.
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rites and the spring festivals of the pagan gods

of vegetation. This is the burning of Judas on

Maundy Thursday or on Easter Sunday after-

noon. The most dramatic performance of this

ceremony which the writer has witnessed took

place in the little village of Kontachorio, near

Phira. Vespers were held at 3 p.m., and there-

after the usual ecclesiastical procession bearing

the Panagia's ikon visited the other village

churches. Meanwhile the majority of the vil-

lagers were assembled on the terrace adjoining

the chief church, whence there is a wide view

of the whole of Kontachorio, the island plain,

and the sea over to Anaphi. On this terrace

had been erected a gigantic cross higher than the

church, with a circle round the arms, and the

whole was wreathed in twining green foliage.

During the week many similar erections were
visible in the other villages of the island. From
this tree-cross was suspended by a rope the life-

size effigy of a man with a hideous mask and
island costume all complete,—the " Hebrew," who
had been carried in derision through the streets

before being swung up. As the procession re-

turned, the youths lowered this Judas and
drenched him with paraffin. At the appointed

moment, when the church dignitaries were
assembled, Judas was set on fire and swung up,

blazing with great brilliance, into the air. Great
cheers and fireworks and universal excitement

marked his destruction,

Frazer ^ gives numerous instances proving the

' Golden Bough, pp. 245 sqq.
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world - wide range of this ceremony both in

Roman Catholic and Orthodox countries. The
foundation on which the local varieties are built

is the burning of an effigy, and the practice in

its origin aimed at the furtherance of the pros-

perity of the crops, thus showing connection with
vegetation rites. In view of its antiquity and
wide extent, the "burning of Judas" becomes
more than a childish diversion. It adds itself

to the list of pagan customs surviving under the

protection of the Church. The semi-sanctity of

the place— the church court— the time as a

vesper after-show on Easter Sunday, the name
given to the victim as arch - enemy of the

Church meeting his just doom, may well be

the veil of Christianity which the pagan effigy-

burning receives.

The Judas ceremony adds to the evidence of

vegetation ritual in the Easter ceremonies. In-

terpreted thus, the bonfire represents by imita-

tive magic the power of the sun ; the cross, on
which Judas swings, is covered with branches of

trees and plants, just as the " Walker," ^ the spirit

of vegetation in rain-charms, is clad in leaves and
flowers. The spirit must perish by the element

whose forces are desired, just as the "Walker"
suffers drowning. The effigy, be it called Judas,

or the Old Woman,^ or Death, was one of

the items in the spring drama, in which the

elements were fantastically imitated with the

purpose of producing some desired effect on

Nature. It is worthy of note, in view of the

1 p. 120. 2 P. 207.
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connection between Easter and the Attis cult,

that the pine-tree with the effigy of the god
was burned yearly at the festival.^

Firm. Maternus, Be Errore Profanarum Religionum, § 27, 1. 4 :

"In sacris Frygiis (i.e., Attidos) quae matris deum diount per annos ein-

gulos arbor piuea cEeditur et in media arbore simulacrum juvenis sub-

ligatur in Isiacis sacris de pinea arbore cseditur truncus, hujus trunci

media pare subtiliter exoavatur illic de segminibus factum idolum Osiridis

sepelitur. In Proserpinae sacris csesa arbor in effigiem rirginie formamque

componitur et cum intra civitatem fuerit inlata, quadraginta noctibus

plangitur, quadragesima vero nocte comburitur, sed et ilia alia ligna quEe

dizi, similis flamma consumit ; nam etiam post annum istorum lignorum

rogum flamma depaecitur.

"
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CHAPTEE VII.

SUMMER FESTIVALS.

ASCENSION DAY AND PENTECOST.

The early summer celebrations of May and June
are propitiatory rather than thanksgiving, on
account of the harvest yet to be reaped. We
expect purification rites at Ascension and Pente-
cost, and actually the sea or the river as puri-

ficatory medium plays the most prominent part

in the popular celebrations, which have much in

common, both in nature and aim, with the Rain-
Charms described above. ^

Throughout the islands bathing at midnight or

at dawn is the customary prelude to Ascension

Day. Any one who desires special favour,

whether a sick person or an anxious farmer,

may try this means of procuring it. Often some
particular spot on the shore or some special

spring of water is famed for its health - giving

powers on that morning, as for instance Vlychada,
the place of salt water, on Thera, and all medicinal

and hot springs are believed to be particularly

efiective then. At Kaisariani, a little monastery

p. 120.
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on Hymettos, the festival is held on Ascension
Day, and a general blessing takes place at the

spring, which is believed to be the ancient

fountain of Kylloupera of Aphrodite, renowned
among the women of ancient Athens for its

medicinal properties.^ Up to quite recent times

the festival at Kaisariani was very popular among
the Athenians, and sick people were brought for

cure at the spring.^ It was the only day on
which the spring water ran in to the little chapel

on the hill near the monastery, and in a miraculous

way a white dove, the Holy Spirit, appeared and
wet its wings in the holy water. Then all the
sick people present drank of the water or washed
in it, and expected to be healed. A story which
helped to suppress this miraculous dove tells

that one festival day it failed to appear, and
the priest, getting anxious, knocked with his

foot and whispered, "Let out the Holy Spirit."

A voice from the hole replied audibly, " The cat

has eaten it." At another branch of the stream
near by women of Athens still go to drink,

praying for children.

The seaport of Kalamata celebrates a water-

festival on Ascension Day. A goodly number
of the townspeople get into little boats and
cross forty waves before they turn towards land.

Kalamata, being one of the chief ports of Greece,
is a natural place for a sea-ceremony, and other
instances of the same confirm the idea that it

is chiefly seafarers who seek thus to propitiate

^ Suidos, KuAAou •n-^pa • t\ Tr-qpa x^piov irphs Tip "tpieTTcp 4v cp Upop 'k(ppa-

JiTTjs Kal KpijVTi ii^s al inoCo-oi eiiTOKoiinv koI at Hyovoi yovi/iol yiyvovTai.

2 Kampouroglos, 'laropia tuv 'KBrivuv, vol. ii. bk. iii. p. 172.
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the Powers. At Kalymnos^ bathing in the sea

is the chief duty of every one on Ascension Day
;

May-day is the date which the people of Syra
celebrate similarly, but with less abandon than
the Kalymniotes they content theaiselves with
washing their feet in the sea.

Another influence may perhaps be traced in

such ceremonies. These seaports and islands

were for a considerable period strongly under
Venetian influence, which shows itself in many
ways still— in language, architecture, family

names, and religion. So the great summer
ceremony of Venice, the Wedding of the Sea,

which brought them prosperity for the coming
year, may have left a vestige of itself in the
sea ceremonies of the islands.

To Venetian influence may be traced also

another festival, the chief celebration in Cyprus.^
At Pentecost the seaports, such as Larnaka and
Lemesso, are frequented by large assemblies of

country people. Every one bathes in the sea,

where they call it the Holy Shore ('Ai'os TiaXos).

Then they take little boats and sail near to the

shore all day long, amusing themselves with
music and such pleasantries as mutual drench-

ings. It is unlucky not to get wet on this day,

and they have the custom of sprinkling water
all over their houses also. In inland districts

they go to rivers and springs, and bathe and
splash each other.

The festival is officially called the Deluge
(KoTa/cXvo-/Aos), but in common talk the islanders

speak of it as the festival of Aphrodite, for they
^ Folklore, xi. p. 221. ^ Sakellarios, Kvirpiaici, i. p. 702.
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cherish the memory of the goddess of Paphos

;

but there are no grounds , for the deductions ^

that have been drawn as to the permanence of

the Aphrodite cult on the island as described

by Herodotus.
In Sicily and Magna Grsecia the same custom

of bathing on Ascension morning prevails. Ani-

mals and men are taken to the sea at Selinunte ^

to be bathed at midnight, so that some blessing

may fall upon them, just as is donp at Siniscola,

in Sardinia, on St. John's Eve.^ The villagers of

Vaccarizzo and of the neighbouring places go
down to the sea to a church of the Virgin on the

eve of the festival, and wait for dawn on the sea-

shore. Then they dart into the sea and rush

back to the church, where a service of prayer

is held.* At Odessa^ people used to go and wash
their faces and hands in the sea on Ascension

Eve, but now they have transferred the cere-

mony to St. John's Eve ; and everywhere we find

strong resemblances between the two festivals,

with identical superstitions and rites. Mingled
with their purificatory ceremonies is found a great

deal of magic, just of the same kind as is prac-

tised on St. John's Eve both in Italy and Greece.

For instance, the islanders believe that the

heavens open on Ascension Eve, and every wish
will be granted if one sees the miracle ; and the

miraculous properties of the waters are similar

to those on St. John's Eve.

^ Loukae, iiXoAovmo! 'Eirnrne'iJ/eis, p. 25.

^ Trede, Das Beidentmn, iii. p. 223.

^ Ferraro, Peste Sarde, p. 31.

* Archivio, 1883 p. 39. ' Nikolaos, Odeitos.
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THE SWALLOW SONG.

Summer is heralded by the swallow song
m many districts, as was the custom among
the ancient Greeks. At Neochori,^ south of

Constantinople three hours by train, on 1st

March or at the beginning of spring, children

sing it before the houses. They hold in their

hands a wooden bird in a wooden nest like a
box, filled with green stuff. In centre of the

box, fastened to the bird, is a stick by which
it is made to move about. In appearance the

bird resembles that of church lecterns. It has

a coloured thread like a necklace round its throat,

with little sounding bells, which ring as the

children move it. The ceremony is arranged by
the priests, and all gifts collected by the children

belong to them.
On the island of Imbros ^ in the districts of

Kessane and Malgarai the schoolmaster sends

six pupils on Annunciation Day to collect eggs
from the houses of the villages, and they take

with them a wooden swallow, painted with dif-

ferent colours, put it on the end of a stick, and
turn it round quickly with a rope. One pupil

takes the swallow, and another a basket for the

eggs, and they go round singing the swallow

song, which begs for five eggs, gives good wishes,

and tells how the swallow has come over the seas.

On Kythnos ^ the children march through the

1 QpifKiKii 'ETTETTipij, 1897, p. 166.

2 SiWoyos, 1874-76, pp. 335 sqq.

' H. Hauttecceur, Le Folklore de Vile de Kythnos, p. 12.
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villages in a procession from the churches, bear-

ing the cross covered with flowers, and singing

the swallow song,

The ancient custom was remarkably similar

in detail. Our knowledge is gained from the

swallow song in Athenseus.^ According to this

writer, the custom of x^XtSoi^t^etz/ was started

at Lindos in Rhodes for the purpose of collect-

ing money. The song first gives the greeting

to spring, heralded by the arrival of the swallow.

Then a command is given to bring forth from
the house-stores cakes, or cheese, or wine. " Are
we to get anything, or shall we go away?" If

nothing is forthcoming, they playfully make
threats to take something by force, perhaps the

little wife inside. But let some substantial gift

^ VIIL 360 b :—

K0A.0S Spos 6701/0-0

KoXovs iviavTOvs,

iirl vwra fj.e\aiva.

•KoKdBav (TV irpoK^KKct

iK wlovos oXkov

oKvQV T€ Binaa-rpov,

Tvpuv T6 Kdvv<rrpov •

Kol TTvpva xeA'Siv

Kal KeKidirav

ovK aTTwOe^rat.

irSrep' airlafj.es, ^ Ao)8(*l/i€6a ;

ei fiiv rt Sdiireis ' el Se fi^, ovk idffofiev^

^ rav B'upav (p^pufxes ^ Tovirepdvpopj

^ rav yvvaiKa rav etrw KaB'r}f/.4vav •

fxiKpa fi4v iiTTif ^a^lus fiiv oiffofxev.

h.v Se tpeprjs ti,

n4ya dif rt (pepoi^.

&yoiy\ dvoiye rav d-upav xeAtStfci

oh yb.p y4pour4s i<r/j.ev, dXAct iratSfa.
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be given, and the door opened to the swallow,

for it is only children who ask it.

MIDSUMMER FESTIVAL OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST.

St. John's Eve is universally considered to be

a night steeped in magic. The popular practices

of the different countries show a close resemblance

to each other. The following examples of the

commonest superstitions in Greece and Italy show
that the rites of this evening are roughly of two
kinds—fire and water—and the aim is prosperity

of vegetation. Every village in Greece lights

bonfires, and round them the children and young
people dance. To leap over the fires also brings

good luck. In Samos,^ where silk is largely

made, the ceremony has a special significance.

The wood for the fire is taken from the trees

used for the silk-worms, because it is believed that

from the wounds of St. John silk-worms sprang.

AU leap thrice over the fires, singing merry songs,

thus ensuring abundance of next year's silk.

These fires are clearly a relic of summer solstice

rites, propitiating, by imitative magic the sun-

god. The water rites take either the form of

bathing or of consultation of some water oracle.

The former practice is mentioned by St. Augustine

as a pagan superstition supported by Christians

—

" On the birthday of John . . . according to a pagan
superstition, the Christians went to the sea and there

baptised themselves."^

^ So/JIOKB, p. 380.

' Sermo, cxcvi. Migne, Pat. Lat., xviii. xxxix. 1021.
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In Sardinia the practice is still very common.
Near the river Tirso stands a church which is

visited by lame and blind people on St. John's

Eve, and after prayer they plunge at midnight

into the river.^ The church of San Giovanni

of the Fresh Fount at Tiesi^ possesses a spring

in which people bathe on that night, either to

keep their health or obtain cure of disease

Afterwards they light a bonfire, and dry tl^m-
selves by jumping over it. The invalids of

Nuoro take a midnight bath in the river on
St. John's Eve, seeking healing from the saint.

Horses also are taken at Siniscola to sea to

have a bath at dawn.
The consultation of oracles belongs to the magic

of the Eve. The usual ceremony in Greece is called

kledonas, which is worked by the ve.po aixikrjTo

—speechless water. A water-vessel is filled at

the spring and carried to the house by some
maiden without speaking. Into it are thrown
tokens of all kinds, which are drawn out next

morning, and from them each forms his con-

clusions as to future fortunes. Usually it is

merely a case of marriage -questionings on the

part of the village girls. In Kos ^ all the

villagers join in the ceremony, and as a boy
draws forth the tokens a womeCn sings short

applicable songs which foretell the future of the

owner. At Marsala in Sicily used to flourish

the most important water-oracle of St. John.

In his churcla in that town is a small grotto

' R. Tennant, Sardinia and its Resources, p. 177.
'^ Archivio delle trad, pop., xiii. p. 521.

' Folklore Jov/rnal, x. p. 177.
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with a well, called the Grotto of the Cumsean
Sibyl. On the Eve of St. John women came
to consult the Baptist or the Sibyl, and the

existing echo helped to maintain the belief

that answers were given to them. Now the

church and its oracle are in disuse.

The most important ceremony of St. John's

festival in Sardinia and Sicily is that of the

Erme. It has lost much of its elaborateness, but

in some parts the ceremony is still kept up in a

simple form. A few weeks before the festival

two people, who have chosen to adopt to one

another the relationship of " compare " and
" commare," plant some seeds in a basket and
raise them in darkness. Then on the festival

day the two plants are exchanged as a token of

the friendship formed. The ceremony, with all

its former detail, is fully described by Delia Mar-
mora.^ At the end of May the future " commare

"

took a willow-basket and sowed in it fine corn,

which, when grown, was called the Erme or

Nenneri. On the festival day the two people

take the pot of corn and throw it against the

door of a little church of the saint. Then follow

a feast and the recognition of their new rela-

tionship. In other places the pot is put on
the window-sill, and sometimes a doll lies beside

it, or an image made of flour. Then dancing

follows, with a bonfire and recognition of rela-

tionship by passing their right hands three

times over the fire. Delia Marmora mentions

the resemblances between these Erme and the

Gardens of Adonis.^ He adds that the Athen-
' Voyage en Sardaigne, i. p. 263. " P. 144.
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ians had a similar ceremony of corn-sowing in

honour of Hermes ^thonios, whose cult he takes

to be the same as that of Adonis. The connec-

tion between the pagan and Christian festivals he
limits to the identity of time of celebration.

We have seen how the spring Adonia left its

influence on Easter. It is possible that the

summer Adonia survives to some extent on St.

John's Eve.^ The connection between Adonis
and St. John the Baptist is supported by a

curious piece of evidence from the history of

a festival which still is celebrated in Malta on
St. Gregory's Day, 12th March. Then a great

procession of penitents comes to give thanks in

a little church of St. Katherine, six kilometres

south of Valetta.2 The original reason for this

procession is obscure, but it is known to have
taken place as early as 1400.^ Wlinsch* traces

the ceremony back to a celebration of the knights

in honour of St. John, and thence connects it with
the Adonis cult. The link is found in a descrip-

tion of a great Maltese festival, written about
1591, by Suleiman, a prisoner on the island.^

" The inhabitants of Malta say : Our town and sur-

roundings are consecrated to the Prophet John. Because
he washed the Messiah in the Jordan on the day of

baptism, the kings have honoured him and dedicated
this island to him. He (the informant of Suleiman) told

me a strange story testifying to the credulity of the
Christians. The inhabitants of Malta have a large

golden idol set in ivory, which they honour highly.

Monks and priests have been appointed for its service.

^ P. 145. " Abela Ciantar, Malta lUusirata, ii. 184.

' Ibid., p. 187. * Das Fruhlingsfest der Insel Malta.
= MS. in Catalogue of Altwardt, ix. p. 359, No. 9889.
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Once every year one of them takes the idol and throws
it into a garden under flowering beans. Then he says
to the princes and nobles and to the other people :

' Your
lord is wrathful with you, and has gone from among
you.' Then they become unspeakably sad, wrap them-
selves in old garments, and coming to the monk who
has told them of their idol's wrath, they ask how they
may appease the idol, and under what conditions he will

return to them. But they are told: 'The time is not
yet come, and the propitiation is not yet at hand.' So
they remain in mourning, with grief and fasting, for

three days, or some such time. Meanwhile they collect

much money for the monks who serve the idol, until the

monk who is entrusted with its guardianship says to

them :
' To-day he will be reconciled with you and will

return.' Then they go to meet him. All the monks
fetch him from his place, and lead him with great pomp
and public procession to the town, till they bring him to

his appointed place. Then peace is restored, and they
rejoice over the return of their idol and his reconcili-

ation with them."

From the opening remarks it would seem that

St. John the Baptist was meant by the idol,

especially as the Knights of St. John possessed

the island. His yearly departure into the bean-

bed must have been in spring, when beans flov/er.

The three days of mourning are followed by a

joyful resurrection. The whole rite must be a
pagan vegetation ceremony adapted to the popular

saint, for no festival of St. John occurs in spring.

Malta had been colonised by Phoenicians, who
would bring their cult of Adonis. The whole
ceremony recalls the Bybios rites. ^ The present-

day procession must be the descendant of the

above, for it is improbable that two great similar

1 p. 142.

L
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ceremonies would be held in same month. St.

Gregory's day was suitable as a recognised

festival, and St. Katherine's Church stands near

to the ruined church of St. John, which was
probably the former goal of pilgrimage. Here we
see a great change from the original procession.

St. John would be chosen by the people of

Malta as the Christian representative of Adonis

chiefly because he was their most prominent

saint, but there were other points of resem-

blance to facilitate the transference. Both were

beautiful, dying in youth ; and both had water

rites in their cults. Another connection is found

in Lucian, who says that the people of Bybios
assert that Adonis is really Osiris, and that he is

buried at Byblos, for the following reason :

—

" Every year from Egypt to Byblos comes a head,

making the distance in seven days, and the winds bring

it on its divine voyage. It turns aside in no direction,

but comes to Byblos only. It is altogether a miracle.

This happens each year, and when I was at Byblos it

took place. I saw the Byblian head." ^

This mystic rite, introduced into the Adonis
cult at Byblos from Egypt, may well be be-

lieved to have existed at the Egypto-Phoenician

centres of the cult, and presumably at Babylon.

If that was the case, the following sixteenth

century account ^ of the monastery of St. John
is interesting as showing a probable survival of

the Adonis-Osiris head :

—

" In Babylon is a monastery of St. John the Baptist,

where his relics are kept in a casket. They have the

1 De Syria Dca, § 7.

^ Itinerarium Eieroiolymitomum, Saligniaco, 158.
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custom, on the festival of St. John, Christians and
Saracens come to the monastery, take the casket on
a ship, and sail down the hill five miles to another

monastery of St. John. When they have celebrated

service there, they let the casket with the relics float

on the Egyptian river to see if St. John will take

his relics back to their former place. The marvellous

miracle takes place. As soon as the casket lies on
the stream it swims so fast against the strong current

that it can never be overtaken by a race-horse."

The head of Adonis, entrusted to the river for

miraculous conveying, and the casket with the

relics of St. John perform the same miracles

;

while the head of St. John certainly plays a

prominent part in his history.

SUMMER FLOWER FESTIVALS.

The first day of May is celebrated throughout

Greece as a flower festival. Even in towns the

lucky garland of flowers which hangs the year

long over the house-door is renewed on that day,

and bands of children go from door to door with

wreaths and bouquets. The celebrations, in the

country are more elaborate. A few examples of

local methods will serve to show the manner of

the festival. In Corfu ^ a kind of Maypole is

carried round the town by bands of singing

children. They choose a certain species of

cypress, wreath it with garlands and cover it

with handkerchiefs, and on it are hung the first

fruits of spring. Sometimes, instead of this

1 'Eo-rfo, 1890, p. 268.
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Maypole, they carry a small chariot drawn by
an imitation swan, and in it rides a little girl

wreathed and adorned to represent spring. In

Thessaly in the district of Karankunia ^ the day
is dedicated to the blessing of the wells and
springs, and the festival is called the Kledona^
which means omens. Little girls go round singing

in bands of five during the early morning, the

smallest being dressed as a bride. Two carry a

water-vessel, and the other two are bridesmaids.

From the vineyards they take twigs, and drop

these into the vessel along with tokens from the

youths and maidens of the place. Then they
visit all the wells and pour in half of the water,

afterwards refilling the vessel, while they sing a

petition for blessing on the waters and crops.

At Kozane ^ great preparations of washing and
ironing are made for the first of May. A festival

is held, at which garlic must be eaten in order

to ensure good health. It is put under the

pillow at night, and you must awake early to

eat it, before you hear a donkey's bray. At
dawn an expedition is made to the hilltops, where
good wishes are exchanged and a picnic with
song and dance is enjoyed. In the Peloponnese
generally the day is a festival of flowers and
fruit. The priests go round the houses and fields

sprinkling holy water and blessing the crops.

Children visit the fields in the early morning,
and come back laden with flowers to decorate

churches and houses in honour of the first day
of summer.
By the ancient Greeks Hera was worshipped

1 'EiTTfo, 1890, p. 268. 2 P. 158. s 'EffTio, 1890, p. 286.
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as the Flowery Goddess ('Av^eia) at Argos,^

and women called Flower-Bearers served in the

temple.^ Hesychios mentions the "qpoa-dvOca as

a flower festival celebrated by the women of

the Peloponnese in the spring. The popularity

of the modern festival, which may claim kin-

ship with this rjpoa-dvOia, is probably due to

a strong Roman, and latterly to an Italian,

influence. For all over Italy flower festivals

were and are very important and elaborate.

A few examples may be given. Each year

on the first Sunday in May a floral and rustic

festival is held three miles from Rome at the

Annunziatella,^ a little church near the Appian
Way. The ancient Romans came out to a floral

service there, and picnicked afterwards with
merrymaking. Another similar festival is held

on the Monday and Tuesday after Pentecost, at

which the crowds adorn themselves with flowers.

A great flower festival is held at Genzano, near

Rome, on the eighth day of Corpus Domini, called

the Infiorata. Sacred pictures used to be de-

signed in flowers to represent various Madonnas ;

now the patterns are chiefly mosaic. At Torre

del Greco, a Vesuvian village, is held the elaborate

festival of the Four Altars * at the beginning of

June. The road from Naples to Torre del Greco
is decorated with a series of floral arches, and
throughout the village are raised altars with

pictures of the saints. Inside the churches

the floors are covered with plants and flowers,

1 Pau8., ii. p. 221. ^ Pollux, iv. p. 78.

' L. Dubino, Elenco di alcuni costvmd, p. 37.

" Neville-Rolfe, Naples in the Nineties, p. 141.
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arranged so as to form sacred pictures. The
festival ends with a procession to the churches,

during which all these pictures are trampled
underfoot and destroyed.

Such festivals may be survivals of the Ludi
Floreales, celebrated in honour of Flora from
28th April to 2nd May. Now a Saint Floriano

is worshipped on 4th May at Jesi.^ The
ancient Romans had another rustic festival on
21st April, the Palilia or Parilia of shepherds

and cattlemen. Ovid ^ describes the proceed-

ings, which were propitiatory on behalf of the

cattle and their keepers. Bonfires of straw
were made for the herdsmen and cattle to

jump over.

" Frondibus et fixis decorentur ovilia ramis

Et tegat ornatos longe corona fores,"

—

a custom reminiscent of the May garland in

Greece.

At the present day St. George's festival, on

23rd April, is celebrated in much the same way.

He is appropriated by farmers and shepherds as

their patron, who has to be propitiated. In

Rhodes the day is spent in rustic merrymaking,
and it is the rule that all should roll themselves

on the grass for good luck. In the Abruzzi the

festival survives with its original name. At
Orsogna,^ on the Tuesday after Easter, the carro

delle PalilioB is carried round. It is a cart loaded

with corn and bedecked with garlands. The corn

is distributed among the people. In front of the

1 Natura ed Arte, ii. p. 942. ^ Fasti, iv. p. 721.

' ArcJdvio delle trad., ii. p. 223.
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cart is carried a laurel-tree, decorated with nests

of doves and dangling cakes as signs of peace

and plenty.

Amongst flower festivals may be mentioned the

Rousalia or Feast of Roses, the name of which
is as misleading as the Anthesteria, its ancient

counterpart. Like the Anthesteria it really be-

longed to the celebrations in honour of the dead,

to purge from evil spirits, and thereby to ensure

good harvests. In the Peloponnese All Souls'

Day is sometimes called the Rousalia.^ The
Rousalia has been suppressed as a heathen prac-

tice. At Athens it used to take the form of an
out-of-doors festival, held on Tuesday of Easter

week, and the day is still a favourite for picnics.

In many ways the Rousalia resembled the

Kouluma of Clean Monday. Both were picnics,

not religious celebrations, and the Pnyx, Theseion,

and Olympieion still present the same spectacle

of gaiety on both days. The earlier custom
was to go round the streets dancing, and holding

what was named the Rousalia. These may have
been musical instruments.^ Children were lifted

thrice into the air in order that they might grow
strong, and the song for the day wished health to

women and children.^ In Macedonia * the festival

is held on the 25th day after Easter, also in

honour of the children, to protect them from

scarlatina, brought by an old woman called

Rousa. In Calabria at Frascineto^ an Albanian

1 Polites, s.v. Rousalia.

^ ^i\aS€\(j>iis, 'IiTTopia tS>v 'A-Siivwv, p. 329, note 1.

^ Kampouroglos, 'Itrropia, ii. p. 241.

* Abbott, Folklore, p. 40. ' Dorea, Arehivio, &c., ii. p. 529.
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village, on Tuesday of Easter week the rusalet is

celebrated, now called the vecchiarelli to show its

antiquity. The Vlachs^ celebrate the Rousalia

for six weeks in summer in honour of the dead.

Every day fresh roses are laid on the graves of

friends, and the cemeteries are much visited.

THE FESTIVALS OF THE PANAGIA IN SUMMER
AND AUTUMN.

The festival of the Assumption of the Virgin

on 15th August is the third of the great

celebrations of the Greek Church. At every

religious centre the services in honour of the

©eord/fos, the Mother of God, are elaborate.

The ceremonies begin on the 6th, and the nine

days' fast is strict. Wherever another great

annual festival is held, as at Tenos, the August
celebrations take a second place ; but where
the Church is dedicated to the Assumption of

the Virgin, that date is the chief day of the

year. In the islands the festival at Paros holds

the first place in popularity and the number of

its worshippers. The Church of the Panagia of

the Hundred Gates is conspicuous from the sea

as one approaches the harbour of Paroikia.

Above a quadrangle of white - washed wall,

studded at close intervals with little windows,
from which the name of " Hundred Gates " is

derived, the three belfry towers appear. Inside

is a pretty flagged court with arcades, trees, and
shrubs. The exterior of the church is plain, but

' L. Garnett, Christian Wmien of TurTcey, p. 17.
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within it is the finest sacred building in Greece,

for instead of being entirely new like the erection

at Tenos, it has many signs of antiquity in stone-

carving, mosaics, frescoes, ancient columns, and
side chapels. Behind the ikonostasis is an apse

with a bishop's throne, and eight rows of stone

seats, resembling that at Torcello ; under the

altar is a heathen altar, and before the throne

stands an old fluted pillar, on which the lamp
rests when the bishop reads the liturgy. Behind
the altar, in the apse, is the dytacrju,a, the sacred

well, which with the far-famed ikon of the Virgin

on the screen plays the chief part at the festival.

Among the crowds coming from islands and main-

land which throng the church on 15th August,

are many who seek healing from the Virgin.

Days before the festival they spend in prayer

by the great ikon. They make offerings to her

of the usual kinds, and the number of ex-voto to

be seen hanging by the ikon testifies to the

number of suppliants. Then in the festival they

are touched by holy water from this spring, and
the priests are sometimes able to claim for the

Panagia one of those miraculous cures for which
the shrine, with its spring, has won its fame.

One of the most outstanding of the mainland

festivals held on this date is at the monastery of

Voulkano, on Mount Ithome in Messenia. High
up on the slope of the bare grey mountain a

cluster of trees and a white quadrangle mark
the site of the monastery. Behind, to the right,

rises the peak of Ithome, on which is perched the

little old monastery of Katholik6, now the dwell-

ing of a solitary hermit. As their wealth grew, the
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monks decided to leave the inclement summit
and settle more comfortably lower down, and
they took with them the famous ikon, to which
the foundation of their monastery was due.

According to the popular legend, the monks of

the monastery of St. Basil on Mount Eva, oppo-

site Ithome, saw one night a flaming tree on

the opposite ridge. They crossed the valley and
found this ikon of the Panagia on a tree, with

a lighted candle beside it. They conveyed it

across to their monastery, but it transferred itself

miraculously back to the place at which it was
found, and the monks believed themselves forced

to change to the other ridge. Since then the

monastery of St. Basil has been deserted. The
trunk of the tree was made into the lintel of the

monastery door, and it is said that at the festival

it is hacked by the faithful, who take pieces of it

as a cure for fever. The ikon is inscribed with

reference to the legend—The Guide to the Hill

of Ithome
—

'OSi^yTjrpia tw o/oet 'I^cujuarei. In cele-

bration of the festival this ikon makes a short

tour of the country. On 12th August it goes up
from Voulkano to its old home with pomp and
ceremony, accompanied by the monks and its

worshippers, a goodly company, comprising a

large number of babies brought to be baptised on
the top of Ithome. The climb of one hour through
August heat is exhausting enough to make one

appreciate the icy coldness of the little church,

which, after the outside glare, seems shrouded
in darkness. Gradually one can distinguish the

great ikon among the other ikons and the ever-

moving forms of the worshippers as they pass
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before it through the little church, which cannot
hold one-half of the assembly. Outside the over-

flow pervades the ancient precinct of Ithomsean
Zeus, where the Ithomsean games ^ used to be
held. Many have cattle, sheep, or goats with
them as offerings to the monastery, and booths

are raised as lodging for the night. The scene is

like a little fair, but the aim is avowedly one of

devotion, and dancing and all frivolity have been
prohibited. On the 15th a solemn procession

reconducts the ikon to the lower monastery, and
nine days later it is taken to Nisi, near Kalamata,
where a fair ends the celebrations of the district.

The rest of the year the ikon remains at Voulkano.
The universality of the celebration of this festival

has tended to destroy its individual features, but
in a few districts one still finds survivals of what
we shall see to have been the probable origin

—

a harvest festival of the vineyards and crops,

with offering of first-fruits. At Arachova, near

Delphi, the first-fruits of the year's wheat is

offered to the Virgin on 6th August, and no one

uses the new wheat until it has been blessed in

the church on that day. It is also a common
custom for hollyva"^ {i.e., mixture of fruits and
grain) to be brought for blessing in church on
6th August, and then afterwards they are divided

up and eaten by the congregation.^ In Calabria *

small cakes are offered to the Madonna on Assump-
tion Day.
An offering of cakes on this day to the Virgin

was one of the earliest practices in connection

^ Pausanias, 33. 1. ^ Schmidt, Volksleben, p. 58.

3 P. 193. • Trede, Das Heidentvm, Bk. iii. p. 210.
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with the festival. It was forbidden in the fourth

century. Epiphanius ^ attacks it vigorously, and

at such length that the custom must have been

widely practised and very popular among the

early Christians. Lucius ^ states that after the

cake was brought to church it was eaten in

common by the women, but there is no evidence

for that practice. Epiphanius merely says that

they were offered to the Virgin by an assembly

of women, who were holding sacred rites in her

name. This cake ceremony was perhaps the

survival of first-fruits offering. In Zakynthos,

on the festival, wheat and currants, put in a

basket along with a burning candle, are placed

in the middle of the church. The priest blesses

them during Mass, and at the end takes a

portion and sets it on the altar. The rest is

divided among the peasants, who eat it and
exchange good wishes.® In collecting evidence

for the earliest form of the festival, we find

the first notice of it in a Syrian text* of the

sixth century.

"And the apostles ordered that there should be a

commemoration of the Blessed One on the 13th (or 15th)

of Ab (August), on account of the vines bearing bunches,

' Contra Hwreses, ch. 78, 79—
Ch. 78. Narrat enim quod qusedam mulieres illic in Arabia a patribus

Thraces hano vanitatem invexerunt ut in nomeu semper virginis Collyridem

(sive plaoentam, oh. 79) saorificent, et simul congregrentur ; et in nomen
ipsius ultra modum quid tenteut aggredi, nephario ao blaspheme negooio

;

et in nomen ipsius sacra oelebrent per mulierea, quod totum impium eat ac

nepharium. Contra CoUyridianoa Maria: offerentes hseresim. . . . Muliebra

enim genua lubricum est erroneumque ac intellectu humili prseditum.

2 Die Anfdnge des Heiligencults in der Christlichen Kirche, p. 465.

' Schmidt, p. 55. * Journal of Sacred Literature, vii. p. 153.
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and on account of the trees bearing fruit, that clouds of

hail bearing stones of wrath might not come, and the

trees be broken and their fruit, and the vines with their

clusters. And the apostles also ordered that any offering

offered in the name of my Lady Mary should not remain
over night, but at midnight of the night immediately

preceding her commemoration it should be kneaded and
"baked ; and in the morning let it go upon the altar . . .

and let the whole service be concerning these offerings

;

and when the service is finished, let everyone take his

offerings to his house . . . and when everyone takes away
his offerings and goes to his house, great help and the

benison of the Blessed One shall enter his dwelling and
establish it for ever."

And Mary, praying at death (according to the

text^), says

—

"Let the fields too, from which offerings are offered

in honour of me, be blessed and bring forth seeds

which are concealed in the furrows ; and let the vines

from which wine is pressed in my name, bear good
bunches."

In the Syrian Calendar ^ the festival of 15th

August is called " Obitus Deiparse pro vitibus."

The above evidence shows the early celebration

of the festival as a summer celebration with first-

fruits of vine and corn, and the cake-offerings of

the CoUyridiani and of the present-day Greek
Tvomen have their originals in the Syrian kneaded
offering. It would seem that the function and
festival of the Syrian goddess of agriculture

had been transferred to the Virgin on her

Assumption Day. A similar transformation in

' Journal of Sacred Literature, vii. p. 151.

" Nillee, Kalendo/rivm,, i. 2, p. 249.
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the Armenian Church is given by F. C. Cony-
beare, and quoted by Frazer ^

—

" According to the express evidence of the Armenian
Fathers of the year 700 and later, the day of the Virgin

was placed on September 15tli, because on that day was
the festival of Anahite, the magnificence of whose feast

the Christian doctors hoped thereby to transfer to

Mary."

From Syria the festival spread into the West,
and it is probable that it took the place of the

festival of Diana at Nemi, vphich was held on
13th August.^ The subject has been treated at

length by Frazer. We shall merely consider the

chief points of resemblance. The difference of

two days is unimportant, especially as the cele-

brations of the Virgin occupy nine days ; and
on the 13th we have another connecting-link

with Diana in St. Hippolytos, who perished as

martyr at Rome, bound to wild horses. The
Hippolytos of mythology was founder of the

Temple of Diana at Nemi after his death in a

similar way.
Artemis was worshipped as patroness of vines

and fruit-trees,^ so it is practically certain that

Diana would also be patroness of vineyards.

But evidence of her worship at Nemi shows
her principally as a goddess of fire— Diana
Vesta—and the patroness of mothers, to judge
from votive offerings. The festival was one of

great gaiety, with wine and feasting. Hunting-

^ Marly History of Kingship, p. 21.

^Ibid.,1^. 23.

' Pauly-Wissowa, ii. p. 1342.
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dogs were crowned, and wild beasts not molested-
The modern Assumption festival may have sup-

planted this festival of Diana more by a coin-

cidence of dates than of actual celebrations, for

the nature of the Christian festival was deter-

mined in Syria before it came to the West.

THE PANAGIA OF THE MIDDLE SEED-TIME.

This epithet of the Panagia distinguishes her

as patroness of the sowing, and hence of the
future crops— a Demeter function. Little

churches dedicated to the Panagia Misosporit-

issa have been scattered over the country, but
the majority of them are now in ruins. They
have been found at Marathon, at Vari, in the

Platia district of Athens, and in Kephallenia.

The epithet has been wrongly derived from
Latin missum, send, and Greek cmop, seed ;

^

but it clearly comes from jiito-o, half, and criTop

—the middle of the seed-time. This derivation

agrees with the date of the festival which is

celebrated on 21st November, the 'Eio-o'Sta t'^s

OeoTOKov, i.e.. Presentation of the Virgin, which
is the chief autumn festival of the Panagia.

The date of the festival thus coincides with

the middle of the sowing-time of the Greek
farmer, and the fact that an important festival

of the Panagia occurs at this important agri-

cultural season gives her this title and place as

patroness of the Sowing. It is appropriate that

^ Petit de JuUeville, Archives des Missions sdentifiques et littiraircs,

V. p. 469.
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the farmers should pray for the success of

what is foremost in their minds to the central

figure whose festival they are celebrating. For
this festival in Kephallenia ^ an offering of boiled

beans and cereals is made to the Panagia, and is

eaten by every household on 21st November, to

bring luck for the next year to the community
where cereal-growing is a staple industry. Some
boil a great quantity and distribute it amongst
the poor of the district. This food is called

TToXva-TTopka. The same concoction is made at

Arachova ^ on the eve of 21st November, and
is eaten by the household. It is called the

vava-TrepiJ.ia, and its aim is to get increase the

following year for the crops. Farther north, in

the eparchy of Zagorion in Epirus, where the

seasons are later, the date of the same celebra-

tion for good crops is St. Andrew's Day, 30th

November,^ and the mixture is called avSpaXovaia

or 'jLiTToXia. This making of TravcnrepiJiia or iroXvcr-

TTopia as offerings to the Panagia on behalf of

the crops is of the same nature and aim as the

KoWvfia, with which we deal in relation to the

rites of the dead.* At this same period of

sowing-time the ancient Greeks celebrated two
festivals in the month of Pyanepsion : the Pyan-
epsia, feast of the bean-boiling to Apollo, and the

Thesmophoria to Demeter. Both were for the

benefit of the crops. At the Pyanepsia the same
kind of mixture was made as for the Panagia
Misosporitissa. Photios^ describes it thus: "Pyan-

I'Eo-Tio, 1888, Tsitselee, 'Efli^o in Viitpa\\r)vi<^.

^ Schmidt, Volhslehen, p. 60. ' Lambrides, Za-yopm/co, p. 170.

* P. 193. ' ii. p. 120 (p. 158, notes).
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epsion—an Athenian month in which beans are

boiled in honour of Apollo. All edible beans
from the earth, which they collect and keep in

vessels, making porridge." At the Thargelia ^

similar first -fruit harvest offerings were made.
" Thargelia—festival of Apollo and Artemis, and
month Thargelia. And the vessel of the sacred

boiling full of corn. They boil in it the first-

fruits for the god of the crops that have
appeared. The name is derived from the harvest

of the earth, being offered to the sun."

1 Suidas, i. p. 1845.

M
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CHAPTER VIII.

INDIVIDUAL RITES AND CEREMONIES.

THE GUARDIAN SPIRIT OP THE HOME.

Among the supernatural agents which popular
belief brings into close contact with the daily

life of mortals the guardian spirit of the home
is given a prominent place. Every house or in-

habited building harbours a spirit working for the

good of its inmates. This spirit is the stoicheion

of the house.^ Originally the word signifies an
element, and it was applied to the signs of the

zodiac, which, being credited with supernatural

powers, were regarded as a species of demon

;

hence stoicheion meant loosely any kind of demon
or spirit, good or bad, and in this sense it is used
to - day for haunting spirits. Trees, chapels,

statues, bridges, wells, and springs may have their

stoicheia of beneficent or maleficent influence

;

but the stoicheion of the house is essentially the
good angel of the family, whose prosperity it

guards and for whose interests it works. This
good spirit is attracted by a regular ceremony,
which makes it in a certain sense an artificial

' Polites, TlapaS6(T(ts, ii. pp. 1059 sqq.
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creation. Throughout Greece, when a new build-

ing is being erected, the ceremony of the founda-

tion sacrifice is performed. According to the

district and the depth of superstition the pro-

cedure varies to some extent. Even in Athens
one has the opportunity of assisting at a scene

of the following description. When the owner
of the new building and his friends have as-

sembled, the priest, whose services have been
requisitioned, takes the holy water, prays, and
blesses the work. Then a cock, which is the

commonest victim of the sacrifice, is brought for-

ward by a workman, who kills it, and according

to the directions of the priest buries it under the

stone and sprinkles its blood on the top. A lamb
or a goat may take the place of the cock, but the

procedure will be the same.

By another method, practised in Samos,^ the

bird or lamb is taken to the site of the founda-

tion-stone, and is placed so that its shadow falls

on the site. The first stone is laid on top of the

shadow, the animal being slain and buried else-

where. Sometimes, in Lesbos for example, the

shadow of a. passer-by is entrapped in this way,
or the builder may cast a stone at it, and then

it is believed that he will die within a year and
become the stoicheion of the house.^ This is a

survival of the belief that the shadow represents

the soul of man, and its loss means death ^—

a

belief which is mentioned by Pausanias.* The
precinct of Zeus on Mount Lykaion was inviol-

^ Stamatiades, Sajuiaxci, p. 395.

^ Georgeakis and Pineau, Le Folklore de Leshos, p. 346.

» Frazer, G. £., i. p. 291. * Paug., viii. 38. 6.
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able ; any trespasser on it would lose his shadow
and die within the year.

The practice of foundation sacrifice is clearly

derived from some originally human sacrifice. The
shadow of a man is the more civilised substitute

for a real victim, and the animals are used as

proxies. This idea of its origin receives corro-

boration from the legends attached to many of the

chief bridges in the East, where human sacrifices

were considered essential for the safety of the

structure. The best known is the folk-song tell-

ing the story of the sacrifice which was made
to strengthen the fine bridge of Arta, on the

Ambracian Gulf. After the labourers had been

trying in vain to build the bridge, which fell

down each night, the master-mason had a vision

telling him

—

" If you slay not a human life, the walls can ne'er be founded,

No nobleman it be, nor serf, nor any 'neath the heavens
;

But e'en the master-mason's wife, his wife must be the

victim." ^

And after the woman had been slain by her hus-

band's mallet, the building of the bridge pro-

gressed successfully. Other bridges in Greece,

such as the Ladon,^ or the Phanari at Andritzena,^

claim similar legends, and Leake * tells a curious

story of the bridge at Tepeleni in Epirus. The
Pasha who was building it ensured its safety by
causing a dervish to dance upon it, and then he
made the sacrifice of a black lamb and two white

lambs, pouring their blood on the piers. As far

' Lucy Garnett, Qrtek Folk-Songs, p. 81.

2 Politea, UapaUans, i. p. 481. ' Ibid., i. p. 482.

' Travels, i. p. 15.
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East as Lake Van the superstition is found. At
Zakko, a village of Eastern Kurdistan/ there

stands a bridge which is believed to owe its

strength to the sacrifice of a beautiful girl who was
built alive into the masonry. Thrice the bridge

had fallen down, and all said : "The bridge needs

life." The first passer-by was therefore immured.
The sacrificed soul is called the stoicheion of the

bridge, and is attached to it as the house-spirit is

to the home. An ancient historian^ is quoted

by Polites ^ as an authority for a similar sacrifice

at the foundation of cities :

—

" And so he founded that city (Laodikeia) above the

blood of the wild boar, and sacrificed a noble girl, by
name Agaue, raising to her a bronze stele for the good
fortune of the city."

And in the excavations at Gezer a recent dis-

covery points to actual human sacrifice. In a

very old house, built into the space left vacant

at the corner, was found the skeleton of an old

woman, having food vessels placed beside her.

The position of the skeleton relative to the walls

left no doubt that they were placed there at the

same time, and that the woman was buried under

the house to give luck to the dweUers.*

The fundamental idea of sacrifice is propitia-

tion, and the foundation sacrifice may be a pro-

pitiatory ofiering to the spirits who possess the

land, the ancient chthonian deities.^ A current

' Sikes, Dur-ul-islam, p. 160.

^ Pausaniaa of Damascus, Hist. Orcee. Mis., p. 160.

' napaS6(reis, ii. p. 1059.

* Bomiletic Review, May 1908, p. 378.

° Rouse, OreeJc Votive Offerings, p. 39.
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belief in Arabia^ supports this conclusion. The
local jinn or earth demon is propitiated by the

sprinkling of the blood of sacrifice when new
land is broken up, or a house built. Polites^

denies that the modern practice of ©ucrto is pro-

pitiatory to the spirits of the place. He asserts

that the aim of the sacrifice is to create for the

new building a new stoicheion of beneficent in-

fluence who will expel the evil spirits hostile to

it, and hence the phrase used— crToi)(ei6voi to

(TTTiTi—to give a stoicheion to the house. This

function, which is the foremost motive at the

present day in the foundation- sacrifice, is quite

compatible with the previous idea of propitiation.

The spirit of the sacrificed victim remains attached

to the spot as its stoicheion, bound to serve for its

good. As such it has to be cherished and wor-

shipped, and to those whom it guards it may
appear in concrete form. Almost invariably it

is believed to show itself as a snake, and hence
the occasional signs of ophiatry in modern Greece.

The ancient ideas of the connection of the soul of

the dead with the serpent need not be detailed.

It is well known that the snake was the emblem
of the chthonian gods. In modern times a super-

stition ^ prevails that three days after burial the

soul of the dead man issues from his tomb in the

form of a snake. And thus the snake of the house,

which is carefully cherished by peasants in out-

lying districts, stands for the sacrificed soul of

the house-spirit, in the same way as the ancients

worshipped the chthonian snake. A closer

' Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites, p. 1.59.

2 nopo5(i(7eis, ii. p. 1059. » Ibid.
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parallel to the modern custom is found in Theo-
phrastus,^ where he relates certain superstitious

practices. He mentions a house with an altar

where a snake had appeared and had been
greeted as a sacred spirit and an object of wor-
ship. The 'Aya^os Aaifimj/ ^ of the ancient Greek
was the closest to the divine serpent of the house.

His importance was not great, and his attributes

are somewhat confused, but it is known that he
was worshipped as a snake, and he guarded the
house, and at banquets the first toast was given

to the Good Daimon.
Modern instances of this cult are mentioned by

several writers. Hahn ^ observed the practice

among the peasants of the Albanian villages. A
little fat snake was worshipped as the house-

spirit; it lived in the houses and was treated

with reverence by the family.

Among the Vlachs * in the northern mountain
villages great respect is paid to a certain species

of harmless white snake. Food is laid out for it,

and its entrance into the huts is an occasion for

rejoicing. In Samos^ the peasants leave water-

vessels filled at night for the visits of the house-

spirit, and similar practices are carried on in the

Ionian Islands.^ Apart from these private cus-

toms, regular acts of worship are performed in

honour of the house-spirit at the time of family

gatherings. Especially at New Year and Christ-

mas, the family feasts par excellence, the house-

J Charact., 27 (16). 2 PreUer, Ux., i. p. 542.

^ Albanische Studien, p. 162.
* L. Gamett, Women ofTurkey, i. p. 21.

' Stamatiades, 2a.fi.iaKi, v. p. 396. ^ Schpiidt, VolhiUhen, p. 186.
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spirit is remembered. On New Year's Eve the

cake of St. Basil, which is made annually by every
Greek housewife, is divided up with much cere-

mony among the members of the family assembled
to celebrate the occasion. It is a common custom
for the first piece to be set aside, and it is called

the portion of the house. Clearly this is the

offering to the house-spirit. Sometimes the first

piece is dedicated to the Virgin or to the Holy
Trinity, a Christian modification of the pagan
term.^ In Macedonia ^ the occasion of the family

feast is attended with much ceremony. The cake
is set in the centre of the supper-table, and much
incense is shaken about it. Then it is broken in

two by the father and mother of the family, and
the father divides it up into smaller parts. The
first is dedicated to St. Basil, whose festival it

is ; the second is given to the house

—

i.e., to the

stoicheion who guards the family interests ; the

third to the domestic animals of the house ; the

fourth to the furniture ; and the rest to the

members of the family according to age. When
supper is over, the table with the cake is removed
to a corner, and St. Basil may come and partake

of it.

In some of the villages of Cy^rus,^ on New
Year's Eve, they set out on a separate table the

first plate of the dinner, some wine, and a purse

of money, which would appear to be an offering

to the spirit of the house. But Christianising

the custom, they dedicate these offerings to St.

^ Polites, napaSaa-eis, ii. p. 1067.

" Abbott, Folklore of Macedonia, p. 77.

' Polites, napaS6(reis, ii. p. 1067.
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Basil, that he may come and bless the house.
The inhabitants of Leros ^ have a similar custom,
but they choose another date for its observance.

On the eve of the New Year according to the
old style

—

i.e., on 1st September— the Lerian
housewife places different kinds of dainties on
a table set in the middle of the room, with the
avowed purpose of providing refreshment for the
stoicheion, who will visit the house and bring luck
for the year.

In Chios ^ the ceremony is slightly varied, but
its intent remains the same. On New Year's

Day the inhabitants of Pyrgi, a Chiote village,

make a mixture of beans, pomegranate seeds, and
different kinds of currants. One of the inmates
of the house must spend the night under a

strange roof, and then return in the morning
to his family. He takes the mixture of beans
and sprinkles with it the whole house as well

as the inmates. This is a modern curtailment

of a more elaborate ceremony of earlier times,

such as is described by Leo Allatius,^ the Chiote
folklorist of the seventeenth century.

" On 1st January, when the memory of Basil the Great
is honoured, the father, or when he is absent the

mother, of the family, at daybreak, before any one leaves

the house, goes out himself, and taking a basket prepared
for the purpose, in which fruits of different kinds, con-

fectionery, and white bread made with the greatest care

have been put, returns to the house, and murmuring
good wishes for the house and its inmates, makes a

circuit of the house thrice, sprinkling the dainties freely

and abundantly. They say, and this I whisper, that, by

• Tsigades, AcpioKa. ^ Politea, napaS6<rfis, ii. p. 1067.

^ De Qrcecorwm hodic guorundum opinationibus Epistola, ch. xxv.
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this abundance of eatables, for that year good fortune

will follow the house. When I saw the thing myself,

I said, with a laugh, that better fortune would be theirs

if they chewed up and swallowed these things which
they threw uselessly away."

The family festival of Christmas, instead of

New Year, is the occasion for similar acts of

worship in Kephallenia.^ The ceremony as per-

formed there is particularly interesting, for it shows
clear traces of the pagan cult of the house-gods.

A cake, called the "houloura of the corner"

—

i.e.,

the hearth (17 Kovkovpa ttJ'? yo)vta<;), is made in

the house from the dough of the Christmas loaf,

with sesame, raisins, and almonds added, and
receives the stamp of the holy seal. Inside is

hidden a small coin. When the family party
and servants have assembled round the kitchen

fire, three blazing logs are placed against each
other on the hearth, and the master of the house
half cuts up the kouloura, making a piece for

each one present. Then he throws on to the
fire a glass of pure wine and oil, saying, " Thy
birth, O Christ, the God," and when the smoke
has cleared, all divide off their pieces of the cake

and seek for the coin. Luck attends him who
finds it. The devout interpret the ceremony as

symbolising the spread of the Gospel in the
division of the kouloura, but the fire and the

libation of unmixed wine point to a survival of

paganism. The fire burns in honour of the

Hearth Goddess, to whom is offered the kouloura,

which was afterwards eaten by the worshippers,

as was usual with cake offerings. Hestia, the
1 'E(TTia, 1889 (i.), p. 420.
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Roman Vesta, was the religious centre of the
family, and her altar was haunted by the house-

gods. Her symbol was the hearth-fire, to which
the modern Kephalleniote pours his libation, and
the cake is called by her name, for ya)vid = eo-ria

in common talk. The importance of the Greek
Hestia was not great, for although offerings were
made to her and to the 6eoi Trarpwoi, their religion

was essentially a state concern, and the family

rites were subordinate. The Roman Vesta, how-
ever, was a powerful goddess, along with the
Lares Familiares, and it is undoubtedly due to

Roman influence that this cult of the house-

spirit survives in Greece.

THE UNLUCKY DAYS OF THE DRYMAIS.

In all parts of Greece on certain days of August
and March it is considered necessary to abstain

from particular kinds of work in order to avoid

disaster. These days are called S/au/iats in the

majority of places ; SpvfjifiaTa in Chios ;
-^ dyid-

ire^ra (the holy five) in Naxos ;
^ /ca/cais tov

'Aoucttov (the evil days of August) in Cyprus ;
^

i<j>Tayov(TLd (the seven of August) in Epirus.*

Sometimes the word Spuju,ai or BpvfifjLaTa is

applied to the spirits which are believed to be

abroad on these days, rather than to the days

themselves. Thus Kampouroglos ^ defines the

drymais as the evil spirits of the waters.

' UatTiriTiis, XiaKhv r\ti!(Tirdpiov, p. 139.

2 'EaHtt, 1891 (ii.), p. 394. ' Sakellarios, Kvirpiaxd, i. p. 710.

-* Syllogos, 1883-84, p. 134. = 'Iffropia, ii. p. 157.
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In Syme,^ on the first fifteen days of August,
no washing is done, because the drymais are

reigning, and the month is called "AXoucttos (un-

washed). In^Cos^ the Neraids, who work evil

at this time, are called 'AXovo-rit-at. In Naxos ^

lst-5th August are days of this kind, hence the

name aytd77€<^Ta. No woman may do her washing
in the river, because the wind hears the noise

of the beating of clothes and becomes so violent

that it tears up trees. In Cyprus* lst-5th August
are unlucky. The Cypriotes avoid beginning any
enterprise and do no washing. They believe

that if they did their hands would become
paralysed, and the clothes would be burned up.

In Epirus,^ at Ophis, the first five days of August
are unlucky. People do not wash clothes, or

go into the fields lest their skin should become
covered with white marks, which would spread

and cause death. In Crete ^ the period is longer.

On the first six and last six days of August
clothes are not cut out or washed, and grapes are

not gathered, because it is believed they would
get burned. When women are obliged to wash
they throw pieces of iron into the water for luck.

Iron is a common means of protection against

fairies. Abbott '^ relates that Macedonian bathers

in August arm themselves with a rusty nail to

prevent the drymais from approaching. In Chios,^

on the first six days of August, clothes are not

^ GregoropouloB, Syme, p. 86.

s Polites, Uapa.l6<ieis, i. pp. 657, 658, 728, &c.

3 "Eo-Ti'o, 1891 (2), p. 394. * Sakellarios, KmpiaKd, i. p. 710.

6 SyUogos, 1891, p. 134. « AeKnov, 1885-89, p. 336.

' Maced. FolUore, p. 63. ' noo-iri^TTjr, Xiafcio- rKwcrcrdpiov, p. 139.
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washed, and lentisk - trees are not pierced for

mastic, for fear they should wither completely.

All the above cases show great similarity of

superstitions. The days of the drymais are in

August, and there is abstention from work, par-

ticularly from the washing of clothes. But in

one or two districts we find the drymais in March,
in connection with wood-cutting and vineyards.

In Zagorio -^ March and August each have nine

days of drymais—three at the beginning, three

in the middle, and three at the end of the month.
In March there is no cutting of wood or vines on
these nine days, and in August no clothes-wash-

ing. A current saying is :
" The drymais of

March for wood and of August for clothes."

j7 Spt'/iot? Tov Ma/3Ttou '9 TO. ^vKa
Kal T AvryovcrTov '9 TO. iravid.

The same belief is held in Macedonia,^ where
the days are the first three days and last three,

and every Wednesday and Friday. Abbott sug-

gests that the drymais may be nymphs, who
are in spring wood-nymphs, in summer water-

nymphs.
The derivation of the name drymais is a

disputed question. A modern lexicographer^

gives the word as derived from hpvirTOi, I

tear, whence the rending of washed clothes

;

other suggestions* are Spvfio's, a wood, and
hpifia.1, cold, neither of which seems very apt.

Schmidt^ connects the word with the Spu/^iSes

^ SyUogos, 1883-84, p. 201. 'HTreipicTDca 'kviXfKra.

2 Abbott, Maeed. FolUore, p. 63. = UamdTris, p. 139.

* Abbott, Maced. FolMore, p. 63. ^ Volksleien, p. 130.
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vv\L^ai of the Ancients. But Spvfii.Ses is used

only in a fragment of a late comic poet. It

does not seem necessary to go farther than the

SpvaBes, the dryad nymphs of mythology, for

a suitable origin of the superstition. The days

on which they are to be specially feared

have come to be called by their names. The
question why the particular days are chosen

cannot be satisfactorily explained, for the origin

of a sense of ill-luck is always difficult to trace.

Probably it survives from ancient times. The
Greeks^ consider the last three days of each

month unlucky, because they were consecrated

to the chthonian deities ; and on such days no

enterprise was begun. At Athens the Anthes-

teria in March was unlucky, and the Plynteria

in June. The third and thirteenth days were

added, and the fifth day because the Erinnys

reigned then. This is equalled by Hahn's^
statement of modern Albanian beliefs, where
the 9th, 12th, and 29th of each month and
all Tuesdays are unlucky. All over Greece

Tuesday is still an unlucky day for all enter-

prises. Not even a hair must be cut on
Tuesday [rrjv rpLTTjv /at^Sc rpt^j^a), and May is

an unlucky month for marriage. But super-

stitions often contradict each other in different

districts. For example, September is a very

lucky month for marriage in Athens ;
^ but in

the Peloponnese at Gortyn it is unlucky, and
they say that people married then will be cut

down like the vines and grapes in that month.

1 Daremherg et Saglio, p. 173. ^ Albanische Studien, p. 156.

^ naTra^a(p€ip6Trov\os^ TlepiffuvaywyT} y\aiacrtKTJs 0\ris, p. 52.
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Another saying which encourages laziness is

—

Friday for your husband, and Wednesday for

your children (llapacr/ceu^ tov avrpa crov, TerpoiSr}

TO. TTaiSid (Tov).^ So women do not work on
those days for sake of the husband and the
children's health.

SOME FUNERAL CUSTOMS.

Very few of the old peculiar rites of burial

remain in Greece. Athens still has her funeral

processions with the corpse uncovered, although

a law against it has been passed. The regulation

wallers and mourners— such as flourished par-

ticularly at Mykonos, according to Tournefort,^

—have passed away ; but the breaking of a

water-vessel, although no longer practised with

the same universality as formerly, is still a

common act in the house of mourning. It used

to be the rule to break a vessel of water either

at the grave, or when the procession was passing

the house, or as the body left the house. The
idea underlying the practice is open to various

interpretations.^

A common method of driving away evil spirits

is the breaking of crockery or the beating of

copper implements. At Tripolis* this is avow-
edly the aim with which the new pitchers are

broken after a death. A relative of the family,

over fifty years old, breaks a quantity of these

^ naira^a0eip(f7rouAos, nepiffwaywyT] yhwtrffiKTJs uK^^j p. 339.

^ Tournefort, Voyage en Levant, p. 43.

s Uapvaaads, 1894-95, p. 81. Ibid.
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at the house door, and this drives off evil spirits

and ensures the longevity of the survivors. In
this way the act would be one of purification.

Another idea is that the water-vessel is des-

tined for the corpse, and its breaking ensures

the certainty of its use by eliminating the pos-

sibility of its serviceableness for other purposes.

This seems a probable signification when the act

takes place at the grave, and the priest, pour-

ing out a little water, breaks the pitcher at

once, and then throws a handful of earth into

the grave. Connected with this is the belief

in the life of man after death, and the necessity

of conveying food to him. Bread and water are

sometimes left in the room in which the corpse

lies before burial. On All Souls' Eve in Sardinia,^

many families have the custom of exposing out-

side the door of their house jugs of water, so

that souls in passing may quench their thirst.

And for their own dead a repast is prepared

round the kitchen hearth— the scene of birth

and death—and a light is left.

The idea of providing for the dead in their

journey to the next world is seen in other

primitive customs still surviving. Sometimes a

coin is placed on the lips of the corpse to pay for

Charon's crossing.^ At the village of Komiak^ in

Naxos ^ the obolos for Charon bears the ancient

name of va.v\ov, freight-money. It is not a coin,

but a wax cross with the letters I X N ('Itjctovs

XpLaTo$ Nt/ca). This is laid on the closed lips.

• F. Poggi, Usi natalizi della Sardinia.
^ UdvSupa, xi. p. 449.

5 Bent, The Cyclades, p. 363.
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In Samos^ a piece of pottery similarly

marked is put on the lips. It is said that
Greek women still put a letter into the dead
man's hand for transmission to the next
world. 2

In the Abruzzi country ^ money is put in the
dead man's pocket to pay for the crossing of

the Jordan.

An Armenian funeral custom shows a mixture
of ancient Greek and modern Turkish.* Every
person dedicates, according to his means, a sum
of money or certain household goods to be dis-

tributed at death to the poor, in order to ensure

their prayers for his soul's repose. This is called

toll - money or passage - money. The recipients

promise to perform a certain number of prayers

on behalf of the deceased, that he may not be

hindered by toll - keepers on the road to

Paradise.

It is possible that the universal Greek custom
of offering up kollyva arises from the same idea

of providing food for the dead. Throughout
Greece kollyva constitute one of the chief rites

of mourning. They are made of cereals, corn,

currants, and the like, and the usual method
of preparing them is the following.^ The
women wash the corn thrice and boil it. They
shake incense over it, put it out to dry with

lighted candles, and place on top of it a glass of

water, from which the relatives of the deceased

' Safitaica, p. 37. ^ L. Gamett, Greek Folk-Poesy, p. 395.

" Finamore, Tradizione poprdari ahruzzesi, p. 87.

* L. Gamett, Women of TwTcey, p. 247.

° Stamatiades, 2a/iioK<i, p. 306.

N
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may drink to appease heart-ache. When dry,

the corn is placed in a flat bronze dish, the near-

est relative putting in the first three handfuls,

and the other relatives fill the dish, adding

sugar, almonds, currants, pomegranate-seeds, and
calling on the name of the dead. They cross

it three times with new-baked bread, which they

break into four and lay round the dish. Then
they send the dish to the church, where the priest

reads the usual memorial service over it. Other
hollyva may be sent to relatives who pray for

the soul of the deceased. These kollyva are used

on yearly anniversaries of the death, and on the

third, ninth,and fortieth days, and six months after

the death; also on the Days of the Dead appointed

in the Church Calendar

—

i.e., 30th November,
and the Saturdays of Meat-eating Week and
Cheese-eating Week of Carnival, the first Satur-

day in Lent, and the Saturday after the first

Sunday after Ascension Day. After the hollyva

have rested in the church, they may be divided

amongst the poor, or taken to the cemeteries

and left on the tombs. This last is the original

custom. At Kalymnos,^ on Christmas, Easter,

29th June, 1st September, and St. Andrew's
Day, cakes and sweets are laid on the tombs, and
are eaten afterwards by children and beggars.

At Archag^ in Armenia when a corpse is laid

out for burial in the church, two flat loaves of

bread are placed on the body ; and it is admitted
that the former custom was that the friends should

' Folk-Lore, vol. x., Rouse, " Folk-Lore from S, Sporades'' p. 173.

' Folk-Lore, vol. xv., R. Harris, " Notes from, Armenia," p. 440.
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eat the bread, although now they assert that the
purpose is to distract the church mice from the
body. The custom of eating at the tomb sur-

vives from the ancient funeral feast. Sometimes
in Albania the hollyva cakes bear stamped on
them the image of the dead. In Sicily, on All

Souls' Day, cakes with images of skulls and
skeletons are eaten.^ Hartland sees in these

customs the survival of the old idea of renewing
the unity of the claa upon the death of one of its

members. The ecclesiastical symbolism of the

custom of hollyva is that it represents the

resurrection of the dead. As the seeds rise

from the earth and bear fruit, so the dead will

rise again.

The legend of Julian the Apostate's ^ practical

joke does not explain the matter.

The hollyva for the dead might be derived

from the offerings of the Greeks at the Anthes-
teria. The 13th Anthesteria was the festival

of the x^'^P^'" -^ ^^® citizens boiled jars of

vegetables {Trava-rrepixia) and offered to Hermes
and the other chthonian gods. The idea of

benefiting the crops remains even in the case of

hollyva for the dead. The connection between
such hollyva and those we discussed in connection

with the Panagia of the Harvest ^ is obviously

close. The probable origin of both lies in first-

fruit offerings.

' Hartland, Legend of Perseus, ii. p. 288.

2 Niceph. Callist., Eccles. Hist., x. ch. 12.

3 P. 176.
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APOTROPAIC CEREMONIES.

Ceremonies of purification include an appeal to

the benevolence of the Powers above, and aim at

the removal of unpropitious influences. In their

simplest form they are incantations against

insects and less tangible spirits of evil, and the

beginning of a new season calls them into

practice. For example, up to recent times a
spring - cleaning festival became due on 1st

March, and the housewife would accompany her
cleansing efforts with this injunction against

household pests

—

" Thou art here, March. Hail to thee !

Thy swarms, too, are here.

Out with fleas and pests,

In with March and joy."
^

At Kythnos, similarly on 1st March children

go from house to house singing

—

" Away, fleas and rats, away to the hills and mountains.

May your cocoons be many and tight, and powerful and heavy
with silk."

2

In Macedonia March is likewise greeted

—

" Out with fleas and bugs, in with health and joy." ^

^ Kampouroglos, 'lo-ropia twc 'ASrivwy, i. p. 242

—

'HXflej, MapTT), 9j\0es, 'yeid crou

Tj\6e 71 irKTjdofj.afjLovBid trov,

o|w ^vWot Kal ^iiapdj

fifffa MdpTTj Kal x^P^-
2 Bent, Cydades, p. 434.

' Abbott, Folklore of Macedonia, p. 18.
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And on Cheese Sunday boys sling stones, cry-

ing—

" Where the arrow flies, may the flea fall." ^

And in the summer on St. John's Eve when
they leap over bonfires, it is called " trampling
on the fleas," with the purpose of extermin-
ation. ^

The same ceremony is performed at Syme on
22nd April, St. George's Eve.^ Jumping over
the fires, boys call

—

" Out with fleas and bugs, and pests of mice.''

At Syme and in Epeiros also the word flea is not
pronounced on Clean Monday, nor the word
mouse on Easter Day, for fear of incurring a

plague of these creatures. At Samos,* on Cheese
Sunday, they spread egg-shells on the streets

and cry, " Out with fleas and bugs."

Such are a few examples of purely pagan rites

and superstitions practised for a salutary purpose.

In other parts of Greece similar ceremonies come
under the patronage of the Church, and are con-

nected with St. Tryphon. In Kythnos^ St.

Tryphon is worshipped as the protector of agri-

culture against rats, bugs, &c. In Epeiros,** on

1st February, St. Tryphon's Day, they bake
Jcoulouria, ring-like cakes, and roll them through

' Abbott, Folklore of Macedonia, p. 24. ^ /hid., p. 57.

^ ^iWoyos, Ztaypd<petos''Ay(t!v, 1891, p. 215.

* 2a/iiaKa "Eflijua, p. 133.

* Hautteooeur, Folklore de Kyihnos, p. 5.

« SiXXoyos, 1891, p. 14.
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the vineyards, farms, and gardens, crying, in the
hope of good crops

—

" Fruitful Tryphon, come hither to my vineyard and
to my farm, that we may eat and drink."

On the other hand, in Albania,^ on St. Tryphon's
Day, no one enters the fields or gardens, leaving

them to the protection of the saint. Near Triglia,

in Bithynia, one hour west of the town is St.

Tryphon's well, from which water is drawn to be

sprinkled on the fields and gardens on the Satur-

days of May, in order to kill off rats and worms.
At Karyai in Thessaly ^ water blessed in the church
is scattered on the vineyards to the formula

—

" Come, come, St. Tryphon, come that we may eat and
drink ; and guard our vineyards from the beetles."

On Seriphos,^ St. Tryphon is recognised as the

protector of agriculture. No house - cleaning

must be done when his festival takes place. The
Church offers prayers to the saint, supplicating

him to ward off blight.

The recognition of St. Tryphon's powers is

authorised in general by the Church, although
the particular ceremonies are confined to special

localities where agriculture is all-important. The
Synaxaria give several prayers to the saint, of

which the following is an example :
*

—

" A prayer of supplication to St. Tryphon, if it should
happen that farms and gardens and vineyards be
injured by reptiles and crickets and insects."

1 Hahn, Altanische Studien, p. 155. ^ 'Sa/J,iaKa''E6i/j.a, p. 138.

• Bent, Cyclades, p. 3. * Swa^apia-TTis, N. 'Ayi6pfiTos, ii. p. 359.
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Then follows an invocation to St. Tryphon to
have pity on famine-bringing devastations by
insects, &c., and to chase avray all kinds of ani-

mals, separately named, from farms, gardens, and
vineyards :

—

" For thou, martyr, didst receive this special and
peculiar gift from our Saviour Jesus Christ. Not only
formerly during thy lifetime on account of thy godly
conduct, but even more now after death on account of
that martyr death by bloodshed which thou didst face

by thy confession of faith."

In a treatise on mediaeval magic and exor-

cism of the fifteenth or sixteenth century, the
following invocation to St. Tryphon is given. ^

First comes an exorcism against the fourteen

animals which destroy vineyards, gardens, fields,

and oak-trees.

. . . "Fear the oath, all ye beasts, and come out
speedily from this vineyard, land, house, and garden,

wherever is proclaimed the prayer of the glorious

martyr Tryphon. Do not halt, but go to the wild hills

and fruitless trees, for there the Lord God gave you
your daily food. ... If you do not hearken to this oath,

not of me, the humblest and least of men, but of God
the Father, and Son, and Holy Spirit, and Holy
Trinity, and of the holy Tryphon, the Lord God will

send to you his inexorable angel, who has power over

beasts, and will bind you by his mighty name with lead

and iron, and he will send to you St. Tryphon, and he

will send the sparrows to devour you." . . .

Here St. Tryphon is the messenger of God, sent

to take the field against the insects. The same

' F. Pradel, Griechische u. Suditalienische Oebete Beschworungen u.

Rezepte des Mittelalters, p. 11.
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mediseval system of exorcism is found in AUatius.-^

He reports that some monks of Tuscany used the

invocation to St. Tryphon in the Greek Prayer-
book to expel insects from the fields, with the
following ceremonies :

—

" Fasting, after Mass, clad in stoles, with much earn-

estness, they go round the garden reciting the said

prayers of Tryphon, and sprinkling the garden with
water which had been blessed at Epiphany and which is

kept all the year. When they have gone round the

garden, they go outside and halt on a hilly and wild or

marshy place, for if they entered the garden they would
effect nothing. The wonder is that after a short time,

by the same way by which the priest advanced, those

insects, obeying the command, rush out at headlong speed
and go down to that spot, and after consuming what is

edible they disappear ; if it is a marsh or water, they
are of necessity immersed and choked, drowned, suffo-

cated."

This practice of simple exorcism against insects

personifying powers of evil is directly handed
down from pagan antiquity. A quotation from
Lucian^ will suffice to show this

—

"After he came to the field from the east and re-

peated some sacred seven names out of an ancient book,

and purified the place with sulphur and a torch, and
went round it thrice, he drove out all the creeping

things within its boundaries."

No explanation for St. Tryphon's connection

with this custom is found in the Synaxaria. A
* De Orwcorwm hodie quorundum Opinationihus Epistola, ch. 29.

^ Philopseudes, § 12.
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gooseherd in early youth, he won fame and saint-

hood by curing diseases and driving out devils

in the time of Augustus, but he was not distin-

guished in any special way from the hundreds of

saints who are reported to have cured demonic
possession. Probably his connection with these
primitive and practical lustrative ceremonies is

to be attributed to the coincidence of his festival

with the opening of the purificatory season of

February,

CARNIVAL AND MID-LENT APOTROPAIC
CEREMONIES.

Throughout the season of spring we find a

recurrent type of apotropaic ceremony in which a

wider idea of expulsion is embodied than that of

St. Tryphon's rites. In its general form the type
represents a purification for the new by means of

an expulsion of the old, and Frazer^ has shown its

prevalence throughout Europe. , Here we shall

deal with only one section—those special cere-

monies practised in Greece or Italy which will

add to our illustration of the pagan purification

idea. The use of prophylactic bells is common
at the present day. An exposition of similar

ancient pagan practices has been given by
A. B. Cook. 2 Now in Epeiros the ringing-in

of Annunciation Day has a similar significa-

tion. Before dawn on 25th March bands of

1 0. B., ii. pp. 70 sgg.

^ /. H. S., xxii. p. 5, The Qong at Dodona.
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children ring bells with great energy while they
sing

—

Flee, ye snakes,

For Annunciation Day has come.

They will cut off your heads,

That they may break your necks, &c.^, 1

On that day every house and garden has to be
"rung out," otherwise bad luck will attend it,

and snakes will inhabit it. In the evening the

children again indulge in their noisy rite, and
repeat the words

—

"The new season has come, the blessed day," &c.,

which call attention to the significance of the

ceremony as a preparation for a new year. 25th

March is the day on which shepherds hang the

bells on to their sheep—probably a ceremony
connected with apotropaic usages.

In Albania^ the prophylactic noise is made
by women, who beat together copper vessels on
the morning of 25th March, with the same
snake-expelling purpose.

The Christmas revels on the Lateran at Rome
are accompanied by the ringing of terra-cotta

bells, which are believed to ward off the evil spirits

infesting the quarter, where slaves and male-

factors were buried in Roman times. It became
a witch-haunted district, and required some
remedy to make it habitable. Similarly, every
Friday evening in March takes place in Calabria

the " Chase of Witches " by hideous music and

' 'E0'A/i. ToS 'HTrefpou, Oct. 1904.

2 Hahn, Alb. Stud., i. p. 155.
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clamorous bells. ^ The evil spirits to be expelled are

frequently regarded as the wintry season itself.

A ceremony which takes place annually at Trip-

olis on the last day of February illustrates this

aspect of apotropaic ceremonies.^ There at sun-

set the children of the little town run riot with
clanging bells, which are rung with extra vigour

when they surround a lame person in the streets.

Sometimes a troupe of children is headed by a

lame boy, who carries no bell, but who seems to

be chased by the others. They tell you that

they are engaged in expelling lame February.^
All over Greece February is dubbed a lame
month owing to the fewness of its days, and the

superstition holds in some parts that all children

born during the month are liable to become lame,

and that in general the month is unlucky, as it

was in ancient times. The Tripolis ceremony makes
the month an unlucky thing, taking the place of

the evil spirits who have to be driven forth.

Similar customs obtain in Sicily. At Valagno,*

for example, on the last day of February, bells are

rung and the people cry, "Out with February,

that March may come hither." ^

This leads us to the next stage in these cere-

monies—to some Carnival customs where the

expulsion takes a concrete form. The person ex-

pelled represents the undesirable pest, be it evil,

unlucky, or merely ready to join the rubbish-

heap.
^ Trede, Das Heidentum, iv. p. 254.

' K. M. Dawkins, /. H. S., 1906, p. 206, Modern Carnival in Thrace.

' BydWoiiev t6 KovrtTO<p\i$apo.

* Pitr^, Cv/riositd di Usi Popelari, p. 114.

' " Va fora Februar, che Marzo sia qua.

"
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In out-of-the-way places in Greece one comes
across local varieties of the idea which survive

there, while in larger towns the Carnival has

become uninterestingly uniform. At the little

village of Chassid, on Mount Parnes, a kind of

morality play representing one of these expulsions

is enacted on the first day of Lent, Cheese
Monday. Carnival has become during the one

night a thing abhorred, to be chased from the

village, and so much is this Lenten revel

enjoyed that the performance is kept up all

the day. Carnival is represented as Mephis-

topheles in black, and a masquerading priest

heads the villagers in the pursuit. Up and
down, again and again, they hunt him with
untiring ardour, refreshing themselves at in-

tervals, with the result that Lent begins amid
a scene of great joviality. In the end Mephis-

topheles is ejected. It may be that the

masqueraders of Carnival came to be regarded

as evil spirits, and therefore worthy of expulsion,

in the same way as we have observed the

Christmas maskers may have given origin to the

Kallikantzaroi. ^

A Lenten ceremony at Pylos ^ is of the same
description. After dark on Cheese Monday, the

first day of Lent, takes place the funeral and
cremation of Dionysos, as he is called in the

town. The effigy of Dionysos is borne on a bier,

preceded by a priest wearing a long white beard

and by two torch-bearers. They move slowly to

the sound of drum and pipe, and stop finally in

' p. 108.

° E. L. TiltoD, Folklore, vi. p. 205, Lenten Ceremony at Pylos,
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the central square. There a bonfire is made, and
the chief priest leads a wild dance around it.

Amid general excitement the priest sets fire to

the effigy, and then they all dance more madly
than before, throwing their disguises into the

flames.

This effigy, commonly called Dionysos, was
explained by a peasant to be the man who had
eaten all the meat, and had thus brought about
the necessity for Lenten privations. The ordinary

name, combined with this fanciful interpretation,

illustrates the origin and the development of the

ceremony. The Dionysiac Carnival had its death

of the Carnival King, and the popular ideas of

more modern times personify Lent as an un-

pleasing personage, whose proper fate is a violent

death.

Similar representations of the beginning of a

new season are to be found in Thrace at Carnival

time. The death of the chief actor in this annual

allegorical play during the last week of Carnival

at the village of St. George in the Viza district

has been fully described by E.. M. Dawkins,^ who
traces clear evidence of Dionysiac survivals. At
Kosti,^ on the Black Sea, another king dies on the

second day of Carnival. He is called the Chon-

chontos or Koukeros, and is dressed in goatskins

adorned with many bells, like the Carnival figure

in Scyros.* After making a triumphal procession,

during which he blesses the crops, he is thrown

' /. H. S., 1906, p. 191, Modern Carnival in Thrace.

^ nepl Tuc dvaixreiiaplwv Kai &\\av Tivuv irapaSd^uv iBiiJia>v Ka\ TrpoXi]^euv.

A. Xoup/Aov^mSou. 1873.

3 Cf. J. C. Lawson, B. S. A., vi. p. 125.
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into the river, where he casts oif his skin clothing
and comes out naked. Then he puts on his own
clothes again.

This performance may signify the death of the
old season, winter, to be succeeded by spring as

he arises from the river, and it is combined with
propitiatory rites for the crops and with a rain-

charm.^ It is the death of winter to propitiate

the fruitful summer god who succeeds him.

In proof of the prevalence of this idea numerous
examples are given from Romance and Slav
peoples by Usener.^ One of the least remote
places is Zurich, where the day of the Sech-

selatiter celebrates the burning of the depart-

ing year. A picturesque example may be added
from Brittany. The " Pardon " of St Servais ^ on
13th May, on the mountains of Are, is a festival

at which a struggle takes place between winter
and summer. The saint is the protector of the
crops, and his little figure is the centre of the
fight between two opposing parties, the Cornou-
ailles and the Vannetais. In the midst of the
service the bands raise their staves, and the
one side shouts, " Throw off the frost. Oats
and wheat to the Cornouailles." The others
reply, " Throw off the frost. Oats and wheat and
black corn to the Vannetais." A struggle takes
place outside the church round the banner and
statue of the saint : the statue of the saint has
been taken, and the statue is smashed to pieces.

The side which eventually retains the banner will

be assured of a good harvest. The festival has

^ p. 120. '^ Italisch Mythen, Rhein. Mus., X3tx. p. 182.
' A. le Braz, TJie Zand of Pardons.
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now been prohibited, and the prevaiUng agricul-

tural depression is attributed to its omission.

In Albania on Easter Saturday a procession of

children with torches goes to the river. They
throw their torches into the water and cry, " Hail,

Kore ! we throw you into the river like our

torches, so that you may never return." Kore is

the spirit of winter.^

A very common method of expressing these

ideas is to cast the invidium upon Lent per-

sonified by an old woman. The sawing or

burning of the old woman ^ is merely another

form of the ceremony. In Malta ^ children

believe that la ghagiusa, the oldest woman of

the village, is killed at noon on Thursday of

mid - Lent. Lent is represented in Calabria *

by a puppet, in shape like an ugly old woman,
at whose feet are laid seven feathers, represent-

ing the weeks to Easter, and at mid-Lent her

head is cut off.

The miscellaneous examples given in this last

chapter will suggest to the reader how great an
influence the antiquity of Greece still has over

the modern Greek, how superstition continues to

obstruct the progress of education, trade, and
general enlightenment, and how the whole mode
of life is aflfected by a wilful fostering of ancient

traditions.

* Hahn, Alb. Studien, i. p. 160. ^ Frazer, G. £., ii. pp. 70 sqq.

^ Busuttil, Holiday Customs in Malta, p. 143.

• Trede, Das Heidentum, iv. p. 255.
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Pyanepsion, 176, 177
Pylos, Mid-lent at, 204

Rain-charms, 119 sqq.

Rainmaker, Panagia as, 43
Rousalia, St., 31

Rousalia, the, 167

Sanatoria, 60, 61

Saturnalia, 95 sqq.

Sawing of the old woman, 207

Sichna, the, 117

SUaboma, 56, 57
Snake as stoicheion, 182, 183
Songs, Epiphany, 125-127

Spata, miracle at, 47, 48
Stoicheion, 178 sqq.

Stylianos, St., 19
Survivals, 10
Swallow song, 155 sqq.

Syme, St. Michael of, 54
Syrian festival of the Assumption,

172, 173

Taygetos, St. Elias on, 20, 21

Tenos, festival at, 73 sqq.

Thallelaios, St., 26
Thargelia, 177
Thera, Easter at, 130 sqq.

Therapon, St., 25
Toxaris, 69, 70
Transference of disease, 67, 68
Troy, shrines at, 5

TruUan Synod, canon of the, 97
Tryphon, St., 197 sqq.

Unlucky days, 190, 191

Vecchiarelli, 168
Vegetation charms, 149, 150

Venere, St., 33, 34
Viar, St., 34

Zagora, St. John at, 72
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PERIODS OF EUROPEAN LITERATURE: A Complete and
CoNTDinocs History op the Subjbot. Edited by Profbhsob SAINTS-
BURY. In 12 crown 8vo vols., each 6s. net.

I. THE DARK AGES. By Professor W. P. Khr.
II. THE FLOURISHING OF ROMANCE AND THE RISE OF

ALLEaOBY. (12THAKD1BTH ClNTUBiBS.) By GBOBGB SAINTS-
BURT, M.A., Hon. LL.D., Aberdeen, Professor of Bhetorio and
English Literaimre in Bdintiurgh UDiversity.

III. THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY. By F. J. Snill.
IV. THE TRANSITION PERIOD. By Prof. G. Grbgobt Smith.
V. THE EARLIER RENAISSANCE. By The Editor.
VL THE LATER RENAISSANCE, By Davhi Hannat.

VII. THE FIRST HALF OP THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.
By Prof. H. J. C. Geieeson.

VIII. THE AUGUSTAN AGES. By Olivkb Elton.
IX. THE MID-EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. By ,1. H. Millar.
X. THE ROMANTIC REVOLT. By Prof. C. E. Vauqhan.
XI. THE ROMANTIC TRIUMPH. Bv T. S. Omond.
XII. THE LATER NINETEENTH CENTURY. By The Editor.

PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS
Edited by WILLIAM KNIGHT,
in the University of St Andrews,

Dbsoabtsb,
Butler
Bbbkblet, .

FlCHTE, . .

Kant,

. . . Pro*. M haffy.

. . Rev. W. h. C lllns.

Prof. Campbell P ser.

. Prof. Adam on.
Prof. Wallace.

Hamilton Prof. Vcitcli.

Heobl, . . .The Master of Balljol.

Leibnix, . . . John Theodore M^i s.

FOR ENGLISH READERS.
LL.D., Professor of Moral Philosophy
Re-issiie in Shilling VoVwmes net.

Vicio, I'rof. Flint.

Hobbes, . , Prof. CrooTD Robertson.
Hume Prof. Knight.
Spinoza, ... . . Principal Caird.

Bacon i Part I., . . . Prof. Niohol.

Bacon : Part II., .... Prof. Nichol.

Locke, . , Prof. Campbell Fraset.

FOREIGN CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS, Edited by

Mrs OLIPHANT. Chbap Re-issue. In limp cloth, foap. 8vo, price Is.

eacli net.

Dantk, by fche Kditor. — Voltaire,
by General Sir E, B. Hamley, K.O.B.
— Pascal, by Principal Tulloch. — Pe-
TBABCH, by Henry Reeve, O.B.

—

Gokthe,
by A. Hayward, Q.C.—Molierk, by bhe
Editor and F. Tarver, M.A.—Montaigne,
by Bev. W. L, CoUins.—Rabelais, by Sir

Walter Besant. — Calderon, by B. J.

Haeall.—Saint Simon, b? W. Collins,

Oervahtbs, by the Editor. — Oornkillb
AND Racine, by Henry M, Trollope. ~
Madame de ^^&vx&s±^ by Miss Thackeray.
— La Fontaine, ani> other French
Fabulists, by Rev. W. Lucaa Collins,
M.A. —Schiller, by James Sime, M.A.
— Tasso, by B. J. Haaell. — Rousseau,
by Henry Grey Graham. — Alfred de
Musset, by 0. F". Oliphatjt.

ANCIENT CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS. Edited by
the Rbv. W. LUCAS COLLINS, M.A. Chkap Rk-issub, In limp cloth,

foap, 8vo, price Is. each net.

ContenU 0/ the .Ssriea.—Homer : Iliad,

by the Bditor.—Homer; Odyssey, by the

Editor.—Herodotus, by Q. C. Swayce.—
C«8AB, by Anthony TroUope.—Viugtl, by
the Bditor. — Horace, by Sir Theodore
Martin.~iBB0HYLOS, by Bishop Coplestou.
— Xenophon, by Sir Alex. Grant.

—

Cicero,

by the Editor.—Sophoclks, by G. W. Col-

lias.—Pliny, by Rfiv. A. Church and W. J.

Brodribb.—BuRiPiDKS, by W. E. Donne.—
/jVENAL, by K. Walford. — Aribtophanes,

by ttie Editor.—Hesiod and Theoonio, by

J. Davles. - Plactch and Terence, by the
Bditor. — Tacitub, by W. B. Donne.—
LuciAN, by the Editor.-Plato, by 0. W,
Collins. — Greek Anthology, by Lord
Neaves.-LivT, by the Editor.—Ovid, by
Rev. A. Church. — Catullus, TiBULLua,
AND Properttus, by J. Daviea.

—

Demos-
thenes, by W. J. Brodribb.-Aristotle,
by Sir Alex. Grant.—Thucydides, by the
Editor.—Lucretius, by W. H. Mallook.-
1?INBAB, by RfV. F. D J^r.rWf
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ACTA SANCTORUM HIBERNIiE ; Ex Codice Salmanticensi,
Nono primum integre edlta opera Gaboli dz Smedt et Jobxphi ds Backeh, e
Soc. Jesn, Hagiographorum Bollandianonun ; Anctore et SumptaB Largiente
JoANNx Fatbicio Mabokione Boteab. In One handeome 4to Volume, bound Is
half roxborghe, £2, Ss.; In paper cover, Sis. 6d.

ADAMSON.
The Development of Modern Philosophy. With other Lec-

tmes and Essays. By Robert Adamsos*, LL.D., late Professor of Logic in
the University of Glasgow. Edited by Professor W. R. Soelbt, University of
Cambridge. In 2 vols, demy 8vo, 18s. net.

The Development of Modern Philosophy. Edited by Professor
W. R. SoRLET, University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo, 10s._ 6d. net.

The Development of Greek Philosophy. Edited by Professor
SoRLET and R. P. Harpie, M.A. Demy 8vo, 10s. 6d. net.

AIKMAN.
Manures and the Principles of Mannring, By C. M. Airman,

D.Sc, F.R.a.B., Ac, formerly Professor of Chemistry, Glasgow Veterinary
College, and Examiner in Chemistry, University of OlRSgow, &c Second
Impression. Crown 8vo, 6*? 6d.

Farmyard Manure : Its Nature, Composition, and Treatment.
Crown 8vo, Is. 6d.

ALISON.
History of Europe. By Sir Aeohibald Auson, Bart., D.C.L.

1. From the Commencement of the French Revolution tc
the Battle of Waterloo,

LiBRABT Edition, 14 vols., with Portraits. Demy 8vo, £16, 10s.

Akother Edition, in SO vols, crown 8vo, £6.
People's Edition, 18 vols, crown 6vo, £2, lis.

2. Continuation to the Accession of Louis Napoleon.
LiBBABT Edition, 8 vols. 8vo, £6, 7s. 6d,

People's Edition, 8 vols, crown 8vo 84b.

Epitome of Alison's History of Europe, Thirtieth Thou-
sand, 78. 6d.

Atlas to Alison's History of Europe. By A. Keith Johnston.
Library Edition, demy 4to, £B, 8s.

People's Edition, 31s- 6d.

ALLEN. The Place of History in Education. By J. W. Allen.
Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

ANCIENT CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS. Edited
by Bev- W. Lucas Collins, M.A. Price Is. each net. For Lilt of Vols, see p. 2.

ANDERSON. The Lighter Side of my Official Life. By Sir
Robert Anderson, K.C.B. Demy 8vo. [In the press.

AKMYTAGE. Maids of Honour. By A. J. Geeen-Aemytage.
Crown Svo, 5s.
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ATKINSON. Local Government in Scotland. By Mabbl
A.TKINSOK, M.A. In 1 vol, demy 8vo, 68. net.

AYTOUN.
Lays of the SoottiBh Cavaliers, and other Poems. By W.

BiDMONDSTOtnra Attotth, D.C.L., Professor of Rhetoric and Belles-Lettres In the

Dniversity of Edlnhnrgh. New Edition. Pcap. 8vo, Bs. 5d.

Ohkap Ebitioii. 1b. 016th, Is. Sd.

An Illastrated Edition of the Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers
From designs by Sir Noil Patoh. Oheaper Bdltlon. Small 4to, 10s, ed,

BADEN -POWELL, Ballooning as a Sport, By Major B,
Baden-Powell, With niastrations. Crown 8vo, Ss, 6d, net,

BAEBOUK, Thoughts from the Writings of K, W. Baeboue.
Pott 8vo, limp leather, 8s, 6d, net.

" BARFLEUR." Naval Policy, A Plea for the Study of War.
By "Barfleur." Domy 8vo, 2s. 6d. net.

BAERINGTON.
The King's Fool, By Michael Bakkington, Crown 8vo, 6s,

The Reminiscences of Sir Barrington Beaumont, Bart.
a Novel. Grown 8vo, 63.

BARTLETT.
Richard Langhorne : The Story of a Socialist. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Passing of the Shereefian Empire. Illustrated. Demy
8vo, 10s. 6d. net,

BELLESHEIM History of the Catholic Chcrch of Scotland.
Prom the Introdnctlon of Christianity to the Present Day. By Alfhons Bel
LESHBiM, D.D., Canon of Aii-la-Chapelle. Translated, with Notes and Additions,

by D. Oswald Hunter Blaib, O.S.B., Monk of Port AugnstnB Cheap Edition,

Complete \^ 4 vols, demy 8vo, with Maps, Price Sis, net.

BLACK. The Scots Churches in England. By Kenneth
MACLEOD Black, Crown 8vo, 5s, net,

BLACKBURN.
A Burgher Quixote. By Douglas BLACKBirRN, Author of

* Prinsloo of Prinsloosdorp,' Second Impression, With Frontispiece, Crown
8vo, 6s.

Richard Hartley : Prospector. Crown 8vo, 6s.

BLACKWOOD.
Annals of a Ptsblishing House. William Blackwood and his

Sons ; Their Magazine and Friends. By Mrs Oliphant. With Fonr Portraits.

Third Edition. Demy 8vo. Vols. I, and II. £2, 2s.

Annals of a Publishing House. Vol, III, John Blackwood,
By his Daughter Mrs Blackwood Porter. With 2 Portraits andView of Strath,
tyrnm. Demy 8vo, 2l8.

Blackwood's Magazine, from Commencement in 1817 to
December 1909, Nos. 1 to 1130, forming 186 Volumes.

Tales from Blackwood. First Series. Price One Shilling each
in Paper Cover. Bold separately at all Railway Bookstalls.

They may also be had boand In 12 vols. , cloth, 18s. Half calf, richly gilt, 30b.

Or the 12 vols. \j\ fi. rn-rhnrcbe. 91r, Hfflf red morocco, 28b.

Tales from Blackwood, Second Series. Complete in Twenty •

fonr Shilling Parts, Handsomely bound in 12 vols,, cloth, 30s. In leather back
roxburgbe style, 37s, 6d, Half calf, gilt, 528, 6d, Half morocco, 65b.
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BLACKWOOD.
Tales from Blackwood. Third Series. Complete in Twelve

SliiiUng Parts. Haadaomely bound in 6 vola., cloth, 15s.; and in 12 vols, cloth,
18s. The 6 vols, in roxburghe 3l8. Half eaU, 25s. Half morocco, 288.

Travel, Adventure, and Sport, From * Blackwood's Magazine.
Uniform with 'Tales from Blackwood.' In Twelve PaitSj eacb price id- Hand-^
somely bound in 6 voU., rtlotb, XSs, AnA in half cal:, 9X-J

New Educational Series. See separate Educational Catalogue.

New Uniform Series of Novels (Copyright).
Crown Svo, cloth. Price 6s. 6d. each. Now ready ;~

WiNDEBHOLME. By F. O. Hamerton.
The Stobi of Mabge^el. By D. Storrar
Meldrom.

MiSB MABJ0BiBi,Hx&. By Mrs Oliphanc.
The Pebpetital Oxtbats, and The Bkoto£ .

By the Same.
Salem Chapel, sttd The Docroa's Family
By the Same.

A Sensitive PLAsr. by E. D. Gerard
IJADY Lee's Widoivhoos. By General Sir

S. B. Hamley.
iATiE Stewabt, and other Stories.. By Mrs
Oliph&nt.

Valentine and has BKOiBKit. By the dame.
Sons and Dauqhtebs. By the Same.

MAaMORNB. By P. G. Hamerton.
Bbata. By B. D. Gerard.
BiLGQAB MY Neiohboub. By the B&mti.
The Watebs of Hbbcules. By the Samb,
Faib to See. By L. W. M. Lockhart.
Mine is Thine. By the Same.
Doubles and Quits. By the Same.
Altiora Peto. By Laurence Oliphaut.
Piccadilly, By the Same, With Illustra-

tions.

Lady Babi. By D. Gerard.
The Blacksmith of Vob. By Paul Oushing.
Mt Trivial Life and Mjsjortuns. By A

Plain Woman.
Poor Nkllik. By the Sams.

Standard Novels. Uniform in size and binding. Each
complete in oua Volume.

FLORim SERIES, Illustrated Boards. Bound in CloCti, 2b. 6q.

Tom Gbinqle's Loq. By Michael Scott.
The Cbdise of the Midg*. By the Same.
Otbil Thobnton. By Captain Hamilton.
Annals oy the P^bibh. By John Gait.
The PbovosTj &c. By the Same.
Sib Andrew Wtlis. By the Same
The Entail. By the Same.
Uiss Molly. By Beatrice May Butt.
Beoinald Daltoh. By J. G. Lockhars.

Pen Owen. By Dean Hook.
Adam Blaib. By J. G. Lockhort.
Lady Lee's Widowhood. By General Sir H,

B. Hamley.
Salem Chapel. By Mrs OUphant.
The Pbbpetcal Curate. By the Same.
Miss Mabjoribanks. By the Same,
John : A Lov« Stn,r> . By the Ssme.

SHILLING SERIES, Illustrated Cover. Bound in Cloth, Is. 0d.

The Bbctob, and The Dootob'b Kamilt.
By Mrs Oliphaut.

The Life of Manbie Wauor. By li. M.
Moir,

Peninsular Scenes aio* StETCHKg. By
F. Hardman.

Sib Frixxle Pumpkin, Nights at Mess
&c.

The Subaltebi^.
Lite in the Fab West. By O. F. Buxton.
Valerius : A Koman Story. By J. G.
Lockhart.

BON GAULTIEK'8 BOOK OF BALLADS. Eighteenth Edi-
tion, with Autobiographical Introduction by Sir Theodore Martin, K. 0. B. With
lUustrations by Doyle, Leech, and Crowquill. Small quarto, 5s. net.

BOWHILL. Questions and Answers in the Theory and Practice
of Military Topography. By Major J. H. Bowhill. Crown Svo, 48. 6d. net.

Portfolio containing 34 working plans and diagrams, 3b. 6d. net.

BRACKENBUKY. Some Memories of My Spare Time, 1856-
1885. By General the Right Hon. Sir Hbnky BEACitENBUKy, G.O.B. With
Portrait. Crown Svo, 53. net.

BREADALBAJSTE. The High Tops of Black Mount. By The
Marchioness of Breadalbane. Second Impression. With Illustrations

from Photographs by Olive Mackenzie. Short, demy, 6s. net.
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BRUCE. In the Footsteps of Marco Polo. Being the Account of
a Journey Overland from Simla to Pekin. By Major Olabknob Dalrymple
Bkdob. STith Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 21s. net.

BUCHAN.
The Watcher by the Threshold, and other Tales. By John

BucHAK. Second Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A Lodge in the Wilderness. Second Impression. Short demy
8 TO, 63.

Some Eighteenth Century By-Ways, and other Essays. Demy
8vo, 7s. 6d. net.

BURBIDGE.
Domestic Floriculture, Window Gardening, and Floral Decora-

tions. Being Practical Directions for the Propagation, Gnltore, and Arrangement
of Plants and Flowers as Domestic Ornaments. By F. W. Burbidok. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo, with numerous Illustrations, 78. 6d.

BURTOIS.
The History of Scoeland ; From Agricoia's lavasion to the

Brtiuction of tho last Jacobite Insurrection. By John Hill Bubton, D.G.L.,
Hiatoriogrttpher-Royal for Scotland. Cheaper Edition. In 8 vols. Crown 8vo,

2s. 6d. net each.

The Book-Hunter. A New Edition, with specially designed
Title-page and Cover by Joseph Brown. Printed on antique laid paper. Post
8vo, 3a. ed.

BUTE.
The Roman Breviary : Reformed by Order of the Holy

(Ecuraenical Council of Trent ; Published by Order of Pope 8t Pius V. ; and
Revised by Clement VIII. and Urban VIII. ; together with the Offices since

granted. Translated out of Latin into English by John, Makquess of Bute,
K.T. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. In 4 vols, crown 8vo, 42a. net.

la 1 vol. crown 4to, 63s. net.

The Altus of St Columba. With a Prose Paraphrase and Notes.
By John, Marquks9 of Bute, K.T. In paper cover, 23. ijd.

Sermones, Fratris Adse, Ordinis Prsemonstratensis, &c.
Twenty-eight Discourses of Adam Scotus of Whithorn, hitherto unpublished

;

to which is added a Collection of Notes by the same, illustrative of the rule of

St Augustine. Edited, at the desire of the late JVIarquess or Bute, K.T., LL.D.,
&c., by Walter de Gray Birch, LL.D., F.S.A., of the British Museum, &c.
Royal 8vo, 25s. net.

Catalogue of a Collection of Original MSS. formerly belonging
Co the Holy Office of the Inquisition in the Canary Islands. Prepared under the
direction of the late Marquess of Bute, KT,, LL.D., by Walter de Gray
Birch, LL.D., P.8.A. 2 vols, royal 8vo, £3, 3s. net.

BUTE, MAOPHAIL, and L0N8DALE. The Arms of the
Royal and Parliamentary Burghs ol Scotland. By John, Marquess of Bute,
K.T., J. R. N. Macphail, and H. W. Lonsdale. With 181 Engravings on
wood, and 11 other lUastrationa Crown 4tn, £2, 2b. net.

BUTE, STEVENSON, and LONSDALE. The Arms of the
Baronial and Police Burghs of Scotland. By John, Mabqdess of Bdtb, K.T.,

J. H. Stevenson, and H. W. Lonsdalb. With numerous Illnstiatlons. Crown
4to, £2, 28. net.
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OAIKD. tJennons. By John Oaikd, D.D., Principal of the
University of Glasgow. Beventoonth Thonsand. Pcap. 8vo, 6s.

CALDWELL, Schopenhauer's System in its Philosophical Sig-
uifleanoe (the Slinw Fellowship Lectnroa, 1898). By Professor William Cald-
well, D.Sc, M'6111 University, Montreal. Demy 8vo, lOs. 6cl. net.

CALLWELL.
The Efiect oi Maritime Command on Land Campaigns since

Waterloo. By Col. 0. B. Oallwkll, O.B. With Plans. Post Bvo, 6a. net.

Tactics of To-day. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. net.

Military Operations and Maritime Preponderance : Their Ke-
lations and Interdependence. Demy 8vo, 15s. net.

The Tactics of Home Defence. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. net.

CANDLER. The Mantle of the East. By Edmund Candlkk.
Illustrated. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

CAREY.
Monsieur Martin : A Romance of the Great Northern War.

By Wymokd Oaket. Crown 8vo, 6s.

"No. 101." Third Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s. Cheap Edi-
tion, royal Svo, paper covers, 6d.

CAELYLE. A History of Mediaeval Political Theory in the
West. By B. W. Carlvle, C.I.B., Balliol College, Oxford ; and A. J. Carltle,
M.A., Chaplain and Lecturer (late Fellow) of University College, Oxford. In 3

vols, demy Svo. Vol. I.—A History of Political Theory from the Roman Lawyers
of the Second Century to the Political Writers of the Ninth. By A. J. Carltle.
15s. net. Vol. II—Demy Svo, 15s. net.

CHESNEY. The Dilemma. By General Sir Geobof, Chesney,
K.O.B. A New Edition. Crown Svo, 2s.

CHRISTIE. The Influence of Letters on the Scottish Reforma-
tion. By Rev. George Christie, B.D. Crown Svo, 6s. net.

CHURCH SERVICE SOCIETY.
A Book of Common Order : being Forme oi Worship issued

by Che Church Service Society. Seventh Edition, carefully revised. In 1 vol.

crown Svo, cloth, Bs. 6d. ; E^rench morocco, 58. Also In 3 vols, crown Svo,
cloth, 4s. ; French morocco, 88. 6d.

Daily Offices for Morning and Evening Prayer throBghout
the Week. Crown Svo, 38. 6d.

Order of Divine Service for Children, Issued by the Church
Servico Scioi6t7. With Scottish Hymnal. Cloth, S*.

CLIFFORD.
Sally : A Study ; and other Tales of the Outskirts. By Sir

Hugh Clifford, K.O.M.G. Crown Svo, 68.

Bush - Whacking, and other Sketches. Second Impression.
Crown Svo. 68.

Saleh : A Sequel. Crown Svo, 6s.

CLODD. Thomas Henry Huxley. "Modern English Writers."
By Edward 6lodd. Crown Svo, 28. 6d.
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CLOUSTON.
The Lunatic at Large. By J. Stoebr Olouston. Ninth

Impiesaion. Crown 8vo, 6s. Cheap Edition, Is. net. People's Edition,

paper covers, 6d.

Count Bunker: Being a Sequel to 'The Lunatic at Large.
Third Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s. Cheap Edition, royal 8vo, paper covers, 6d.

The Adventures of M. D'Haricot. Third Impression. Crown
8vo, 6b. Cheap Edition, royal 8vo paper cover, 6d.

Our Lady's Inn. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Garmiscath. Crown 8vo, 6s.

COLEBEOOKE. Winged Dreams. By Helen Colebeooke.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

COLLINS. Leaves from the Diary of a Country Cricketer. By
W. E. W. Collins. Crown 8vo, 68.

COMBE. Celia Kirkham's Son. By Mrs Kenneth Combe.
Second Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

CONKAD.
Lord Jim. A Tale. By Joseph Conrad, Author of 'The

Nigger of the Narcissus,' 'An Outcast of the Islands,' 'Tales of Unrest,' &c.

Fourth Impression. Crown 8vo, 68.

Youth : A Narrative ; and Two other Stories. Third Im-
pression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

COOPEK. Liturgy of 1637, commonly called Laud's Liturgy.
Edited by the Rev. Professor Cooper, D.D., Glasgow. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. net.

COKNFOKD. K. L. Stevenson. "Modern English Writers."
By h. Cope CoRNroRD. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 28. 6d.

COUNTY HISTOKIES OP SCOTLAND. In demy 8vo vol-
umes of about 85o pp. each. With Maps. PriC6 78.9d.net.

Fife and Kinross. By jEnkab J. Q. Maokay, LL.D., Sheriff
of these Counties.

Dumfries and Galloway. By Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart.,
H.F. Second Edition.

Moray and Nairn. By Charles Rampini, LL.D., SheriflP

of Dumfries and Galloway.

Inverness. By J. Cameron Lees, D.D.
Roxburgh, Selkirk, and Peebles. By Sir George Douglas,

Bait.

Aberdeen and Banff. By William Watt, Editor of Aberdeen
' Daily Free Press.'

COUTTS. Famous Duels of the Fleet. By H. B. Money Coutts.
With Coloured Frontispiece and Illustrations by N. Wilkinson. Crown 8vo, 6s.

CRAIK. A Century of Scottish History. From the Days before
the '45 to those within living Memory. By Sir Henry Obaik, K.O.B., M.A.
(Oxon.), Hon. LL.D. (Glasgow). 2 vols, demy 8vo, SOs. net.

CRAWFORD. Saracinesca. By F. Marion Crawford, Author
ff 'Mr Isaacs,' &c., &c. Crown Svc, ??. 6d. Cheap Edition, Is. net. People's

Edition, paper covers, 6d.
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Impressions of Dante and of the New World. By J. W. Ceoss.
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The Eake's Progress in Finance. Crown 8vo, 2s. net.

GUMMING.
Memories. By C. F. Gordon Cumming Demy 8vo. lUus-

ttrated, 20s net.

At Home in Fiji. Post 8vo. Illustrated. Cheap Edition, 6s.

A Lady's Cruise in a French Maia-of-War Post 8vo. Illus-
trated. Cheap Edition. 6s.

Fire-Foantains. 2 vols, post 8vo. Illustrated, 25s.

Granite Crags. Post Bvo. Illustrated. Cheap Edition. 6s.

Wanderings in China. Small post 8vo. Cheap Edition. 6s.

CUETIS.
The Bias. By Maegubeitb Curtis. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Marcia : A Transcript from Life. Crown 8vo, 6s.

DAVIS. "When Half-Gods Go." By Jessib Ainsworth Davis.
Second Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

DE HAVEN. The Scarlet Cloak. By Audrey de Haven.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

DESCARTES. The Method, Meditations, and Principles of
Philosophy of Descartes. Translated from the original French and Latin

With a new Introductory Essay, Historical and Critical, on the Cartesian Phil-

osophy. By Professor Vbitoh, LL.D. Fourteenth Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.

DIVEE.
Captain Desmond, V.C. By Maud Diver. Ninth Impression.

Crown 8vo, 6s. Cheap edition, Is. net.

The Great Amulet. Sixth Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Cheap Edition, Is. net.

Candles in the Wind. Fourth Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Englishwoman in India. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

DODDS AND MACPHEESON. The Licensing Acts (Scotland)
Consolidation and Amendment Act, 190S. Annotated by Mr J. M. Dodds, C.B.,

of the Scottish Offlee; Joint-Editor of the ' Parish Council Guide for Scotland,

and Mr Ewak Maopherson, Advocate, Legal Secretary to the Lord Advocate.

In 1 vol. crown 8vo, 5s. net.

DOUGLAS.
The Ethics of John Staart Mill. By Chablbs Douglas,

M.A., D.Sc, late Lecturer in Moral Philosophy, and Assistant to the Pro-

fessor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh. Post 8vo, 6s. net.

John Stnart Mill : A Stady of his Philosophy. Crown 8vo.

48. 6d. net

ECCOTT.
Fortune's Castaway. By W. J. Ecoott. Crown 8vo, 6s.

His Indolence of Arras. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Hearth of Hutton. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Eed Neighbour. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Background. Crown 8vo, 6s.
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ELIOT.
The New Popular Edition of George Eliot's Works, with

Photogravure Frontispiece to each Volume, from DrawiDgs by William
Hatherell, R.I., Edgar Bundy, R.I., Byam Shaw, R.I., A. A. Van Anrooy,
Maurice Greiffenhagen, Claude A; Shepperson, B.I., B. J. Sullivan, and Max
Cowper. Each Work complete in One Volume. Handsomely bound, gilt top.
"

. 6d. net. Ten Volumes in all.

Adam Bede.
Scenes of Clerical Life.
The Mill on the Floss.
Felix Holt, the Radical.
MiDDLEMARCH.

Silas Marner ; Brother Jacob ;
The

Lifted Veil.
ROMOLA.
Daniel Deronda.
The Spanish Gtpst ; Jural.

Essays ; Theophbastits Such.

George Eliot's Life. With Portrait and other IUu8tration&.
New Bditiott, In on9 volume. Grown 8vo, 7b. 3d.

Life and Works of George Eliot (Warwick Edition). 14 vol-
umes, cloth, limp, gilt top, 2s. net per volume ; leather, limp, gilt top, 2s. 6d. net

per volume ; leather gilt top, with book-marker. 8s. net per volume.

Adam Bede. 826 pp.
The Mill on the Flobs. 828 pp.
Felix Holt, the Radical. 718 pp.
ROMOLA. 900 pp.
Scenes of Clerical Life. 624 pp.
Silas Mabnbr ; Brother Jacob ; The
Lifted Veil. 560 pp.

Middlemaroh. 2 vols. 664 and 630 pp.
Daniel Debonda. 2 vols. 616 and

636 pp.
The Spanish Gypsy ; Jural
Essays ; Theopheastus Such.
Life. 2 vols., 626 and 580 pp.

Workfl of George Elliot (Standard Edition). 21 voiumea,
crown 8vo. In buckram cloth, f^t topt 2b- 6d. per vol.

t
or In roxburghe

binding, Ss. 6d. per vol.

Adam Bede. 2 vols.—Thk Mill ow the Floss. 3 vols.—Faux Holt, the
Radical. 2 vols.

—

Romola. 2 vols.

—

Scenes of Clerical Life. 2 vols.—
MiDDLEMABCH. 3 VOlS.—DaNISL DebONDA. 8 VOlS.—SiLAS MaRNEB. 1 VOl.

-Jural. 1 vol.—The Spanish Gypsy. 1 vol.—Essayo 1 vol.—Thbophbab-
TUB Such. 1 vol.

Life and Works of George Eliot (Cabinet Edition). 24
volumes, crown 8vo, price £6. Also to be had handsomely bound In half and full

calf. The Votumes are sold aoparately. hound ta cloth, price 68. eaeb.

Novels by George Eliot. Popular Copyright Edition. Li new
uniform binding, price 3s. 6d. each.

Adam Bede.
The Mill on the Floss.
Scenes of Olebioal Life.
ROUOLA.
Felix Holt, the Radicax.

Silas Marner; The Lifted Veil;
Brother Jacoe.

Middlemaroh.
Daniel Deronda.

Essays. New Edil^ou. Crown 8vo, Sa.

Impresaions of Theophrastmfi Sacb. New Edition. Crown
Svo, 58.

The Spanish Gypsy. New Edition. Crown Svo, 5b.

The Legend of Jnbal, and other Foeme, Old and New.
New Edition. Grown Svo, Sa.

Silas Marner. New Edition, with Illustrations by Reginald
Birch. Crown Svo, Is. 6d. net. Cheap Edition, 2s. 6d. Cheap Edition,
royal Svo, paper cover, price 6d.

Scenes of Clerical Life. Cheap Edition, 3s. Illustrated Edi-
tion, with 20 Illustrations by H. R. Millar, crown Svo, 2r. ; papei covers, 1b,

Cheap Edition, royal Svo, in paper cover, price 6d

Felix Holt. Cheap Edition. Royal Svo, in paper cover, 6d.
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ELIOT.
Adam Bede. Cheap Edition, royal 8vo, in paper cover, price

6d. New Edition, crown Svo, paper ouver, la.; crown 8vo, with Illnstrations,

oloth, -2s.

The MlLI on the Floss. Cheap Edition, royal 8vo, in paper
cover, price 6d. New Edition, paper covers, Is. ; clotli, 2s.

Wise, Witty, and Tender Sayings, m Prose and Verse. Selected
from the Works of Gkoeok Eliot. New Edition. Fosp. 8vo, SB. Od.

ELLIS.
Barbara Winslow, Eebel. By Beth Ellis. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Madame, Will You Walk ? Crown 8vo, 6s.

Blind Mouths. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Moon of Bath. Fourth Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Cheap Edition, Is. net.

The King's Spy. Crown 8vo, 6s.

ELTON. The Augustan Ages. " Periods- of European Litera-
ture." By Olivek Elton, M.A,, Professor of English Literature, University

College, Liverpool. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

EVERAED. History of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club, St
Andrews. By H. S. 0. Bveeard. With Eight Coloured Portraits, and many
other TJnique Illustrations. Crown 4to, 21s. net.

F. Stories of the English. Told to a Child. ByF. With numer-
ous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

FAHIE. A History of Wireless Telegraphy. Including some
Bare-wire Proposals for Subaqueous Telegraphs. By J. J. Fahib, Member of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, London, and of the 8ooi6t6 Internationale

des Blectriciens, Paris; Author of 'A History of Electric Telegraphy to the

Tear 1837,' &c. With Illustrations. Third Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo, 6s.

FEREIEE. Philosophical Remains. Crown 8vo, 14s.

^LINT. „. ^ ^, .^

Philosophy as Scientia Scientiarum. A History of Classitica-

tionsof the Sciences. By Bobb,kt Flint, D.D., LL.D., Oorrespondmg Member

of the Institute of France, Hon. Member of the Koyal Society ot Palermo, Pro-

fessor in tho University of Edinburgh, &c. 12s.6d.net.

Studies on Theological, Biblical, and other Subjects. 7s. 6d. net

Historical Philosophy in France and French Belgium and
S-mtzerland. 8vo, 21s. „, ., -o i-j.-

Theism. Being the Baird Lecture tor 1876. Tenth Mition,
Revised. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

, t. . . -r ^ i i otrn

Anti-Theistio Theories. Being the Baird LectHre for 1877.

Fifth Edition. Crown 8to, 10s. 6d.

Sermons and Addresses. Demy 8vo, 7s. 6d

FOREIGN CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS. Edited

by Mrs Oliphant. Price Is. each net. For Litt o/ Valvma, see page !.

FOREFST
History' of the Indian Mutiny. By G. W. Forrest, C.I.E.

Ex-Direntor of Records, Government of India. 2 vols demy 8vo, 88s. net.

Life of Field -Marshal Sir Neville B. Chamberlain, G-.O.B.,

G. O.S.I. With two Photogravure Portraits. Demy 8vo, 18s. net.

FORSTEE. „ ,r -r. n
Where Angels Fear to Tread. By E. M. Fobstee. Crown

The'^Longest Journey. Second Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.
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FOULIS.
Erchie : My Droll Friend. By Hugh Fotjlis. Cloth Is. 6d.

net.

The Vital Spark. Illustrated. Is. net.

FEANKLIN. Some Everyday Folk and Dawn. By Miles
Franklin. Crown 8vo, 6s.

FRA8ER.
Fhiloaophy of Thoiani. Being the Qifiord Lecturee delivered

before the Univeraity of Edinburgh in 1894-96. By Aliexaj4deb Campbell
Fraser, D.C.L. Oxford ; Emoritas Professor of Logic and Metapbyslcs in

the Unlvorsitiy o! Kdinborgh. Second Edition, Eaviaed. Post 8vo, 68. 6d. net.

Biographia Philosophica. In 1 vol. demy 8vo, 6s. net.

FRASER.
The Marches of Hindustan : The Record of a Journey in

Thibet, Trans-Himalayan India, Chinese Turkestan, Russian Turkestan, and
Persia. By David Fbaser. With Illustrations, Maps, and Sketches. Demy
8vo, £1, Is. net.

The Short Cut to India. The Record of a Journey along the
Route of the Baghdad Railway. With 83 Illustrations. Second Impression.
Demy 8vo, 12s. 6d. net.

FRENCH COOKERY FOR ENGLISH HOMES. Third Im-
preasion. Crown 8vo, limp eloth, 28. Gd. Also In limp leather, Ss.

FULTON. The Sovereignty of the Sea. An Historical Account
of the Claims to the exclusive Dominion of the British Seas and of the Evolu-
tion of the Territorial Waters, with special reference to the Rights of Fishing.
By T. Wemyss Fulton, M.D., F.R.S.B. With numerous Illustrations and Maps.
Demy 8vo. {In the press.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.
Scottish Hymnal, With Appendix Incorporated. Published

for use in OhurchoQ by Authority of the General Assembly. 1. Large typei
cloth, red edges, 2s. 6d.; French morocco, 4s. 2. Bourgeois type, limp cloth, Is.;

French morocco, 2s. S. Nonpareil type, cloth, red edges, 6d.; French moroccoi
Is. 4d. 4. Paper covers, 3d. 5. Sunday-School Bdltion, paper covers, Id-i
cloth, 2d. No. 1, bound with the Psalms and Paraphrases, French morocco, 8f*

No. 2, bound with the Psalms and Parapiirases, cloth, 23.; French morocco, 3b.

Services of Prayer for Social and Family Worship. Prepared
by a Special Committee of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland.
New Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Fcap. 8vo, red edges. Is. 6d. net.

Prayers for Family Worship. A Selection of Four Weeks'
Prayers. New Edition. Authorised by the General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland. Fcap. Svo, red edges. Is. net.

One Handred Prayers. Prepared by the Committee on Aids
to Devotion. 16mo, cloth limp, 6d.

Morning and Evening Prayers for Affixing to Bibles. Prepared
by the Committee on Aids to Devotion. Id. for 6, or Is. per 100.

Prayers for Soldiers. Prepared by the Committee on Aids to
Devotion. Seventieth Thousana. 16mo, cloth limp. 2d. net.

Prayers for Sailors and Fisher-Folk. Prepared and Published
by Instruction of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. Fcap. Svo, la.
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GERARD.
Reata: What'a in a Name. By E. D. Gebakd. Cheap

Edition. Crown 8vo, is. M.
Beggar my Neighboar. Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
The Waters of Hercnles. Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo, 38. 6d.
A Sensitive Plant. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

GERARD.
Honour's Glassy Bubble. By E. Geeaed. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A Foreigner. An Anglo-German Study. Crown Bvo, 6s.

GERARD.
One Year. By Dokothila. Gebakd (Madame Longard de

Longgarde). Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Impediment. Crown 8vo, 68,

A Spotless Reputation. Third Edition, Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Wrong Maa. Second Edition, Crown 8vo, 68,

Lidv Bn'i-iv !JSieap Edition, Crown 8vo, 3s, 6d.

Recha. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A Forgotten Sin. Crown 8vo, 6s.

GIBBON.
Souls in Bondage. By Perceval Gibbon. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Vrouw Grobelaar's Leading Cases. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Salvator. Crown 8vo, 6s.

GILL. The CHCI3- Problem. By Richard Gill. 2 vols, crown
8vo, 53, net each.

GILLANDERS. Forest Entomology. By A. T. Gillandees,
F.E,S. Witli Illustrations, Crown 8vo, 15s. net,

GLASGOW BALLAD CLUB. Ballads and Poems. By Mem-
bees OF THE QLisoow BALLAD Cltjb, Third Series. Crown Bvo., 7s, 6d.

GLEIG. The Subaltern. By Rev. G. R. Gleig. Fcap. 8vo,
Is. net.

GRAHAM.
Manual of the Elections (Scot,) (Corrupt and Illegal Practices)

Act, 1890, With Analysis, Relative Act of Sedemnt, Appendix containing the
Corrupt Practices Acta of 1883 end T.885, and Copinna Inder. By J. Bdwass
GiiASAM, Advoea^p. 8vo, 48. 6d.

A Manual of the Acts relating to Education in Scotland.
(Fonnded on that of the late Mr Craie Sellar.) T)erav Svo, 18s

The New Education (Scotland) Act, With Notes. Demy Svo,
7s. 6d. net,

GRAHAM AND PATERSON. True Romances of Scotland. By
E. Maxtone Graham and E, Paterson, lUnstrations, Second Impression.

Grown 8yo, 5s. net.

GRAND,
A Domestic Experiment. By Sarah Grand, Author of

The Heavenly Twins,' 'Idesla: A Study from Life,' Crown Svo, Oi.

Singularly Deluded. Crown 8vo, 6b.

GREY. Poems. By Ditlcibella Ethel Grey. With a Prefa-
tory Note by H. Cholmondeley Pennell. Demy Svo. Vellum, 12s. 6d. net ; half

vellum, 7s. 6d, net
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GRIER.
In Farthest Ind. The Narrative of Mr-EDWAED Oablton of

EillBwetlier, In the Oonnty of Northampton, and late of the HOQOniable Bast India
Company's Service, Gentleman. Wrote by his own hand in the year of grace 1697
Edited, with a few Explanatory Notes. By Sydney C. Gbieb. Second Im-
pression. Post 8vo, 6s.

His Excellency's En^ilish Governess. Third Impression. Cr.
870, 6s.

An Uncrowned King : A Romaace of High Politics. Third
Impression. Crown 8to, 6s.

Peace with Honour. Third Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A Crowned Queen: The Romance ot a Minister of State.
Third Impression. Grown 8to, 6s.

Like Another Helen. Second Impression. Crown 8vo, 68.

The Kings of the East : A Romance of the near Future.
Fourth Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Warden of the Marches. Third Impression. Crown
8vo, 6s. Cheap Edition, paper cover, 6d.

The Prince of the Captivity. Second Impression. Crown
8vo, 6s.

The Advanced-Guard. Third Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Great Proconsul : The Memoirs of Mrs Hester Ward,
formerly in the family of the Hon. Warren Hastings, Esquire, late Governor-
General of India. OrnwD 8vo, 68-

The Heir. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Power of the Keys. With Illustrations by A. Peaece.
Fourth Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Heritage. Fourth Impression. Crown Svo, 6s.

The Path to Honour. Third Impression. Crown Svo, 6s.

The Letters of Warren Hastings to his Wife. Demy Svo,
6s. net.

GRIERSON. The First Half of the Seventeenth Century.
(Periods of European Literature.) By Professor H. J. C. Grierson. Crown
Svo, 58. net.

GRIERSON. Records of the Scottish Volunteer Force 1859-1908.
By Major-General J. M. Gbieesos, C.V.O., C.B., O.M.G. With 47 Coloured
Plates. Crown 4to, 25s. net.

GRIFFESr.
Lady Sarah's Deed of Gift. By E. Aceittjna Griffin. Crown

8vo, 6s.

A Servant of the King. Crown Svo, 6s.

GROOT. The Affair on the Bridge. By J. Moegan de Geoot.
Crown Svo, 6s.

HAMLEY.
The Operations of War Explained and Illnstrsitea. By

General Sir Edward Brtjcb Hamlbv, K.O.B., K.O.M.Q. Second Edition of
Fifth Edition. With Maps and Plana. 4to, 308. Also In 2 parts; Part I.,

10s, 6d. ; Part II., 21s.

A New Edition, brought up to the latest requirements. By
Brigadier-General L. E. Kigqell, C.B. 4to, with Maps and Plans, 30s.

Thomas Carlyle: An Eissay. Second Edition Crown Svo,
28. 6d.

On Outposts. Second Edition 3vo, 28.

Lady Lee's Widowhood. New Edition. Crown Svo, 2s.

Our Poor Relations. A Philozoic Essay. With Illustrations,
chiefly by Ernest Griset. Crown Svo, cloth gilt, Ss. 6d.
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HANNAT. The Later Renaissance. " Periods of European
Llteratnre." By David Hannay. Grown 8vo, 5s. net.

HAERADEN.
Ships that Pass in the Night. By Beatrice Hakkadeh.

lUnstrated Edition. Orowm 8vo, 3s. 6d.

The Fowler. Illustrated Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. Cheap
Edition, paper cover, 6d.

Untold Tales of the Past. With 40 Illnstrationa by H. R. Millar.
Square crown 8vo, gilt top, 5s. net.

Katharine Frensham. Crown 8vo, 6s.

HARTLEY. Wild Sport with Gun, Rifle, and Sahnon-Rod. By
GiLFRiD W. Hartley. With numeroua Illustrations in photogravure and half-

tone from drawings by G. E. Losqb and others. Demy 8vo, 6s. net.

HAY.
" Pip." By Ian Hay. Third Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

" The Right Stuff." Some Episodes in the Career of a North
Briton. Fourth Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A Man's Man. Second Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

HAYLLAR. Nepenthes. By Florence Hayllab. Second
Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

HEMANS.
Select Poems of Mrs Hemans. Fcap., cloth, gilt edges, Js

HENDEKSON. The Young Estate Manager's Guide. By
RiCHAKD Henderson, Member (by Examination) of the Boyal Agricultural
Society of B^ngland, the Highland and Agricnltural Society of Scotland, and
the Surveyors' Institution, With an Introduction by R. Patrick Wright,
P.R.8.B.) Proiessor of Agriculture, Glasgow and West nf Scotland Technical
College. With Plana and Diagrams. Grown 8tu, Ss.

HERFORD. Browning (Modern English Writers). By Professor
Hebford Crown 8vo, 23. 6d.

HEEKLESS and HANNAY.
The College of St Leonard's. By Professor Heekless and

Robert Kerr Hamnay. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d. net.

The Archbishops of St Andrews. Vols. I. and II. Demy 8vo,
each 7s. 6d. net.

HINTS ON HOCKEY. With Plans and Kules. New Edition.
Fcap. 8vo, Is.

HOME PEAYEKS. By MiniatetR of the Charcl^ of Scotland
and Members of the Ohnroh Service Society. Second Bdltion. Fcap. 8vo, Ss.

HOPE. A History of the 1900 Parliament. By James F. Hope.
In two volumes. Vol. I. ready. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. net.

HUME. Dialogues concerning Natural Eeligion. By David
Home. Reprinted, with an Introduction by Bruce M'Bwen, D.Pliil. Crown
8vo, 3s. 6d. net.
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HUTCHINSON. Hints on the Game of Golf. By Hoeaob G.
Hdtohinbon. Twelfth Edition, Eeyisod. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, la.

HUTTON. Italy and the Italians. By Edwaed Hutton. With
lUostrations. Second Edition. Large crown 8vo, 6s.

INNES.
Free Church Union Case. Judgment of the House of Lords.

With Introduction by A. Taylor Imraa, LL.D. Demy 8vo, Is. net.

The Law of Creeds in Scotland. A Treatise on the Eela-
tions of ChuTChes in Scotland, Established and not Established, to the Civil Law.
Demy 8vo, 10s. net.

INTELLIGENCE OFFICER
On the Heels of De Wet. By The Intbllioence Ofpicbb.

Sixth Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s. Cheap Edition, royal 8vo, paper cover, 6d.

The Boy Galloper. With Illustrations. In 1 vol. or. 8vo, 6s.

The Yellow War. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A Subaltern of Horse. Second Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

IKONS. The Psychology of Ethics. By David Ikons, M.A.,
Ph.D. Professor of Philosophy in Bryn Mawr College, Fenn. Crown 8vo, 5b. net.

JAMES. WUliam Wetmore Story and his Friends. From
Letters, Diaries, and Becollections. By Henry James. With 2 Portraits. In
two vols, post 8vo, 24s. net.

JAMES.
Modem Strategy. By Lieut.-Col. Walter H. James, P.S.G.,

late R.B. With 6 Maps. Third Edition, thoroughly revised and brought
up to date. Royal 8vo, 16s. net.

The Campaign of 1815, chiefly in Flanders. With Maps
and Plans. Demy 8vo, 16s. net.

The Development of Tactics from 1740 to the Present Day.
Demy 8vo. [In the press.

JAMES. Side-Tracks and Bridal -Paths. By Lionel James
(Intelligence Officer). Crown 8vo, 6s.

JOHNSTON.
Elements of Agricultural Oheiaistry. An entirely New

Edition from tho Edition by Sir Charles A Camsroh, M.D. Revised and in
great part rewritten by 0. M. Aikhan, M.A., D.Se., F.B.S.B., P.I.C., Pro-
fessor of Chemistry. Slsspow Veterinary CoUoge. 20th Edition. Crown 8vo,
Ss. M.

Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry. An entirely New Edi-
tion from the Bdition by Sir Charles A. Cameron. Revised and Enlarged
by C. M. AiKHAH, M.i., *o. 95th Thousand, With numerous niustrations.
Crown Bvo. Is

•lOHNSTON.
Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Acta, 1883 to 1900 ; and the

Ground Game Act, 1880. With Notes, and Summary of Procedure, Ac. By
Ohkistophi N. Iounston, K.O., LL.D. Sixth Edition. Demy 8vo, 6b. net.

Major Owen, and other Tales, Crown 8vo, 6s,
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JOKAI. Timar's Two Worlds. By Maitrus Jokai. AHthorised
Translation by Mrs Hiqas KuiroiBD. Ohonp Edltloa, Orown 8to, Ob.

KENNION. Sport and Life in the Further Himalaya. By
M^or R. L. Kknnion. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 12s. 6d. net.

KEE. The Dark Ages. " Periods of European Literature." By
Professor W. P. Kkk. In 1 vol. crown 8to, Ss. net.

KEEK.
Memories : Grave and Gay. By John Keer, LL.D. With

Portrait and otber Dlnstratlons. Otieaper Edition, Enlarged. Grown 8vo,
23. 6d. net.

Other Memories : Old and New. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

KINGLAKE.
History of the Invasion of the Orimea. By A. W. EiNai.AE]t.

Complete in 8 vols., crown 8vo. Cheap reissue at 8s. 6d. each.

Abridged Edition for Military Students. Bevised by
Llent.-Col. Sir Gioboi Btdihham Clakkk, K.C.M.G., B.E. Demy 8vo, 16s. net.

Atlas to accompany above. Folio, 9s. net.

Eothen. A New Edition, Hniform with the Cabinet Edition
of the History of the Invasion of the Crimea.' (is.

Chxafxb ICditioii. With Portrait and Biographical Sketch of the Author.
Grown 8vo, 28. 6d. net.

KINGSBURGH. Fifty Years of It: The Experiences and
struggles of a Volunteer of 1859. By The Right Hon. Loed Kingsbukgh
K.C.B. Demy 8to, 10s. 6d. net.

KNETPP. My Water -Care. As Tested through more than
Thirty Tears, and Described for the Healing of Diseases and the Preservation ot

Heal&. By Sebastian Knkipp. With a Portrait and other Illustrations.

Authorised Bnglish Translation from the Thirtieth German Edition, by A. de F.

With an Appendix, containing the Latest Developments of Ffarrer Eneipp's
System, and a Prefacs by E. Gerard. Orown 8vo, 38. 6d,

LANCE. The Crowning Hour. By Rupert Lance. Crown
Bvo, 6s.

LANG.
A History of Scotland from the Roman Occupation. By

Andeew Lang. Complete in Four Volumes. Demy 8vo, £3, 3s. net.

Vol. I. With a Photogravure Frontispiece. ISs. net.

Vol. II. With a Photogravure Fronlispiece. 158. net.

Vol. III. With a Photogravure Frontispiece. 15b. net.

Vol. IV. With a Photogravure Frontispiece. 20s. net.

Tennyson. "Modem English Writers." 2nd Ed. Cr. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

LAWSON.
British Economics. By W. R. Lawson. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo, 68. net.

American Finance. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

John Bull and His Schools. Crown Bvo, 5s. net.

LEHMANN.
Crumbs of Pity, and other Verses ; to which are added Six

Lives of Great Men. By R. 0. Lehmann, author of ' Annl Fngaces,' &c.

Crown 8vo, 58. net.

Light and Shade : And other Poems. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

G
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LEIGHTON. The Life History of British Serpents, and their
Local Distribution In the Britisli Isles. By Gerald R. Lkiqhton, M.D, With
50 Illustrations. Grown 8vo, 5a. net.

LEISHMAN. The Westminster Directory. Edited, with an Intro-
duction and Notes, by the Very Rev. T. LEisHHAif, D.D. Crown 8vo, 4s. net.

LINDSAY.
Recent Advances in Theistic Philosophy of Keligion. By Rev.

Jambs Lindsay, M.A., D.D., B.So., F.B.S.E., F.G.S., Minister of the Parish of

St Andrew's, Kilmarnock. Demy 8vo, 128 6d. net.

The Progreesiveness of Mnderc Christian Thought. Crown
Sto, Ss.

Essays, Literary and Philosophical, Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

The Significance of the Old Testament for Modern Theology.
Orown 8vo, Is. net.

The Teaching Function of thR Modern Pulpit. Grown 8vo,
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Studies in European Philosophy. Demy 8vo, 10s. 6d. net.
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Present Day. By J. H. LotBAN, M.A. Crown 8vo, gilt top, 5s.

LOCKHART.
Doubles and Quits. By Latjeence W. M. Lockhaet. Crown

8V0, 3s. 6d.

Fair to See. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Mine is Thine Nf^w Editior,, Crown 8vo, ^p f^r;

LORIMER. The Author's Progress : or, The Literary Book of
the Boad. By Adam Lorimer. Crown 8vo, 5s, net.
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Diagrama. Grown 8vo, 8a. net.

MABIE.
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With Portrait. Feap. 8to, Sb. 6d.

Books and Culture. Fcap. 8vo, 3b. «5d.

M'AULAY. The Safety of the Honours. By Allan M'Atjlay.
Crown 8vo, 6a.
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ACHiE, B.D. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. net.

MacCUNN. Sir Walter Scott's Friends. By Floeence MacCunn.
Witli Portraits. Second Impression. Demy 8vo, 10s. net.
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M'lVEE. An Imperial Adventure. By Tver M'Iver. With
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MACKAY. The Eeturn of the Emigrant. By Lydia Millee
Mackay. Third Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

MACKENZIE. Studies in Roman Law, With Comparative
Views of the Laws of France, England) and Scotland. By Lord Maokknzie,
one of the Judges of the Oonrt of Session in Scotland. Seventh Edition, Edited
by JoiJN Kirkpatrick, M.A., LL.D., Advocate, Prolossor of HiBtory in the
University of Edinburgh. Svo, 21p,

MACKINLAY. Garcia the Centenarian : and his Times. Being
a Memoir of Don Manuel Garcia's Life and Labours for the advancement of
Music and Science. By M. Sterling Mackimlay, M.A. Oxon. With twenty
Portraits. Demy 8vo, 15s. net.
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The Trance. By Eachkl Swete Macnamaea. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Sibyl of Venice. Crown 8vo, 6s.

MACPHEESON.
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PHEBSON. Second Impression. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. net.

A Century's Intellectual Development. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

A Century of Political Development. 3s. 6d. net.

MACPHEESON.
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Crown 8vo, 2s. net.
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A Digest of Laws and Decisions, Ecclesiastical and Civil,
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128. 6d. net.

Speaking ; or, From Voice Production to the Platform and
Pnlpit. Fourth Edition, BeTised. Crown Svo, Is. 6d. net.
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MAKSHMAN. History of India. From the Earliest Period to
the present time. By Johh Olakk Uabbhuak, O.B.I. Third and Cheaper
Edition. Post Svo, with Hsp, es.

MARTIN.
Poems of Giacomo Leopardi. Translated by Sir Theodoee

Martin, K.C.B. Crown Svo, Ss. net.

The iEneid of Virgil. Books I.-VI, Translated by Sir Theo-
DOBB Maktin, K.O.B. Post 8vo, 78. 6d.

Goethe's Fanst. Part I. Translated into English Verse.
Second Edition, crown Svo, 68. Ninth Edition, fcap. Svo, 3a. 6d.

Goethe's Faust. Part II. Translated into English Verse.
Second Edition, Revised. Fcap. Svo, 6s.

The Works of Horace. Translated into English Verse, with
Life and Notes, i vols. New Edition. Crown Svo, 21s.

Poems and Ballads of Heinrich Heine. Done into English
Verse. Third Edition. Small crown Svo, 6s.

The Song of the Bell, and other Translations from Schiller,
Goethe, Uhland, and Others. Grown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Madonna Pia : A Tragedy ; and Three Other Dramas. Crown
Svo, 7s. 6d.

The ' Vita Nuova ' of Dante. Translated with an Introduction
and Notes. Fourth Edition. Small crown Svo, 6b.

Aladdin: A Dramatic Poem. By Adam Oehlenschlabqee.
Fcap. Svo, 5s.

Correggio : A Tragedy. By Obhlbnschlaeqee. With Notes.
Fcap. Svo, 3s.

Helena Faucit (Lady Martin). By Sir Theodore Maettn,
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Poems and Ballads of Goethe. By Sir Theodore Maetin
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Queen Victoria as I Knew Her. Square crown Svo, 3s. 6d. net.

MARTIN. On some of Shakespeare's Female Characters. By
Helena Faucit, Lady Martin. BecLicated by permission to ffer Most Oradous
Majesty the Queen. With a Portrait by Lehmann, Seventh Edition, with a new
Preface. Demy Svo, 7s. 6d.

MASEFIELD. Gilbert Hermer. By Charles Masefield.
Crown Svo, 6s.
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MASSON. Memories of London in the Forties. By David
Masson. Crown 8vo, Ss. 6d. net.
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Evolntlon and Revelation. By the Rev. GiOBOi Hathxson, D.D. Tblrd Edi-
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The Psalmist and the Scientist ; or, Modern Value of the Reli-
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Spiritual Development of St Paul. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo, 5s.
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Sacred Songs. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, Ss. 6d.

MAXWELL.
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With Four Maps. Second Edition. Demy Stp, 7b. 6d. net.

Holyrood, Abbey Church, Palace, and Environs. Crown 8vo.
Paper cover, Gd. net ; cloth, 2a. 6d. net.

MAXWELL. The Fear of Life. By Gekaed Maxwell. Crown
Bvo, 6s.

MELDRUM.
The Conquest of Charlotte. By David S. Meldeum. Third

Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Story of Margr^del : Being a Fireside History of a Fife-
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Grey Mantle and Gold Fringe. Crown 8vo, 68.

MELLONE.
Studies in Philosophical Criticism and Construction. By

Stdnky Hebbkbt Mellonk, M.A. Lond., D.Bc. Edin. Post 8vo, 10s. Gd. net.

Leaders of Religious Thought in the Nineteenth Century.
Crown 8vo, 6b. net.

An Introductory Text-Book of Logic. Third Edition, Re-
vised. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Elements of Psychology. Crown 8vo, 5s.

MERZ. A History of European Thought in the Nineteenth Cen-
tury. By JoHH Thkodobi Mbb*. Vol. I. Third Impression. Post 8vo,

10s. 6d. net.

Vol. II., 15s. net.

MEYNELL. John Ruskin. " Modem English Writers." By Mrs
Mjstnsill. Third Impression. Crown Bvo, 28. Gd.

MICKLETHWAIT. The Licensing Act, 1904. By St J. G.
MiOKLETHWAiT, M.A., B.C.L., Barrister-at-Law. Crown Bvo, 2s. 6d. net.
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MILL.
The Colonel Sahib. A Novel. By Gaerett Mill. Second

Impression. Crown 8vo, 68.

Ottavia. Second Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s

Mr Montgomery : Fool. Crown 8vo, 6s.

In the Hands of the Czar. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Cardinal's Secret. Crown Svo, 6s.

Captain Grant's Despatch. Crown Svo, 6s.

MILLAE. The Mid-Eighteenth Century. " Periods of European
Literature." By J. H. Millar. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

MITCHELL. The Scottish Reformation. Being the Baird
Lecture for 1899. By the late Alexander F. Mitchell, D.D., LL.D. Edited
by D. Hay Fleming, LL.D. With a Biographical Sketch of the Author, by
James Christie, D.D. Grown 8vo, 68.

MITCHELL. Significant Etymology. By Rev. Jambs Mit-
chell, D.D. Short demy Svo, 7s. 6d. net.

MODERN ENGLISH WRITERS. In handy crown Svo
volumes, tastefully bound, price 2s. 8d. each.

Matthew Arnold. By Professor Saintsbuey. Second Im-
pression.

R. L. Stevenson. By L. Cope Coenfoed. Second Impression.

John Ruskin. By Mrs Mbynbll. Third Impression.
Tennyson. By Andeew Lang. Second Edition.

Huxley. By Edwaed Clodd.
Thackeray. By Chaeles Whibley.
Browning. By Prof. C. H. Heefoed.

MOIR. Life of Mansie Wanch, Tailor in Dalkeith. By D. M.
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MOMERIE.
Dr Alfred Momerie. His Life and Work. By Mrs Momeeie.

Demy Svo, 12s. 6d. net.

The Origin of Evil, and other Sermons. By Rev. Alfeed
Williams Mouerie, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D. Eighth Edition, Enlarged. Crown
Svo, 5b.

Personality. The Beginning and End of Metaphysics, and a Ne-
cessary Aasumption in all Positive Philosophy. Fifth Ed., Revised. Cr. Svo, 8b.

Agnosticism. Fourth Edition, Revised. Crown Svo, 5s.

Preaching and Hearing ; and other Sermons. Fourth Edition,
Enlarged. Grown Svo, 6b.

Belief in God. Fourth Edition. Crown Svo, 38.

The Future of Religion, and other Essays. Second Edition.
Crown Svo, 3a. 6d.

The English Church and the Romish Schism. Second Edition.
Crown Svo, Sa. 6d.

Essays on the Bible. Crown Svo 3s. 6d. net
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MONTAGUE. MUitary Topography. Illustrated by Practical
Examples of a Fractiiial Sabject. By H^or-Qeneral W. B. MoNTAonx, G.B.,
P.S.C., late Oarrlson Instrnctor Intelligence Department, Anthor of ' Oampalgn.
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MUNRO. The Daft Days. Third Impression. By Neil Munho.
Crown 8vo, 6s. Cheap Edition, Is. net.

Uniform Edition Novels.

John Splendid. The Tale of a Poor Gentleman and the Little
Wars of Lorn. Sixth Impression. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Children of Tempest : A Tale of the Outer Isles. Crown
8vo, 3s. 6d.

Shoes of Fortune. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
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Impression. Crown 8to, 8s. 6d.

Doom Castle : A Eomance. Second Impression. Crown
8vo, Ss. 6d.

Gilian the Dreamer. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

MUNRO.
Rambles and Studies in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Dalmatia.

By BoEKRT Mttnro, M.A., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S.E. Second Edition, Revised
and Enlarged. With numerous illustrations. Demy 8vo, 12s. 6d. net.

Prehistoric Problems. With numerous Illustrations. Demy
8yo, 10s. net.

MUNRO. On Valuation of Property. By William Mitnko,
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Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 8vo, 38. ed.

MYRES. A Manual of Classical Geography. By John L. Mtreb.
Crown 8vo. Un the press.

NEWBOLT. The New June. By Henry Newbolt. Third Im-
pression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

NICHOLSON AND LYDEKKER.
A Manual of Palseontology, for the Use of Students. With a

General Introduction on the Principles of Palseontology. By Professor H.

Allitne Nioholsoh and Riohabd Lvdekkek, B.A. Third Edition, entirely
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NICOL.
Recent Archseology and the Bible. Being the Croall

Lectures for 1898. By the Rev. Thomas Niool, D.D., Professor of Divmity

and Biblical Criticism in the University of Aberdeen ; Author of ' Recent Ex-

plorations in Bible Lands.' Demy 8vo. 9s. net.

The Four Gospels in the Earliest Church History. Being the
Baird Lecture for 1907. Crown 8vo, Vs. 6d. net.

NISBET. The Forester : A Practical Treatise on British Forestry
and Arboriculture for Landowners, Land Agents, and Foresters. By Johh

NisBET, D.OSc. la 2 volumes, royal 8vo, with 285 Illustrations, 42s. net.

NOBILI. A Modern Antique; A Florentine Story. By
RiooABBO NoBiLi. Orown 8vo, 6s.
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NOBLE.
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Waves of Fate. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Fisherman's Gat: A Story of the Thames Estuary. Crown
8vo, 68.

The Grain Carriers. Third Impression. Crown 8vo, 6s.

NOYES.
Poems by AiPEED Noyes. 7s. 6d. net.

The Forest of Wild Thyme : A Tale for Children under Ninety.
Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

Drake : An English Epic. Books I.-III. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

Drake : An English Epic. Books IV.-XII. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

The Complete Work in 1 vol. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. net.

Forty Singing Seamen. Second Impression. Crown 8vo,
5s. net.

The Enchanted Island, and other Poems. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

Collected Poems. Demy 8vo. 2 vols. iin the press.

"OLE LUK-OIE." The Green Curve. By "Ole Luk-Oie."
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oliphant.
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tion, Ss. 6d. Cheap Edition, boards, 2s. 6d.

Episodes in a Life of Adventure ; or, Moss from a Boiling
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OLIPHANT.
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A Widow's Tale, and other Stories. With an Introductory
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Katie Stewart, and other Stories. New Edition. Crown 8vo,
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Katie Stewart. Illustrated boards, 2&. 6d.

Valentine and his Brother. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 38. 6d.

Sons and Daughters. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

OMOND. The Romantic Triumph. "Periods of European
Literature." By T. S. Omond. Crown 8vo, 58. net.

O'NEILL. Songs of the Glens of Antrim. By Moiea O'Neill.
Thirteenth Impression, Crown 8vo, 3s. fid.

OXENDEN. The Story of Esther. By Maud Oxenden. Crown
8vo, 6s.
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Reality. Crown 8vo, 6s.
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PEILE.
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8vo, 6s.
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PERIODS OF EUROPEAN LITERATURE. Edited by Pro-
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POLLOK. The Course of Time : A Poem. By Eobbkt Pollok,
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PRESTON-THOMAS. The Work and Play of a Government
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PRINGLE-PATTISON.
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Fomth Edition, (iown Svo, 6s.
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RUTLAND.
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Literature." By 7. J. Shbll. Crown 8to, 5s. net.

"SON OF THE MARSHES, A."
From Spring to Fall; or, When Life Stirs. By " A Son op

THE Uarbhes." . Cheap Uniform Edition. Grown 8vo, 3s. 8d.

Within an Hour of London Town : Among Wild Birds and
their Hannts. Edited by Z. A. Owxs. Cheap Uniform Bdltion. Ci. Svo, 8s. 6d.

With the Woodlanders and by the Tide. Cheap Uniform
Edition. Crown 8to, 38. 6d.

On Surrey Hills. Cheap Uniform Edition. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Annals of a Fishing Village. Cheap Uniform Edition. Crown
8vo, 3a. 6d.

SORLEY.
The Ethics of Naturalism. By W. E. Soelby, Litt.D., LL.D.,

Fellow of the British Academy, Fellow o! Trinity College, Cambridge, Professor
of Moral Philosophy, University of Cambridge. Second Edition. Crown 8vo,
68.

Recent Tendencies in Ethics. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d. net.

SPROTT.
The Worship and Offices of the Church of Scotland. By

George W. Speott, D.D. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Book of Common Order of the Church of Scotland, com-
monly known as John Enox's Liturgy. With Historical Introduction and lUus.
trative Notes. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d. net.

Scottish Liturgies of the Reign of James VI. Edited, with
an Introduction and Notes. Crown Svo, 4b. net.

Euehologion: A Book of Common Order. Crown Svo,
4s. 6d. net.
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STEEVENS.
Things Seen : Impressions of Men, Cities, and Books. By the

late G. W. Stbkvens. Edited by Q. S. Street. With a Memoir by W E.
Hbhlet, and a Photogravure reproduction ol OolUer'a Portrait. Memorial Edi-
tion. Grown 8vo, 6s.

From Capetown to Ladysmith, and Egypt in 1898. Memorial
Edition. Crown 8vo, 6b.

In India. With Map. Memorial Edition. Crown Bvo, 6s.

With Kitchener to Khartnm. With 8 Maps and Plans.
Memorial Edition. Grown 8to, 6s.

The Land of the Dollar. Memorial Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Glimpses of Three Nations. Memorial Edition. Cr. 8vo, 6s.

Monologues of the Dead. Memorial Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
With the Conquering Turk, With 4 Maps. Ch. Ed. Cr. 8vo, 6s.

STEPHENS.
The Book of the Farm ; detailing the Labours of the Farmer,

Farm-Steward, Ploughman, Shepherd, Hedger, Farm-Labourer, Field-Worker,
and Cattle-man. Illustrated with numerous Portraits of Animals and Engravings
of Implements, and Plans of Farm Buildings. Fifth Edition. Revised, and
in great part Re-written, by James Maodosau), P.R.S.B., Secretary EUghland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland. Complete in Six Divisional Volumes,
bound in cloth, each lOs. 6d. net, or handsomely bound, Id 3 volumes with leather
back and gilt top, £8, 3p. net.

STEPHENS. The Eddy. By Eicoaedo Stephens. Crown
Svo, 6s.

STEVENSON. The SUver Spoon. By G. H. Stevenson. Crown
8vo, 6s.

STEWART. Haud Immemor. Eemiaiscences of Legal and
Social Life in Edinburgh and London, 1850-1900. By Chakles Stewart. With
10 Photogravure Plates. Royal Svo, 7s. 6d.

STEWART AND CUFF. Practical Nursing. By Isla Stewart,
Matron of St Bartholomew's Hospital, London; and Hzrbert E. Ouit, M.D.,
F.B.C.S., Medical Bnperiutendent North-Eastem Fever Hospital, Tottenliam,
London. With Diagrams. In 2 volfl. crown Svo. VoL I. Second Edition.
38. 6d. net. Vol. II., 3s. 6d. net.

Also in 1 Volume, 5s. net.

STODDART. Life and Letters of Hannah E. Pipe. By Anna
M. Stoddabt. With Portraits and Illustrations. Demy Svo, 15s. net.

STORMONTK.
Dictionary of the English Language, Pronouncing, Etymo-

logical, and Explanatory. By the Rev. James Storhonth. Revised by the
Rev. P. H. Fhelf. Library Edition. New and Cheaper Edition, with Supple-
ment. Imperial Svo, handsomely bonnd in half morocco, 18s. net.

Etymological and Pronouncing Dictionary of the English
Language. Including a very Copious Selection ot Scientific Terms. For use in

Schools and Colleges, and as a Book of General Reference. The Pronunciation
carefully revised by the Rev. P. H. Phelp, M.A. Cantab. Sixteenth Edition,
Revised. Crown Svo, pp. 1000. 53. net.

Handy Dictionary. New Edition, thoroughly Revised. By
WiLUAH Bathe. 16mo, Is.

STORY. William Wetmore Story and his Friends. From Letters,
Diaries, and Recollections. By Hekrt James. With 2 Portraits. In 2 vols, post
Svo, 24s. net.
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STEAIN. A Prophet's Eeward. By E. H. Strain. Crown 8vo

SYNGE. The Story of the World. By M. B. Synge. With
Coloured Frontispieces and numerous Illustrations by E. M. Synge, A.B.B.,
and Maps. 2 vols, 3s. 6d. each net.

THEOBALD. A Text-Book of Agricultural Zoology. By Feed.
V. Theobald. With numerous Illustrat;ions. Crown 8vo, 8s. 6d.

THOMSON. Handy Book of the Flower-Garden. By David
Thomson. Grown 8vo, 68.

THOMSON. A Practical Treatise on the Cultivation of the
Grape Vine. By William Thomson, Tweed Vineyards. Tenth Edition. 8vo, 6s.

THOMSON. History of the Fife Light Horse. By Colonel
Anstrtjthbb Thomson. With numerous Portraits. Small 4to, 21s. net.

THOKBUEN.
The Punjab in Peace and War. By S. S. Thoebuen. Demy

8vo, 12s. 6d. net.

India's Saint and the Viceroy. A Novel. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THUESTON.
The Circle. By Katheeine Cecil Thueston. Ninth Impres-

sion. Crown 8vo, 6s.

John Chilcote, M.P. Fifteenth Impression, crown 8vo, 6s.
Cheap Edition, Is. net.

People's Edition, paper cover, 6d.

The Mystics. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

The Fly on the Wheel. Crown 8vo, 6s.

TIELE. Elements of the Science of Eeligion. Part I.—Morpho-
loglcaL Part II.—Ontological. Being the Qifford Lectures delivered before the
University of Edinburgh in 1896-98. By 0. P. Tiele, Theol. D., Lltt.D. (Bonon.),
Hon. M.B.A.S., &c., Professor of the Science of Religion, in the University of
Leiden. In 2 vols, post 8vo, 7s. 6d. net each.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY OP SCOTLAND. Published annually, price 6e.

TEAVEES.
The Way of Escape. A Novel. By Graham Teavers (Mar-

garet Todd, U.D.) Second Impression. Crown 8vo, 68.

Windyhangh. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Fellow Travellers. Fourth Edition. Crown Svo, 6a.
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TRUSCOTT. The Marriage of Aminta. By L. Paeey Tetjscott.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

TULLOCH.
Modem Theories in Philosophy and Religion. By John

TuLLOCH, D.D., Principal of St Mary's Oollege in liie University of St
Andrevs, and one of her Majesty's Ohaplalns in Ordinary in Scotland.
8vo, ISs.

TURNER The History of Local Taxation in Scotland. By
Stanley Horsfall Turner, M.A, Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

TWEEDIE. The Arabian Horse: His Country and People.
By Major-General W. Tweedie, O.S.I., Bengal Staff Corps; for many years
H.B.M.'8 Consnl-General, Baghdad, and Political Resident for the Government
of India in Turkish Arabia. In one vol. royal 4to, with Seven Colonred Plates
and other lllnstrations, and a Map of the Country, Large Paper Edition. Price

£6, 6s. net.

VAUGHAN. The Romantic Revolt. By Professor C. E. Vatohan.
Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

VOYAGE OP THE "SCOTIA," THE. Being the Record of
a Voyage of Exploration in Antartic Seas. By Three of the Staff. Demy
8vo, 21s. net.

WADDELL.
Christianity as an Ideal. By Rev. P. Hately Waddell, B.D.

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Essays on Faith. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Thoughts on Modem Mysticism. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

WAKE. Lady Wake's Reminiscences. By LrrcY Wake. With
Portraits and Illustrations. Second Impression. Demy 8vo, 12s. 6d. net.

WALKER. The Letters of John Stuart Blackie to his Wife.
With a few earlier ones to his parents. Selected and edited by his nephew,

A. Stodart Walker. Second Impression. Demy Svo, 12s. 6d. net.

WARREN'S (SAMUEL) WORKS :-

Diary of a Late Physician. Cloth, 2s. 6d. ; boards, 2b. ;
paper

cover. Is.

Now and Then. The Lily and the Bee. Intellectual and
Moral Development of the Present Age. ta. 6d.

Essays : Critical, Imaginative, and Jtiridic&I, 5s.

WATSON. The Skipper. By Gilbeet Watson. Crown Svo, 6s.

WATT. By Still Waters. By Maclean Watt. Is. 6d.
Leather, 2s.

WEIGALL. ^ ^
Travels in the Upper Egyptian Deserts. By Aethue E. P.

Weigall. With numerous Illustrations. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d. net.

The Life and Times of Akhnaton, Pharaoh of Egypt. Illus-

trated. Crown Svo, 10s. 6d. net.
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WENLEY. Aspects of Pessimism. By K. M. Wenley, M.A.,
D.Sc, D.Phil., Professor of Philosophy in the University of Michigan, U.S.A.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

WHIBLEY.
Thackeray. "Modern English Writers." By Charles

Whiblet. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

VTilliam Pitt. With Portraits and Caricatures. Crown 8vo,
6s. net.

American Sketches. Crown 8vo, 6s.

WHISPER Black Mark. By A. Whispee. Crown 8vo, 6s.

WILSON. The Prophets and Prophecy to the Close of the Eighth
Century e.o. By the Bev. Aldxandee Wilson, M.A., Minister of Tthan Wells,

Aberdeenshire. With Introductory Preface by the Bev. Allan Menzies, D.D.,

Professor of Biblical Criticism in the University of St Andrews. Fcap. 8vo, Is.

net.

WILSON.
Works of Profesaor Wilson. Edited by hie Son -in Law,

Professor Febbieb. 12 vols, crown 8vo, £2, 8b.

Christopher in his Sporting-Jacket. 2 vols., 8s.

Isle of Palms, City of the Flagne, and other Poems. 4s.

Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, and other Tales. 4b.

Essays, Critical and Imaginative. 4 vols., 168.

The Noctes Ambrosianes. 4 vols., IBs.

Homer and his Translators, and the Greek Drama. Crown
8vo, is.

WINRAM. Violin Playing and Violin Adjustment.^By James
WiNRAM. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

WORSLEY.
Homers Odyssey. Translated into Ebiglish Verse in the

Spenserian Stanza. By Philip Stahhofx Wobslxt, U.A. New and Cheaper
Edition. Post 8vo, 78. 6d. net.

Homer's Iliad. Translated by P. S. Worsley and Prof. Con-
Ington. 2 vols, crown 8vo, 2l8.

WOTHERSPOON.
Kyrie Eleison ("Lord, have Mercy"). A Manual of Private

Prayers. With Notes and Additional Matter. By H. J. Wotherspoon, M.A.,
of St Oswald's, Edinburgh. Cloth, red edges. Is. net ; limp leather. Is. 6d. net.

Before and After. Being Part I. of 'K3rrie Eleison.' Cloth,
limp, 6d. net.

The Second Prayer Book of King Edward the Sixth (1552) along
with the Liturgy of Compromise, edited by Bev. G. W. Sprott, D.D. Crown
8vo, 46. net.
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